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Introduction 
On the morning of December 17, 1903 Wilber and Orville Wright crossed a 
historic milestone by achieving the first powered flight controlled by a pilot. This event 
marked the beginning of a new era of flight. The flight was brief, a mere 12 seconds 
covering a distance of 120 feet, but by 1905 the brothers had developed a practical 
aircraft that could sustain flight as long as 38 minutes. This was the model that the 
Wright Brothers showcased at Paris and Washington DC in 1908, bringing them 
international recognition and fame, with the pilot and a passenger sitting upright on the 
wmg. 
The year 2003 marks the 1001h anniversary of this monumental achievement. 
Although several groups around the nation are attempting to create exact replicas of the 
Wright Brothers' aircraft, two professors at Utah State University had a different idea of 
how to pay homage to the grandfathers of flight. 
Dr. Dave Widauf and Professor Chuck Larsen entertained the idea of creating an 
aesthetically similar plane to the 1905 Wright Flyer while incorporating space-age 
materials and modern aerodynamic sciences. After presenting the idea to USU 
administrators, the project received an enthusiastic approval. The USU Wright Flyer 
project would be funded as a K-12 outreach program, culminating with participation in 
the 2003 festivities in Dayton, Ohio. It was determined that the Industrial Technology 
and Education Department would build the USU Wright Flyer. Construction would begin 
after a design team, consisting of ten senior engineering students from the Department of 
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, had completed the modified design. 
Nick Alley, a graduate student in mechanical engineering, was assigned to be the 
project manager. Twenty-one students applied to be on the design team, of which ten 
were selected. Five students were responsible for the aerodynamic redesign of the USU 
Wright Flyer and the other five were responsible for the structural redesign. The process 
took two semesters, with the goal in mind to build the plane built during the summer of 
2002. 
It became the responsibility of the student design team to produce a working, full-
scale, modified design of the 1905 Flyer. The USU Wright Flyer was to be a more stable 
and stronger aircraft than its 100-year-old predecessor. The USU Wright Flyer was to 
look amazingly similar to the 1905 Flyer, while incorporating characteristics that are 
necessary for modern, conventional aircraft. This report contains a complete, 
comprehensive review of the eight-month design process. 
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Introduction 
The characteristics of the 1905 Wright Flyer were ingenious and yet displayed the 
limits of the Wrights' understanding of flight mechanics and dynamics. They were great 
engineers, but luckily they were even better pilots. Today's level of aerodynamic 
properties in the subsonic realm are well understood and implementation of the now 
considered "basic" theories and principles of aircraft design are able to easily mend the 
shortcomings of the 100 year old design. 
At the time, relatively little was known about the flight dynamics, and the 1905 
Wright Flyer, though advanced for its time, was aerodynamically unstable by today's 
standards. The objective of USU Wright Flyer design team has been to research the 
characteristics of the original 1905 Flyer and improve the flight ability of the plane. 
One of the major constraints placed upon the project was to retain the aesthetics 
of the original Flyer. This, of course, required the use of a canard-style biplane powered 
by two pusher propellers. The general dimensions of the aircraft were retained as much 
as possible so that the plane would look like the Wright Flyer from a distance to the 
average airplane enthusiast. 
All of the powered aircraft that the Wrights' designed from 1903 to 1909 suffered 
from moderate to severe instability in pitch. Pitch stability was the first major goal for 
improving the Flyer. Stall speed was another characteristic worth exploring since the 
Wright Brothers' plane was stalled much of the time during flight, cruising at a relatively 
slow 28 mph. Higher design speeds would permit higher stall speeds, but also would 
increase the drag significantly. 
These regulations and other governing parameters for safe flight helped to 
establish the following targets for the redesign: 
1. Aesthetically similar to the original1905 Wright Flyer 
2. Stable in Pitch (Static Margin<:: 8%) 
3. Stall Speed no less than 15 mph under cruise speed 
The Wright Flyer was an engineering marvel of its time, the first step into a whole 
new world. Naturally, since it was the first airplane, it left much to be desired in 
comparison to the aircraft of today. The flight characteristics of the original 1905 Wright 
Flyer could have been greatly improved by implementing just a few basic aerodynamic 
principles. 
I 
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Tools of Analysis 
In order to make improvements on the 1905 Wright Flyer Design it was necessary 
to perform an analysis on the original to understand quantitatively its flight 
characteristics. The necessary analysis was divided into two general areas, the individual 
parts of the aircraft (airfoils and bluff bodies) and the aircraft as a whole. 
The analysis of the airfoils was done using two different computer programs: 1) a 
program developed by Dr. W. F. Phillips at Utah State University called AIRFOIL2001, 
and 2) an online program called CALCFOIL. AIRFOIL2001 uses an inviscid vortex 
panel numerical method to calculate lift and moment coefficients of an airfoil. This was 
used primarily as a quick preliminary analysis tool. CALCFOIL uses a simple viscous 
bubble method in conjunction with a vortex panel method to calculate the viscous drag 
and stall angle of attack of an airfoil in addition to the coefficients that AIRFOIL2001 
calculates. 
The data for the airfoils collected from CALCFOJL was then used in another 
program written by Dr. Phillips called WINGS2001. This uses Prandtl' s in viscid lifting-
line theory to calculate the aerodynamic interaction between all parts of an aircraft. By 
entering the aerodynamic coefficients of each part of an aircraft, the flight characteristics 
of that plane can be analyzed in a variety of situations. Aerodynamic coefficients 
obtained from WINGS2001 were then used to calculate the stall speed, static stability and 
dynamic stability of the airplanes. Calculated values from WINGS2001 were in 
agreement with available historical or experimental data and flight performance of the 
1905 Wright Flyer. 
The Origina/1905 Wright Flyer 
All of the powered aircraft the Wright Brothers built up to 1909 suffered from 
moderate to severe instability in pitch. One major reason for the pitch instability of 
thel905 flyer is its oversized canard control surface. This placed the aerodynamic center 
of the aircraft in front of the center of gravity by almost a foot and a half, as seen in 
Figure 1.1 (Hooven 1978). The other major contributing factor to the pitch instability is 
that the Wright Brothers preferred controllability rather than stability for fear of going 
into a stall dive. This caused the death of many would-be aviators including Otto 
Lilienthal, an inspiration to the Wrights and the father of modem aviation (Hooven 
1978). 
5 
A.C. C.G. 
Figure 1.1: Locations of Center of Gravity and Aerodynamic Center of 1905 Flyer. 
A modern measurement for pitch stability is the static margin, which, for modern 
conventional aircraft, should be around 5%. By contrast, the first iteration of the 1905 
Flyer was approximately -23%. By 1908 the static margin had improved to -8%, which 
is still below -5%, today's limit for human-controlled aircraft (Hooven 1978). This 
instability can be observed in film footage of the airplane in flight, with the airplane 
constantly porpoising throughout the flight. This instability led to frequent "hard" or 
otherwise unplanned landings for the Wright Brother's flyer. More often than not their 
planes needed some level of repair after this type of landing. 
Another area of concern with the Flyer is the fact that the ahfoils used were very 
thin and therefore extremely susceptible to stall. The canard's ability to produce lift was 
only slightly better than that of a flat plate. Although it had a very ingenious mechanism 
to increase its camber as it was deflected upward, it still did not perfom1 any better than a 
NACA 0002, while producing significantly higher drag. Also, in order to produce 
enough lift in steady level flight the wings had to fly at an go angle of attack, right on the 
verge of stall. 
Another shortcoming of the 1905 design was its high parasitic drag. Both the 
wing and canard had blunt leading and trailing edges resulting in high drag coefficients. 
Also, all of the aircraft structure for the airplane had the same level of streamlining: 
nothing more than rounded corners on their woodwork. Wind tunnel data for the 1903 
Flyer, which had the same general drag cross section as the 1905, showed that it 
developed approximately 125 pounds of drag in level flight at 28 miles per hour (NASA 
1999). This could have easily been reduced by a factor of 2 or 3 using appropriate 
streamlining. 
Characteristics of Canard Aircraft 
In standard tail-configured aircraft the elevator often has negative lift in trimmed 
flight in order to counter the negative pitching moment of the main wing. With a canard-
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configured aircraft the lift in trimmed flight is positive in order to counter the main wings' 
pitching moment. Thus the canard carries a percentage of the aircraft's weight. The 
canard configuration is more efficient in that both the canard and wing contribute to 
lifting the aircraft where in tail configured aircraft the main wing supports the aircraft's 
weight plus the negative lift created by the elevator. The absolute lift created is less for 
canards than tail-configured aircraft, which means less drag is induced. 
For a canard-configured aircraft to be statically stable, the canard must have 
higher wing loading than the main wing and thus an airfoil with a high maximum lift 
coefficient. A statically unstable canard aircraft has a low wing loading on the canard 
and thus does not need to create much lift. The 1905 Wright Flyer was statically unstable 
and this is why it was able to fly with an airfoil that had such a low maximum lift 
coefficient. 
One of the design criteria was to have a stall speed below the Federal Aviation 
Regulation (FAR) requirement of 40 mph minimum stall speed for an ultralight trainer. 
Minimum stall speed of a canard-configured aircraft is determined by the stall speed of 
canard. The high wing loading on the canard for stability increases the minimum canard 
stall speed, which increases the stall speed of the whole aircraft. Stability (high canard 
wing loading) and low minimum stall speed requirements are satisfied using an airfoil 
with a high maximum section lift coefficient. High maximum section lift coefficients are 
obtained for an all-flying canard predominantly by increasing the camber and thickness 
of the airfoil section. However if thickness and camber are increased dramatically the 
aesthetic design criterion is compromised. 
Airfoil Considerations 
The Wright Brother's performed airfoil analysis using rudimentary wind tunnel 
testing that was advanced for its time, however present-day technology allows for much 
improvement. Many different airfoil types including the NACA 4-digit and the USU 12-
digit series were analyzed to evaluate lift, drag, moment, and stall characteristics. USU 
airfoils are designed for a uniform pressure distribution at zero angle of attack. The 
uniform pressure distribution minimizes adverse pressure gradients, drag, and probability 
of boundary layer separation, or stall. 
Canard Airfoil Design 
As previously described, the 1905 Wright Flyer canard airfoil is closely modeled 
as an all-flying NACA 0002. A NACA 0002 produces a very small maximum lift 
coefficient, approximately 0.25. As previously concluded, a higher lifting airfoil would 
need to replace the 1905 canard airfoil. The 1905 used an all-flying canard, meaning that 
the entire surface rotated to obtain a deflection. To satisfy aesthetics, the USU Wright 
Flyer also utilizes an all-flying canard. 
7 
Airfoil sections for the canard were optimized by first changing camber. Several 
aircraft were modeled in WINGS2001, the only difference being the camber of the canard 
airfoil. The camber was increased from 2.2% to 4.5%. Over this range, the static margin 
only decreased 0.6%, while the canard stall speed decreased 5 mph. Increasing camber 
had a desirable effect, which was to lower the stall speed without significant change in 
the stability. A camber of 4.5% was chosen because it was the highest cambered airfoil 
that would not take away from the aesthetic value of the design. 
Next, an optimization of canard airfoil section thickness was made. Aircrafts with 
8%, 9%, and 10% airfoil thickness were analyzed. Static margin dropped 0.06 % from 
8% to 9% thickness, and dropped 0.12% from 9% to 10% thickness. Stall speed dropped 
0.85 mph from 8% to 9% thickness, and dropped 0.11 mph from 9% to 10%. Increasing 
thickness had a better effect from 8% to 9% than from 9% to 10% because there was a 
larger drop in stall speed and a smaller drop in static margin. Therefore a 9% thick airfoil 
for the canard was the best choice. 
The USU 12-digit airfoil that corresponded to the 4.5% camber and 9% thickness 
was a USU 993009-3040.13 shown with the 1905 canard in Figure 1.2. Lift slope and 
maximum section lift coefficients were then obtained from CALCFOIL and compared to 
the NACA 0002 as shown in Figure 1.3. Obvious improvements in maximum section lift 
can be seen in this comparison. 
An analysis of pressure distributions on the upper and lower surfaces of the USU 
993009-3040.13 and NACA 0002 airfoils was done usingAIRFOIL2001 to check for the 
presence of adverse pressure gradients. As previously mentioned, adverse pressure 
gradients can cause an abrupt stall. Both airfoils were analyzed at zero degree angle of 
• I 
Figure 1.2: 1905 Wright Flyer (top) and USU 993009-3040.13 (bottom) canard airfoil 
cross-sections. 
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Figure 1.3: A section lift coefficient comparison between USU 993009-3040.13 and 
NACA 0002 airfoils. 
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attack and at a takeoff/landing condition of I 0 degrees angle of attack as seen in Figure 
1.4 and Figure 1.5 respectively. The obvious effects of camber can be seen as the change 
in pressure between the upper and lower surfaces in Figure 1.4. The USU airfoil has a 
smoother pressure distribution and the desired smaller pressure gradient near the leading 
edge of the airfoil section as seen in Figure 1.5. 
usu 993009-3040.13 NACA0002 
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Figure 1.4: The zero angle of attack pressure distribution for the USU 993009-3040.13 
(left) and NACA 0002 (right) airfoil sections. 
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Figure 1.5: The 10-degree angle of attack pressure distribution for the USU 993009-
3040.13 (left) and NACA 0002 (right) airfoil sections. 
Main Wing Airfoil Design 
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1.0 
The 1905 Wright Flyer main wing airfoil had a poor lift to drag ratio due to its 
thin shape and blunt leading edge. The main factors considered in selecting a new airfoil 
were the lift and stall characteristics along with the pitching moment created. Because of 
the large wing area with respect to the overall weight of the aircraft, it was not necessary 
to select a high lift airfoil. It was more important to select an airfoil that had an 
acceptable pressure distribution and good stall characteristics. 
Airfoil Optimization and Analysis 
There were several variables that were taken into account that affect the 
performance of an airfoil. These variables included airfoil thickness, location of 
maximum thickness, leading and trailing edge geometry, and camber. After much 
iteration a modified USU 402509-3040.13 airfoil was selected. It is shown in Figure 1.6 
along with the 1905 Wright Flyer airfoil. 
The USU airfoil has a much larger maximum thickness than its 1905 counterpart 
(9% of the chord length vs. 3.5%), which allows larger angles of attack before stall. The 
1905 airfoil has very blunt leading and trailing edges and has a near constant thickness 
over the whole chord length. The USU airfoil is thickest at the quarter chord, tapers to a 
sharp point at the trailing edge and is smoothly rounded in the front. These 
characteristics reduce flow separation and allow the suitable pressure distribution shown 
in Figure 1.7. 
I 
i 
I 
Figure 1.6: 1905 Wright Flyer airfoil (top) and USU 402509-3040.13 airfoil (bottom) 
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Figure 1.7: Pressure distribution of modified USU 402509-3040.13 airfoil. 
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Due to the improved aerodynamic efficiency of the new airfoil design, it was not 
necessary to have such a highly cambered design. Even with less then half the camber of 
the 1905 airfoil, the lift characteristics of the modified USU airfoil are much more 
desirable. Figure 1.8 shows the predicted lift slopes of the two airfoils using data 
obtained from CALCFOIL. It can be seen that the USU airfoil has a higher maximum lift 
coefficient, and can achieve higher angles of attack before stalling. 
The USU airfoil was modified slightly in order to reduce the forward pitching 
moment that is created by cambered airfoils. This was done in order to reduce the 
loading of the canard. The last 5% of the trailing edge was reflexed upward slightly 7 
degrees which reduced the lift on the end of the airfoil. At high angles of attack the end 
section of the airfoil actually produced a small amount of negative lift. While this does 
reduce the lift efficiency of the airfoil, it is justifiable due to the low wing loadings 
required for flight. Figures 1.9 and 1.10 illustrate the slight design modification and how 
it drastically reduces the forward pitching moment coefficient. 
11 
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Longitudinal Static Stability 
The improvement in the airfoils assisted in developing a more stable aircraft, but 
many more parameters needed to be studied. The most accurate representation of the 
airplane and its flight stability was found by modeling it in WINGS2001. However, when 
the affects of many variables needed to be explored, using WINGS2001 was very time 
consuming. In order to assist in the analysis, a computer program named STAB was 
developed to quickly approximate the static margin. STAB incorporated the basic 
equations that govern the longitudinal stability of an aircraft, including simple statics 
(Newton's Second Law), and basic flight mechanics, to compute the static margin. A 
free-body diagram similar to the one used in the derivation is shown in Figure 1.11. 
Though the program was designed to produce only an estimate of the static margin it 
proved to be quite accurate in its predictions when compared to the results found from 
WINGS2001. 
When comparing a bi-plane to a conventional single-wing aircraft the non-
dimensionalization process must be changed. The reference area must be doubled, to 
represent an area equivalent to both the top and bottom wings. The longitudinal 
reference length was also doubled to represent the two wings. Another factor of concern 
was that two wings in a biplane configuration do not create the same amount of lift (and 
therefore upwash on the canard), when placed together. In order to account for this 
inefficiency WINGS2001 was used to determine how a bi-plane configuration affected 
the lift of two wings. Then the lift and upwash created by the main wings were scaled 
proportionally (the scaling factor was 0.91). 
Figure 1.11: Simplified free-body diagram of a canard aircraft (without vertical offsets). 
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In order to find the desired static margin, certain parameters of the plane were 
altered while others were held constant in order to retain aesthetics to the highest possible 
degree (such as the span and chord length of the main wing). After eliminating these and 
other parameters, the following remained as variables altered to find the ideal static 
margm: 
• Location of the center of gravity 
• Canard span 
• Canard chord length 
Canard location. 
After experimenting with many different configurations and values for the chosen 
variables, the following changes increased the static margin: 
1. Moving the CG position further forward. 
2. Decreasing the canard span. 
3. Decreasing the canard chord length. 
4. Moving the canard further aft. 
Notice that changing all of these parameters in the manner specified also increases 
the wing loading on the canard surfaces, affecting not only the static margin but also the 
stall speed of the aircraft. The coupling of higher stall speeds with low static margins 
was a difficult obstacle to overcome. Figure 1.12 shows a plot generated using STAB. It 
represents a flyer with a canard span of 12.5 feet and the CG placed one foot in front of 
the leading edge of the main wing. 
The following parameters were chosen from the preliminary analysis: 
1. CG position= 1.0 feet forward of the main wing's leading edge 
2. Canard span = 12.5 feet 
3. Canard chord length = 2.5 feet 
4. Canard placement= 9.5 feet forward of the CG (referenced to the 1A chord) 
5. Static Margin = 8.0% 
The 1905 Wright Flyer parameters for comparison: 
1. CG position = 3 to 6 inches behind the \4 chord of the main wing 
2. Canard span = 15 feet, 7 V2 inches 
3. Canard chord length= 3.125 feet 
4. Canard placement = 11.2 feet forward of the CG (referenced to the \4 chord) 
5. Static Margin~ -23% 
Final results after analysis with WINGS200I: 
6. CG position = 1.0 feet forward of the main wing's leading edge 
7. Canard span= 12.5 feet 
8. Canard chord length = 2.5 feet 
9. Canard placement= 9.5 feet forward of the CG (referenced to the 1A chord) 
10. Static Margin= 9.5% 
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Figure 1.12: Static Margin (%) as a function of the canard chord length and placement 
with respect to the CG. Using a span of 12.5 ft. and the CG being placed 1 ft. in front of 
the leading edge of the main wing. 
Aerodynamic Drag Reduction 
To improve the aerodynamic design of the 1905 Wright Flyer, a detailed analysis 
of structural parasitic drag of the original was performed. Once the characteristics of the 
original aircraft were understood, improvements could be recommended and designed. 
The 1905 Wright Flyer 
The aerodynamic drag forces that affected the 1905 Wright Flyer were estimated 
using a set of blueprints drawn under the direction of Wilbur Wright nearly forty years 
after the plane was flown. The main equation used in the analysis was the definition of 
the non-dimensional drag coefficient. 
DragForce 
CD= I 2 
-,_pV Area (eq. 1.1) 
The process was simp! y a matter of examining each part of the plane, estimating 
the frontal area of the part, then determining the best value for the drag coefficient. The 
14 
15 
areas were estimated by measuring the blueprints and scaling the dimensions. The drag 
coefficients were determined by comparing each part to a list of geometries described in 
Fluid Mechanics by Frank M. White, and then choosing the geometry best describing the 
part. The aerodynamic forces calculated for each part were then added together to give 
an approximation of the total drag force exerted on the original aircraft during flight. 
In using the drag coefficient equation, density was assumed to be 0.0023769 
slug/fr1 (standard sea-level air density). The velocity used was 28 mph, which is about the 
speed the Wrights are reported to have flown. The drag coefficients and corresponding 
geometries used are tabulated below in Table 1.1. 
A large portion of the drag was actually developed by the main wings. The drag 
coefficients for the main wing, canard, and rudder were found using CALCFOIL. To be 
consistent with the derivation of their coefficients, the reference areas used in the drag 
force calculations were the planforrn areas. A spreadsheet was then used to organize the 
analysis of each part and calculate the drag forces (see Appendix A). 
Although the Wright brothers had done a good deal of airfoil testing in the 
development of their plane, they seem to have been primarily interested in the lift 
produced by the surfaces they tested. It is not evident that they paid much attention to the 
aerodynamic drag caused by the many other parts on their flying machine. For example, 
the parasitic drag coefficient for the main wing airfoil on the original plane was estimated 
to be about Coo= 0.047, while most modern commercial planes have wings with parasitic 
drag coefficients around Coo= 0.02. 
All of the flying machines designed and built by the Wright brothers developed 
relatively large aerodynamic drag from bluff bodies as well. The 18 struts between the 
main wings, and the 9 struts on the canard were all simply oval cylinders. The entire 
chassis was made of a similar cross section. Several hundred feet of wires and cables 
held the plane together. A round cylinder, such as a wire or cable, has a drag coefficient 
of 1.2. A small cylinder about 0.0625" diameter, such as a wire, creates the same drag 
force as a streamlined body that is six times as thick. There was much room for 
improvement in the structural/aerodynamic design of the world's first airplane. 
Round Nose UH 0.5 1.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 
Section Co 1.16 0.90 0.70 0.68 0.64 
Rat Nose UH 0.1 0.7 2.0 3.0 6.0 
Section Co 1.90 2.70 1.80 1.30 0.90 
Cylinder CD 1.20 
Disk Co 1.17 
Main Wing Co Parasific 0.047 
Canard Wing CDParasitk 0.030 
Rudder Co Parasitic 0.002 
Table 1.1: Drag coefficients of varying geometries. 
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The USU Wright Flyer 
The reduction of drag for a more modern design was a straightforward process. 
The structural elements of the plane were redesigned with two objectives aside from the 
requirements of holding the plane together. The first periphery constraint was to 
maintain a form that would represent the 1905 Wright Flyer from about 100 feet away. 
The second periphery constraint was to reduce the aerodynamic drag. 
By using stronger and more modern materials, along with better construction 
techniques, many extraneous structural elements were either eliminated, or their numbers 
reduced. The remaining parts were redesigned to reduce their frontal area or use 
geometries with smaller drag coefficients. In the case of the wings and canard, more 
efficient airfoils were used, thereby not only increasing the performance and stability of 
the plane, but also greatly reducing the parasitic drag. The final design of the main wing 
airfoil resulted in an impressive parasitic drag coefficient of Coo = 0.0073. 
After the final structural design of the USU Wright Flyer was finished, a second 
spreadsheet (Appendix A) was developed to estimate the drag forces experienced in 
flight. Comparing the two spreadsheets shows the drag differences between the new 
USU flyer with the old 1905. 
For the USU flyer the number of struts needed for structural support was reduced, 
the struts that remained were changed to have a streamlined cross-section, and all of the 
wires used to hold the plane together were eliminated. Figure 1.13 shows how these 
changes benefit the performance of the USU Wright Flyer. The 1905 fought 
approximately 120 pounds of aerodynamic drag at a cruise speed of 28 mph. The new 
aircraft at the same speed had only 55 pounds of drag. If the original aircraft had enough 
propulsive power to reach the design cruise speed of the new aircraft (45 mph) the drag 
would be 300 pounds. The new aircraft is estimated to induce only 120 pounds at cruise. 
From a copy of the Wright brother's 1908 notebook, they recorded a static thrust 
from their propellers of 134 pounds (Ash 1999). Their propellers would produce less 
thrust at 28 mph, and the thrust must equal the drag in steady-level flight. So a prediction 
of 120 pounds of drag seems quite reasonable. 
It is interesting to note the influence that a passenger had on the two airplanes. 
There is not much difference between flying with or without a passenger in the original 
aircraft. The drag from the 1905 airframe was so large that the second person didn't 
make much difference. On the new aircraft however, the airframe drag is low enough 
that adding a passenger significantly adds to the over all drag. 
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Figure 1.13: Aerodynamic drag force developed as a function of airspeed. 
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The aerodynamic drag forces on the aircraft also produce a moment about the 
center of gravity. Since the majority of the aircraft's frontal area is above the center of 
gravity a pitching-up moment is produced. As the speed of the aircraft increases the 
pitching moment also increases. Figure 1.14 shows a prediction of how the positive 
pitching moment is expected to increase as a function of forward airspeed. At a cruise 
speed of 45 mph, the moment acting on the USU Wright Flyer should be about 700ft-lb. 
The propellers, sitting two feet above the center of gravity will have to produce enough 
thrust to balance the expected drag force of about 125 lbf, thus producing a negative 
moment of 250ft-lb. A remaining moment of 450 ft-lb is left acting on the aircraft. The 
possible stability problems due to the increased pitching moment were evaluated by 
adding an extraneous surface to the WINGS2001 model that would produce the same 
results as the total parasitic drag of the aircraft. 
The detailed estimations of the drag forces and moments that are expected for 
both the 1905 and the USU Wright Flyer made it possible to find ways to improve the 
1905 Wright Flyer and also predict the needs of the USU Wright Flyer. The thrust 
needed for take off and cruising flight were predicted, and values needed to predict the 
static stability of the aircraft were found. 
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Figure 1.14: Drag moments as a function of airspeed. 
Performance 
Canard configured aircraft can be susceptible to an unrecoverable stall if the main 
wing stalls before the canard. If the wing were to stall first the aircraft would pitch 
backwards and there would be no way to restore the flow over the wings surface and 
regain level flight. When the canard stalls first the aircraft pitches forward and loses 
altitude (potential energy), which is exchanged for an increase in airspeed (kinetic 
energy). The boundary layer re-attaches to the canard surface inducing lift, which allows 
the pilot to pitch back the aircraft and return to level flight. 
To verify a "canard first" stall, the new aircraft was balanced in WINGS200J at 
speeds ranging from 20 mph to 80 mph. Data from WINGS2001 showed that as the 
aircraft approached stall, the balanced angle of attack for the canard approached its 
maximum angle of attack at a faster rate than the wing did. Thus the canard would stall 
first. Downwash on the wing tends to decrease its absolute angle of attack and move 
away from stall, while upwash on the canard tends to increase its absolute angle of attack 
and move it closer to stall. 
A "canard first" stall analysis was also done with respect to lift coefficients using 
the same method outlined above. The data also showed that as the aircraft approached 
stall the lift coefficient for the canard increased at a higher rate than that of the wing, thus 
the canard always stalled first. Static margin was found to increase with decreasing 
speeds. This verified that the aircraft would maintain good stability throughout its design 
speed range. 
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The USU Wright Flyer performance analysis found in Appendix B was developed 
using equations based on Newton's second law (Phillips 2002), data obtained from 
WINGS2001, and the drag analysis (Appendix A). Results of this analysis are best 
presented graphically as: Figure 1.15 - Thrust Required/Available, Figure 1.16 - Power 
Required/Available, Figure 1.17 - Rate of Climb, and Figure 1.18 - Sink Rate. The 
analysis also found the USU Wright Flyer to have a stall limited minimum turning radius 
of 84.2 ft, and take off distance of 222.0 ft. 
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Figure 1.15: Comparison of thrust required to maintain level flight and thrust available 
given the chosen engine and propellers at standard sea level. 
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Figure 1.16: Comparison of power required to maintain level flight and power available 
given the chosen engine and propellers as standard sea level. 
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Figure 1.17: Rate of climb at standard sea level. 
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Dynamic Stability 
After finding the USU Wright Flyer to be statically stable it was necessary to 
ensure its dynamic stability. Many modern aircraft design projects are delayed because 
of problems with dynamic stability, as it can be a difficult characteristic of an airplane to 
predict (Phillips 2002). 
The dynamic stability of an aircraft is found by determining how the airplane 
would respond to different perturbations from the equilibrium state. Just as a spring-mass 
system has different dynamic modes, so does an aircraft. The airplane is the mass and the 
atmosphere is the spring. The five main dynamic modes for an aircraft are: 
1. Short -period 
2. Long-period or Phugoid 
3. Roll 
4. Spiral 
5. Dutch Roll 
Each mode represents conditions that could either make the flight uncomfortable or, in 
some cases, dangerous. 
In order to quantify an airplane's characteristics in dynamic stability, the 
government has established a classification system that measures how an aircraft's 
dynamic modes affect the quality of flight. Cooper and Harper ( 1969) developed a rating 
system that ranked an aircraft's handling characteristics according to pilot opinion. A 
Level I rating in this system corresponds to an aircraft for which "pilot compensation (is) 
not a factor for desired performance." Level 4, the lowest pilot rating, states "control will 
be lost during some portion of required operation" (Phillips 2002). 
Different classes of aircraft and categories of flight phases are also taken into 
account when classifying an airplane's dynamic flight capabilities. The USU Wright 
Flyer is a Class I aircraft, which means it is small, light, and used for training or "general 
observation." The flight phase for the flyer will be a Category C, implying "gradual 
maneuvers" requiring "accurate flight-path control" (Hodgkinson 1999). Table 1.2 
shows the requirements of a Level I pilot rating for each of the major dynamic modes 
given this particular aircraft class and flight category. 
Just as a spring-mass system has a governing equation to describe its motion, so 
does an aircraft. A computer program named DYNSTAB was developed using the 
linearized equations of motion to find the properties of the different dynamic modes of an 
aircraft. DYNSTAB required as input a list of moments of inertia and derivatives 
characterizing the motion of an aircraft. The moments of inertia were found using solid 
models of the 1905 and USU Wright Flyers made with Autodesk® Mechancial Desktop© 
and Inventor©. The aerodynamic derivatives were found using WINGS2001 and 
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DYNSTAB was then able to find the dynamic flight qualities of both the USU Wright 
Flyer and the 1905 flyer (see Table 1.2). 
As can be seen in Table 1.2, the USU Wright Flyer passed almost all of the 
requirements for Level I status in steady-level flight. The divergent spiral mode had a 
Level II doubling time, which is less than ideal. However, in the conditions the airplane 
will be flying in (visual flight reference or VFR), it should be only a slight inconvenience 
to the pilot, and not a dangerous quality. 
The positive pitching moment of the 1905 Flyer, which resulted in static 
instability, prevents a proper prediction of its short -period mode. The spiral mode 
doubling time of the 1905 Flyer was just above the threshold of a Level N pilot rating 
(4.0 seconds), resulting in a nearly uncontrollable aircraft. 
The Level II spiral mode of the USU flyer gave rise to a study of the effects of 
how dihedral and a smaller rudder would effect the plane's dynamic stability. Not 
mentioned earlier was the fact that the initial dynamic analysis did not consider the fact 
that under regular flight conditions the wings would have natural dihedral due bending in 
the wing spar. Ignoring the natural dihedral resulted in a doubling time of 9.54 seconds. 
Using a simple cantilever model, dihedral was placed in the wing representing the natural 
wing deflection during steady-level flight. The doubling time of the spiral mode was 
then found to be 12.62 seconds. The result was not only more pleasing, but also more 
realistic. The dynamic stability results shown in Table 1.2 for the USU Wright Flyer are 
actually the results obtained by incorporating the natural dihedral. 
Hodgkinson Classifications (1999) 
Aircraft Classification: Class I 
Flight Phase: Category C 
Mode 
Requirements for a Pilot Rating of 
I: 
Short-period Range of 1:; 0. 3 5 to 
Phugoid Minimum?; 0. 0 4 
Roll Maximum 1/cr {sec) 1. 0 
Spiral Minimum Doubling Time (sec) 20 
Dutch Roll MinimumS 0.08 
Key: 
Level I Minimum l:;ron 0.15 
~..,..~ ll 
Minimum ron 1. 0 0 Lc~·el IV 
Level USU Wright Original 
Flyer 1905 Flyer 
1. 3 0 0.87156 n/a 
0.12814 0.52627 
0.03733 0.08827 
12.62 
0.46145 0.56481 
1.84903 1.35461 
4.00701 2.39834 
Table 1.2: Hodgkinson (1999) class1ficatwn companson for Level I pilot ratmg. 
Values for the USU Wright Flyer and the original 1905 Flyer represent steady-level 
flight. 
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Another attempt to increase the doubling time of the spiral mode was to decrease 
the size of the rudder. The design team was hesitant to do so in the first place because of 
the negative effect it would have on the aesthetics of the airplane. Decreasing the chord 
length of the rudder was the best possibility. However, by reducing the rudder's chord 
length from 3.0 feet to 2.75 feet in the DYNSTAB model, the resulting doubling time was 
12.68 seconds, only a 0.5% increase. Needless to say, the original rudder size remained 
in use. 
Velocity is a large contributor to the quality of an aircraft's dynamic stability. 
Figure 1.19 represents the manner in which the velocity affects the doubling time of the 
spiral mode. The figure also presents the relationship between the spiral mode's doubling 
time and changes in climb angle. As one can see, high climb angles can the 'plane to 
plummet below the Level ill threshold, placing the aircraft in a potentially dangerous 
situation. 
In the continued study of airspeed effects, a phugoid mode of decreasing quality 
was found at lower speeds, as shown in Figure 1.20. A flight speed of 35 mph causes a 
higher climb angle to be potentially dangerous. With this and the potential spiral mode 
problems at lower airspeeds, it will be important for the pilots of the USU Wright Flyer 
to be gradual in their maneuvering. In take-off configuration, for example, the pilot must 
maintain a high speed and a low climb angle to secure safe handling of the aircraft. 
The effects of bank angles were also studied, but found only to increase the 
dynamic stability of the aircraft within the realm of the USU Wright Flyer's flight 
conditions. 
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Figure 1.20: Damping rate of the phugoid mode as the climb angle changes for airspeeds 
of 35 and 45 mph. 
Early in the year of 1905 the Wright Brothers added blinkers to their canard to 
keep the nose of the plane from sliding to the side when banking. The blinkers were small 
vertical plates that sat between the two canards. Little did the Wright Brothers know that 
the blinkers would also increase the dynamic stability of their aircraft. In the initial 
design phases of the USU Wright Flyer the blinkers were assumed to create more drag 
than they would assist in stability, and were therefore emitted. The small difficulties 
encountered in both the spiral and phugoid modes led to a decision to reapply the 
blinkers. Adding the blinkers raised the spiral doubling time to almost 18 seconds. They 
also had a small positive effect on the phugoid damping ratio, most likely due to the 
winglet effect the blinkers had on the canard. It is common for modern aircraft to use 
what is called a strake to create a similar stabilizing effect, due to the commonality of the 
divergent spiral mode. The actual application of the blinkers to the USU Flyer will be 
beyond the scope of our time frame. 
The design of the USU Wright Flyer has been one to create a unique airplane-
one to bring the past into the future. Had the goal of this design been to create a more 
conventional aircraft, different design criteria would have been established, and the 
performance in dynamic stability would have been greatly improved. However, it has 
been shown that the dynamic stability of the USU Wright Flyer surpasses the 
performance of the 1905 Wright Flyer. Due to the overall improvement and the 
competent performance of the new plane the less-than-ideal circumstances presented 
above, such as the spiral and phugoid modes, are permissible. 
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If design changes were possible, the first step in improving the dynamic stability 
would be to increase the airspeed. This alone would raise the dynamic stability pilot 
rating to Level I for all modes, and allow for steeper climb angles. Blinkers would also 
increase the dynamic stability, especially for the spiral mode. However, the effects of the 
blinkers are still small compared to simp! y increasing the airspeed. 
Conclusion 
The Wright Brothers' work was ingenious for their time, laying the groundwork 
for the advancement in flight sciences for 100 years. As aerodynamic sciences have built 
upon their findings, this project has built upon their aircraft. The targets established at 
the beginning of this re-designing; an aircraft that appears as the 1905 Wright Flyer, 
positive pitch stability and a stall speed 15 miles per hour less than cruise have been 
accomplished according to the analysis completed thus far. 
1. Aesthetically similar to the 1905 Wright Flyer (See Figure 1.21) 
2. Stable in Pitch (Static Margin= 9.5%) 
3. Stall Speed= 30 mph (2 people), 25 mph (I person). 
All of these results are based upon a 45 mph cruise speed and a 496 lbf aircraft empty 
weight. The relevant results of the aerodynamic design were passed along to the 
structural team members to bring the design to life as is detailed in the following 
chapters. 
j I lj-. _L 
Figure 1.21: WINGS2001 models of 1905 and USU Wright Flyers. Clockwise from top 
left: 1905 Wright Flyer, USU Wright Flyer, USU Wright Flyer, USU Wright Flyer side 
view showing lift of airfoils (red), USU Wright Flyer top view. 
MAIN WING 
DESIGN 
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Introduction 
The main wing the 1905 Wright Flyer was ingenious in many ways. The spars, 
ribs, and struts were made of spruce and ash, making them light and easy to work with. 
The wings could be attached and detached easily using simple, modular hardware. The 
wing warping method designed to control the plane was ahead of its time. The 
exceptional designs invented by the Wright Brothers made their wing simple and light 
weight. 
Although the original wing design was extraordinary, major changes were needed 
to accommodate the aerodynamic redesign. For example, the original airfoil was 
replaced by a thicker more efficient design. The simple change in the wing thickness 
necessitated changes in many other aspects such as the spars, struts and cabling system. 
Despite these large changes, every care was taken to remain sincere to the Wright 
Brother's original wing design. Wing warping is the defining characteristic of the 1905 
Wright Flyer wings. As will be shown, all designs of the USU Wright Flyer were done 
around wing warping in hope of honoring the great builders of a legacy. 
Concept Requirements 
I. Weight 
A. The final design must weigh less than 120 pounds without compromising 
safety and/or functionality. 
2. Wing Warping 
A. When warped, the wings must keep an acceptable airfoil shape (minimal skin 
wrinkling). 
B. The design must accommodate a maximum pilot force of 70 lbf. 
C. The design must produce an acceptable roll rate. 
3. Strength 
A. The wings must be built so that the deflection of the wingtips is 20 inches 
when the aircraft is in a 2.5g turn. 
B. The wing spars must be able to withstand a maximum distributed load of 525 
lbf at the interfaces. 
4. Aesthetics 
A. The aircraft must look like the 1905 Wright Flyer from a distance of 100 feet 
to a person that has a general know ledge of the design. 
5. Interfaces with other parts of the airplane 
A. All interfaces must withstand all possible loads that could occur during 
normal flight and landing conditions. 
6. Manufacturing 
,l 
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A. All designs must take into account the construction capabilities of the Utah 
State University Industrial Technology Department. 
B. All designs must be capable of being manufactured within a reasonable time 
frame. 
Wing Warping 
1905 Wright Flyer Design 
Initial wing warping ideas for the USU Wright Flyer were based on the warping 
devices of the 1905 Wright Flyer (see Figure 2.1). The 1905 Wright Flyer used two 
flimsy spars that could be deflected to warp the wing. Each rib was attached to two 
spars, one at the leading edge of the wing and one about four feet back. With a clever 
cable setup, the Wright Brothers deflected the back spar to achieve an acceptable rolling 
rate. The design worked well with the thin airfoil of the 1905 Wright Flyer. 
USU Wright Flyer Design 
Using the wing warping method designed by the Wright Brothers as a foundation, 
internal changes were made to accommodate the new airfoil shape. Several ideas 
considered were twisting a single spar, splitting a rib to include an elastomeric interface 
and twisting the leading edge of the wing with free floating ribs. 
Twisting a Single Spar 
This concept uses a single main spar to carry both the lifting loads and the wing 
warping loads. The spar would have a torsion load applied at the wingtip to cause the 
attached ribs to deflect. 
Initial concepts using a tw1stmg spar had some very appealing properties. 
Foremost was the elimination of the rear spar, which greatly reduced the overall weight 
of the wing structure. Control cables and rods would be located inside the wing structure, 
eliminating parasitic drag caused by external cables. 
Several attributes of the Single Spar design were found to be unacceptable. First, 
the main spar would be subjected to continuous torsion and bending loads. Torsion loads 
would be further increased by the inherent moment caused· by the wing. Such a 
combination of loads was frightening bearing in mind that if the spar failed the aircraft 
would crash. Second, no acceptable twisting mechanism was found to apply controlled 
warping. 
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Figure 2.1: The.1905 Wright Flyer wing warping detail from original drawings. 
Splitting the Ribs with an Elastomeric Interface 
This concept splits the outer ribs near the quarter-chord and reattaches them with 
an elastomeric material effectively creating a large, intemal aileron. A load applied to the 
back spar would beud the back portion of the ribs while the front piece remained rigidly 
attached to the main spar. Two rubber-like interfaces would hold the pieces to together 
(Figure 2.2). This eliminates the constant loading of the main spar, allowing it to carry 
the lifting forces while the rear spar experiences only the predictable bending loads 
created by the control cables. 
A mockup was built to analyze the feasibility of construction and locate any 
problems that were not originally taken into account. Motion was found to be acceptable, 
but the front and back rib pieces tended to separate. Applying retaining blocks to the 
edges of the ribs impeded this problem, but still left concern (Figure 2.3). 
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Figure 2.2: Split rib with elastomeric material. 
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Figure 2.3: Split rib with elastomeric material mockup. 
Unfortunately, this design did not meet the requirement for simplicity. As the 
individual parts were considered, the design quickly grew too complex. This design 
required two to three separate D-tubes, elastomeric material that would run the entire 
length of the warping section, two spars, aud four spar collars (Figure 2.4). 
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Twisting Leading Edge with Free-Floating Ribs 
Work was then done to simplify the previous design. It was found that the 
leading edge of the airfoil was nearly three inches in diameter. Therefore, a three-inch 
diameter front spar was placed at the leading edge. This would strengthen the leading 
edge and effectively eliminate the need for the two heavy D-tubes, which could now be 
replaced with a single lightweight composite piece. The rib was also left as a solid piece 
that could rotate around the front spar, eliminating the need for the elastomeric material. 
Finally, simple wooden blocks bonded to the spar replaced the spar collars to constrain 
the ribs in the lateral direction. 
This idea, consisting of only five main parts (the ribs, the back spar, the front 
spar, the leading edge, and the wingtip) is much simpler than the previous design, which 
incorporates ten. As shown in Figure 2.5, the outer seven ribs are free-floating over both 
spars and are bonded only to the slightly flexible leading edge. The wingtip simply 
constrains the distance between the two spar tips and is also free-floating. Control cables 
bend the back spar to provide the same warping motion as the 1905 Wright Flyer. 
Ironically, the best design found was nearly identical to the 1905 Wright Flyer, which is 
great testament to the ingenuity and engineering skill of the Wright Brothers. 
Leading Edge Design 
To achieve the flexibility for the required motion of the leading edge, the 
expertise of Dave Widauf and Charles Larsen was sought. According to their opinion, 
woven graphite laid up at a 45° angle would provide the needed strength and flexibility. 
Free-floating ribs bonded only to the leading edge 
'· 
Wingtip 
Figure 2.5: Twisting leading edge idea detail. 
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Determination of Required Wing Deflection 
To ensure proper aileron size and placement it was necessary to model the USU 
Wright Flyer using WINGS2001. The process of studying the affects of aileron deflection 
entails matching a desired rolling rate with the required aileron deflection. If a large 
deflection is required the ailerons may be undersized or poorly located. Similarly, small 
deflections might indicate that the ailerons are too large. 
The difficult part in obtaining assurance of proper aileron sizing and deflection is 
generating an accurate model of the airplane. For most aircraft it is not a problem 
because the ailerons have a specific location and size. However, it is difficult to model a 
warping wing. · 
WINGS2001 applies the same angle of aileron deflection on every flap designated 
as an aileron. With wing warping, the wing is most deflected toward the tips of the wing 
and the deflection decreases until the wing can be considered rigid, having no deflection. 
Since it was impossible to model this gradual decrease in deflection angle in 
WINGS2001, a different technique was used. First of all, the wing was broken up into 
sections as shown in Figure 2.6(a). After dividing the wing, the midpoint of each section 
was treated as a point on a cantilever beam. Next, the ratio of a section's midpoint 
deflection compared to the maximum deflection was used as the percent of the chord of 
each section used as an effective aileron, as shown in Figure 2.6(a) and (b). 
A rolling rate value p, commonly used for aileron sizing in low-maneuverability 
aircraft is shown non-dimensionalized as follows (Phillips): 
(eq. 3) 
After placing this value into WINGS2001, the resulting rolling moment was then 
balanced by an opposing aileron deflection. At this balanced configuration, the aileron 
deflection required in the lifting line model was 5.4°, which corresponds to a wingtip 
deflection of 4.3 inches. A visual of the exaggerated wing warping used in WINGS200 I 
is shown in Figure 2.7. 
Trailing Edge Design 
1905 Wright Flyer Design 
The Wright Brothers simply attached a wire, pulled as tight as possible, to 
the trailing edge of the ribs. This design did an adequate job, but still allowed the fabric 
to 'dip' and 'bubble' in flight. 
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Figure 2.6: (a) Visual of how the main wing was sectioned, and the percent chord used 
on each section as an effective aileron. (b) Cantilever beam model used to approximate 
tbe percent chord modeled as an aileron. 
Figure 2.7: Exaggerated wing warping of the WINGS2001 model. 
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USU Wright Flyer Design 
Great thought was given to this aspect of the design mainly because of a paper 
written by J. D. DeLaurier of the University of Toronto, "The Development of an 
Efficient Omithopter Wing." The DeLaurier-proposed omithopter wing had many 
similar warping motions and requirements, namely the design required that the skin of a 
double-surface airfoil remained relatively unwrinkled. To achieve this, a sliding trailing 
edge was developed for the ornithopter wing. 
"The essential feature is that the trailing edge has to be split, thus opening the 
'torque box' formed by the airfoil's cross section. Two unidirectional carbon fibre/epoxy 
strips are glued to the ends of the ribs to form the trailing edge. However, these are not 
glued to each other. Instead, clips are attached which prevent spreading of the trailing 
edge while allowing free relative lateral motion between the strips" as seen in Figure 2.8 
(DeLaurier 1993). 
Final Design 
Upon further investigation, the motion of the USU Wright Flyer was considered 
small when compared to the ornithopter motion, and the shearflex trailing edge concept 
was retired. Therefore, a simple, off-the-shelf trailing edge was specified as seen in 
Figure 2.9. 
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Figure 2.8: Shearflex concept. 
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Figure 2.9: Trailing edge detail. 
Spar Design 
1905 Wright Flyer Design 
The 1905 design, as mentioned in the 'Wing Warping' section, consisted of a 
rectangular arrangement of relatively flimsy spars that depended on cables for stiffness. 
Wing warping and weight seemed to be the reason behind the idea. 
USU Wright Flyer Design 
To accommodate the wing warping mechanics, two spars would be required: a 
main front spar that would carry most of the lifting load and a smaller, flexible back spar 
that would share some of the lifting load and provide the proper deflection motion for 
wing warping. Each spar would also require a high enough radial stiffness to bear 
landing loads at each of the chassis interfaces. 
To meet the strength requirement stated above, the combination of the bending 
stiffness of the front spar, the back spar, and the cables would have to have a deflection 
f 20 · h h'l · . . 1 d f 60 lbf (Weight· LoadPercentage ) hi o me es w 1 e carrymg a wmgtlp oa o . T s 
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test simulates a 2.5 g load to the aircraft. In order to design to these specifications, several 
assumptions were made. First, since a canard-configured aircraft will always have some 
load being carried by the canard, a percentage of the load will be sustained by the canard. 
Second, the load on the wings will be equally distributed over both wings. Finally, the 
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addition of ribs, skin, and especially cables will carry a substantial percentage of the load. 
It was decided to model the load percentages as follows: 
Front Spar: 30% 
Back Spar: 20% 
Canard: 15% 
Cables/Ribs/Skin: 50% 
Front Spar Design 
To determine the size and layup to carry the aforementioned load, a simple 
cantilever model was used (much the same that was used to determine aileron deflection) 
where the chassis interface location was considered the rigid point of the cantilever (207 
inches from the wingtip). The bending load would be placed at the wingtip (see Figure 
2.10). 
From the chosen wing warping design, the front spar would have to fit the ribs' 
leading edge of three inches in diameter. It was found that a 3.2-inch diameter tube 
would only change the leading edge by 0.01 inches. Therefore, a range of values was 
known for the outer diameter: 3.0 to 3.2 inches in diameter. The outer three ribs' leading 
edge radii decreased linearly as they were placed further from the center. The front outer 
spar diameter was reduced to fit this change. 
All that was now required to complete the initial design was the inner diameter or 
thickness of the tube. To find this, the stiffness of the tube would have to be modeled. 
Composites have been known to have moduli that are difficult to predict. For help with 
this aspect, a paper written by Chan and Demirhan of The University of Texas at 
Arlington was consulted. It states that the bending stiffness of composite tube[s] can be 
obtained by using smeared modulus of the laminate and multiplying the moment of 
inertia of the tube. The expression is given as: 
El =E "·(R 4 -R 4 ) X 4 0 I (eq. 2.1) 
where Ex is the smeared modulus of the tube laminate and can be obtained by lamination. 
(Chan, Demirhan 1995) According to one of the composites donators, Bill Pratt of 
Patterned Composites Inc., the smeared modulus of the contributed material would be 95 
to lOOMPa. 
Armed with these assumptions and values, calculation was done to find the 
thickness of the tube to be ten laminate layers (.05 inches) on the inner section of the spar 
and twelve layers on the outer section of the spar (Appendix C). 
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Figure 2.10: Cantilever model used to size front and back spars. 
The front spar's layup was done according to the suggestion of Bill Pratt. He 
suggested that multiples of four were required when using wavy composites to retain 
even curing properties. Therefore, four wavy layers, two 0° layers, and then another four 
wavy layers were used for the inner section. This layup takes advantage of the ease of 
building, beauty, and torsional stiffness of the wavy graphite while retaining the good 
bending stiffness qualities of the 0° layers. The front outer spar would use a twelve layer 
wavy design. 
Back Spar Design 
While the front spar was mainly designed to hold the bending forces of lift, the 
back spar was made to support lift, propeller forces, and to assist the warping motion. As 
can be seen in Figure 2.11, the back outer spar is a large, flexible glass tube much like a 
vaulting pole in order to provide the proper warping mechanics. The larger middle 
section of the spar was made to be a rigid anchor for the outer spar and a stiff connection 
for the engine struts. 
Figure 2.11: Back spar assembly. 
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Again, the smearing method was used to calculate the proper thickness for the 
inner and outer tubes. The exact motion that would be caused by forces from lift, control 
cable, and/or propeller forces is unknown because of coupling effects, but has been 
accounted for in designs discussed in the 'Interface Design' section. 
Thicknesses for the back spar pieces were found to be eight layers of graphite and 
a lay-up of eight wavy layers would be used (see Appendix C). 
Spar to Spar Interfaces 
Since the complete spar would be difficult to build as one piece, each spar would 
have to be made in section and attached together using interfaces. These consisted of 
shorter, stiffer graphite tubes made to slide into the ends of each spar section and would 
be filled with foam, wood or any acceptable filler. A filler was used to support the part 
from crushing since most spar locations have either a chassis interface or a wing strut 
interface or both. 
At the locations where the diameter of the spar is reduced, a different insert would 
be used. A 'spar cap' was inserted into the end of the larger diameter spar having the 
smaller diameter spar adhered to the inner part. Consisting of a balsa center and spmce 
end caps, the spar cap would resist the bending loads of the smaller spar while remaining 
lightweight (Figure 2.12). 
Spar Weight 
Fortunately, the required stiffness of the spars resulted in a lightweight tube. The 
total weight of the front spar would be about 15 pounds (l/3lb/foot). The total weight of 
the back spar drops to 12 pounds (1/4 lb/foot). This left 66 pounds for ribs, struts, 
connections and skin (see Appendix C). The final spar design follows in Figure 2.13. 
Figure 2.12: Spar cap assembly. 
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Figure 2.13: Final spar assembly. 
Rib Design 
The two functions of the USU Wright Flyer ribs were to carry the lifting forces 
(bending loads) and to constrain the spars in the longitudinal direction (buckling loads). 
The ribs would form the airfoil shape, and require stiffness in every direction. Also, with 
over 60 ribs, weight was of great concern. 
A number of ribs were manufactured by students of the ITE Department. Each 
rib consisted of a low-density foam core and a single layer of glass/epoxy adhered to the 
surfaces of the foam (Figure 2.14). Since the manufacturing method was proven, this 
general design was chosen for further analysis and modifications. 
A simple test was done to determine the bending strength of the ribs (Figure 
2.15). Weight was added in a suspended bucket until rib failure. One rib that was 
recorded to weighed less than 0.5 pounds carried a load of 142 pounds. 
The load each rib cauied was determined by taking the theoretical lift distribution 
from WINGS2001 and finding a polynomial to fit the curve (Figure 2.16). The largest rib 
load in a 2.5g maneuver was calculated to be 50 lbf, well below the tested 142 lbf. This 
relatively small value was expected because of the small wing loading. 
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Figure 2.16: Lift distribution of the USU Wright Flyer 
This result left room for weight reduction and several more rib designs were 
tested, such as the "swiss cheese" design seen in Figure 2. I 7. Before this testing was 
done, it was decided that manufacturability would be sacrificed if holes were cut iu the 
rib structures. If holes were cut the exposed foam would have to be covered by 
composite- a painstaking process for 60 ribs. Since this only reduced the weight of the 
wing by 3 pounds, it was decided to reduce the weight by using less foam and replacing 
the fiberglass skin with Kevlar. 
Wing Strut Design 
1905 Wright Flyer Design 
The Wright Brothers used spruce sticks to provide a vertical constraint between 
the wings. Each strut had an eyebolt lashed to the end that was run though a hook 
fastened to each spar. This prevented the stlut from applying any torsional forces to the 
spars. 
USU Wright Flyer Design 
Several aspects of the strut design were explored. First, since the strut cross-
section with respect to the free-stream velocity was rather large, drag would be a major 
consideration. Second, a six-foot stlut could be rather heavy and weight was an issue. 
Third, the struts would have to meet requirements for strength and manufacturability. 
Several ideas were considered. 
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Figure 2.17: "Swiss cheese" rib concept. 
Graphite, Cylindrical Tube with Graphite/Nickel Str·eamlined Fairing 
To be consistent with the spar design, a cylindrical tube was initially chosen as 
the strut structure. The tube and fairing would be made of graphite/epoxy. Simple 
buckling calculations showed that a %-inch tube would be required to hold the loads. A 
nickel-coated fairing would be wrapped around the strut to reduce drag and provide 
aesthetics. 
Graphite, Airfoil Shaped Tube 
The second idea consisted of using an airfoil-shaped bar as a mandrel for the strut. 
Composite would then be laid around the mandrel and cured. Since the airfoil shape was 
wider and longer than the diameter of the cylindrical tube, the buckling resistance would 
be higher and there would be no need for a fairing. The only problem was that the 
concept was unproven. 
With the help and expertise of Professor Charles Larsen, a method was developed 
to make a streamlined strut (Figure 2.18). This aspect of the USU Wright Flyer is 
perhaps the most innovative of the entire wing structure. By using this unique building 
scheme, the struts were created with an airfoil shape made from graphite and epoxy with 
a nickel surface to create the appearance of wood. 
f .'· ' 
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Configuration 
The layout of the struts is nearly identical to the 1905 Wright Flyer with one 
exception: the USU Wright Flyer has added cross struts (see Figure 2.19). By doing this, 
the stress box was closed where the wings attach to the chassis to provide longitudinal 
stiffness and help carry the landing and thrust loads. 
Figure 2.18: Streamlined tube made with wavy graphite. 
Stress 
Box 
Figure 2.19: Demonstration of the 'stress box'. 
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Strut Interface Design 
With a finalized strut design, the last obstacle was to connect these struts to the 
spars. Each interface would have to withstand expected loads while not affecting the 
properties of the spar. Also, since the above mentioned loads were unknown before 
actual flight -testing, a modular design was developed to meet the requirements if 
unforeseen problems arose. 
The first part of the design was a simple aluminum plate that would be bonded 
and strapped to the spar with epoxy and graphite strips. The plate could be bonded in any 
direction on the spar, providing modularity. Also, the effect on the spar properties would 
be minimal. Second, a simple aluminum tube would be welded onto the center of the 
plate. The support bar of the strut would then be inserted inside the tube and affixed to 
the strut by an epoxy/cotton filler (see Figure 2.20). 
W eldament strength was a concern and strength calculations were done to 
determine that a 0.20x0.20 weld bead would provide strength to withstand the expected 
bending load of 421 pounds. Where needed, universal joints (Figure 2.21) were used 
instead of the inserted bar to protect the structure from repeating loading. These joints 
were constrained in twisting and axial directions, and still allow bending. 
Figure 2.20: USU Wright Flyer interface assembly. 
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Figure 2.21: A universal joint in twisting, bending, and compression. 
Cable Design 
1905 Wright Flyer Design 
The majority of the 1905 Wright Flyer wing stiffness was provided by a large 
matrix of cables. These cables were required because of the inherent flaws of the aircraft 
configuration such as large wings, no fuselage, and flimsy wing spars. 
USU Wright Flyer Design 
Structural Cabling 
For aesthetic purposes, the inherent problems mentioned above were slightly 
improved but not avoided. Therefore cables were needed to add stiffness to the USU 
Wright Flyer wing box. The wing spars would be much stiffer than their 1905 
predecessors, and the exact stiffness of the entire wing structure would be very difficult 
to analytically determine. It was determined to make a modular interface design that 
would allow different cable configurations. 
Simple cable plates were designed to fit the bar of the stlut interface (Figure 
2.22), which could easily be added or removed to any strut interface. The one-pronged 
cable plate would accommodate a strut interface with only one cable connection while 
the two-pronged cable plate could fit two connections. It was estimated that the largest 
load to be carried by the structural cables would be 412 pounds and a 1116-inch cable 
(break strength of 460 pounds) was specified. 
Control Cabling 
To provide routing for the cable design shown in Figure 2.23, another modular 
pulley idea was used (Figure 2.24). The pulley assembly was also attached to the stl-ut 
interfaces via cable plates. The cable plates were then bent to the proper angles to 
prevent cable derailment. Standard 1/8-inch control cable was used on all contl·ol 
routing. 
Conclusion 
As was shown in the previous sections, many concepts of the USU Wright Flyer 
mimic the Wright Brothers' original wing design while accommodating the needs of the 
USU Wright Flyer. By doing this, the design remains true to the Wright Brothers' legacy 
while creating a safer platform. 
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Figure 2.22: USU Wright Flyer cable plates (one and two-pronged) . 
Figure 2.23: Control cable routing design. 
Figure 2.24: USU Wright Flyer pulley assembly. 
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Introduction 
The main objective of the USU Wright Flyer canard redesign was to make a 
strong, simple bi-wing canard, which looked like the 1905 Wright Flyer canard. A 
canard is the vertical elevator for the aircraft. The dominating problem was the design 
had to be flexible to accept aerodynamic design modifications and constraints which were 
undetermined at the beginning stages of the design. Also new material types were to be 
used and it was important to understand the different characteristics of innovative 
composite materials. 
Concept 
When designing a component of an aircraft such as the canard, it is critical to 
understand the loads and moments that it will experience during normal use and the 
maximum loads encountered. The initial estimation of the loads in flight was estimated 
as half the weight of the plane plus a safety factor of two. Resulting in a maximum load 
of 500 pounds, this was used to calculate stresses. In actuality, the final aerodynamic 
analysis predicts a trimmed flight load of 183.1 lbs and a 2.5G loading of 457.75 lbs. 
The 500-pound estimation was an adequate loading in comparison to the predicted 
values. 
Preliminary Design 
To allow the airfoil shape, size and location to be variable until aerodynamic 
analysis was complete meant the structure had to be able to accept a wide variety of 
constraints and dimensions such as chord length and thickness. A preliminary design 
package was created and presented to the customer, which incorporated the variability of 
the structural components and placement. 
The initial design for the aerodynamics was finished on November 20 establishing 
specific parameters such as the chord length, mounting angle, span and distance from the 
leading edge of the wing. These numbers were later finalized on January 10 and all 
subsequent drawings that used preliminary design numbers were modified but the basic 
design did not change. 
The 1905 Wright Flyer canard pivoted about the half-chord, which allowed for 
the varying camber as the angle of attack increased (see Figure 3.1). Canard design 
constraints were no ailerons, no airfoil deformation during changes in angle of attack, and 
pivoting about the quarter chord. Pivoting about the quarter chord allows the hinge pins 
to take most of the load. This minimizes the pitching moments or control forces, and 
reduces the input force required from the pilot. 
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Figure 3.1: Original canard changing airfoil shape as angle of attack varies. 
Airfoil 
The airfoil shape changed drastically as shown by Figure 3.2. The drawing 
package needed the correct airfoil shape for the construction of the foam core. To 
determine the dimensions of various components, an X-Y data point file for the airfoil 
was plotted in AutoCAD 2000 and then imported into Inventor. The airfoil shape was 
extruded as the basis for all subsequent parts. 
The Original 1905 Canard Airfoil 
-= • 
The 2003 Canard Airfoil 
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Figure 3.2: A comparison of the original canard airfoil versus the 2003 design. 
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Hinges 
Vital structural components of the canard are the hinges, ensuring that both lifting 
surfaces rotate at the same angle. The shear loads on the hinge pins are small: 125 lbf 
(500 lbf being divided among the 4 hinges). The main spar was initially along the quarter 
chord for strength, but was moved forward properly locating the hinge pins. The main 
spar and hard plates are important mounting points; a collar and two plates were logical 
ways to mount to these components. A round collar was initially used to mount on a 
round support strut. The strut was changed to an airfoil cross-section to reduce drag. 
This required the collar to be changed to a plate that welded onto the strut. The new hinge 
assembly is shown in Figure 3.3. 
Control linkages 
Control linkages start with cables corning from the cockpit, running along the left 
skid from the control stick to a bell crank. The bell crank connects the cables to push-
pull rods that connect to the hinge assembly. Hinges are coupled and are attached to the 
hard plates on one side of the strut supports. The hard plates and hinge assembly transfer 
the torque from the controls throughout the foam. The first idea was to form hard plastic 
to make these hard plates. A more suitable solution, considering cost and ease of 
manufacturability, was to bolt the hinge to half-inch plywood. 
For the final selection, a bell crank was mounted on the support struts in between 
the two lifting surfaces of the canard to control angle of attack. Running parallel to the 
chassis struts, the control cables from the cockpit attach to the bell crank at a variable 
distance from the pivot point. This adjustability of control wires allows the pilot to set a 
desired deflection rate and stick force (see Figure 3.4). 
Also seen in the figure are the push-pull rods attached to the bell crank, which 
connect to the hinge assemblies mounted in the lifting surfaces of the canard. A 
symmetric four-bar linkage was designed such that the angle of attack of each lifting 
surface was identical. 
Structure: 
The objective in the overall structure was to keep it as strong and as light as 
possible, while retaining a safety factor. The notion of designing a carbon fiber-truss-
airfoil-shaped structure as rib supports with varying pressure loads was possible but 
unnecessary. The most feasible and modular design, from a manufacturing standpoint, 
was to use a solid foam core. Dave Widauf, an expert in composite fabrication, 
suggested several options that were available for construction. He mentioned several 
hybrid methods not generally found in engineering textbooks such as plastic or foam 
cores with fiberglass skins, D-tube spar and graphite shell, or shaped honeycomb with 
graphite layers similar to that used in F-16 fighter planes. A foam core rib reinforced 
with fiberglass skin was chosen for manufacturability, which includes the low cost of 
materials, little training needed for technicians, and no need for special equipment. 
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Figure 3.3: Final lower hinge assembly showing hinge pin. 
Figure 3.4: Canard bell crank mounted to support strut. 
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Testing and Mockups 
A full size mock up of one of the canard wings was built and assembled. An 
excellent job of covering the foam core with a graphite skin was done. Figure 3.5 gives a 
reference for how large the canard lifting surfaces are. 
Final Design 
Due to a sound preliminary design, the final design did not vary much from the 
initial ideas. Some materials and dimensions were modified, but most modifications 
were putting details into the assembly. To match the aesthetics of the original planform 
view of the canard, the wing tips had to be made in several pieces as shown in Figure 3.5. 
Each section has a different chord length of the same USU airfoil shape with a scaled 
down thickness and width. A template of the cross-sections for each piece had to be 
made so the foam cores could be hot-wired out. Each section is glued to the next and 
sanded for a smooth finish before being coated with a layer of fiberglass. 
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The location of the center of gravity, an impmtant design constraint, needed to be 
moved forward. Weight was added to the canard to ballast the aircraft. As a result, steel 
was used for many components instead of hanging odd-looking items from the canard. 
The main spar is made of large steel tubing. The rear spar size and position were chosen 
such that the sum of the moments about the 114 chord was zero. With the added weight, 
the center of gravity was moved to the correct location, meeting the aerodynamic 
requirements of the aircraft. 
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Figure 3.5: Diagram of the different foam sections of the canard end caps. 
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Preliminary Design 
The design constraints for the rudder were to reduce weight and drag. The 
requirement of minimal drag set the rudder airfoil shape as a thin airfoil. The lifting 
surface needed to be symmetric with the objective that the lift coefficient must remain 
equivalent as angle of attack varied from one direction to the other. The NACA 0009 
was selected, being symmetric and having a maximum thickness that is 9% of the chord 
length. From WINGS2001 the maximum lifting coefficient was found to be at a= 8° and 
the maximum force for this angle of attack was found to be 130 lbs. Initial designs were 
established using this number as the preliminary maximum force on each panel. 
The early design was composed of a simple foam core covered with one or two 
layers of fiberglass and resin depending on the strength test performed. The chord length, 
spar length, and the distance between centers were kept at the same dimensions as the 
1905 Wright Flyer to retain aesthetics. The two rudder panels would no longer be joined 
as a rigid box pivoting about a center point, but rather rotate parallel to each other about 
the quarter chord (see Figure 4.1). There are many advantages of changing this design 
including minimizing the effects of downwash from one panel to the other, and having 
the center of pressure acting along the pivot points. 
Figure 4.1: Top view of rudder pivoting at quarter chord. 
'' ! '. 
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The top and bottom cross plates connecting the two rudder panels could be made 
light and extremely strong by using a honeycomb core with several layers of carbon fiber 
lamina on the outside. Hard points inserted inside the honeycomb were needed to take 
the compressive loads caused by mounting the attach fittings to the plates. Bearings also 
had to be mounted inside the honeycomb to provide pivot points for the rudder panels. 
The rudder initially was to attach by an aluminum channel ·that bolts to the rudder 
plates (see Figure 4.2) and glues to the main wing ribs. Standard dimensions for 
aluminum channel stock set the thickness of the plates and special wing ribs. Round 
aluminum inserts to fit in the carbon fiber tubes had to be tapered, such that the fittings 
would not cause stress risers at the uneven point of contact when in bending. The round 
inserts and aluminum channel were designed to weld together. Special care was given to 
the top attachments that must be welded on a slight angle of 6.6° in order to match the 
geometry of the original Wright Flyer. 
Figure 4.2: Rudder attachments that bolt to the cross plates. 
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Testing and Mockups 
Before any testing or building of prototypes, it was decided that a solid foam core 
added too much weight to the rear of the aircraft, and that a rib design would be lighter. 
A test mockup of the rib design is still being built. Due to fabrication length constraints 
the C-beam and leading edge are both constructed in two sections and later glued together 
as shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. Extensive testing will be done to ensure the two 
sections are properly bonded together. 
A working prototype of a rudder panel was fabricated. End caps were changed 
from half-inch plywood to half-inch honeycomb with aluminum skin, which greatly 
reduced the weight. It was found that the Kevlar reinforced foam leading edge could be 
manufactured to be a full pound lighter than predicted. The mdder panel shown in Figure 
4.5 weighed 3.5 lbs. 
Figure 4.3: Rudder D-tube fabricated from more than one piece of foam. 
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Figure 4.4: C-beam and foam leading edge being glued together using epoxy-resin mix. 
Figure 4.5: Prototype of one rudder panel that measures 81 inches in length and 
weighs 3.5 pounds. 
=====~=~~-~--
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Selection 
Initially a large safety factor was invoked and later reduced considerably as the 
weight in the rear of the aircraft became the primary concern in attempting to move the 
center of gravity of the aircraft to a foot in front of the leading edge of the wing. Many 
parts were reduced in size making them lighter and weaker. 
To reduce drag, support cables were initially removed from the design. The 
proper tube strength to hold the rudder rigid was derived such that the aero-elastic 
deflection was less than 4°. Sufficiently strong tubes were calculated to weigh 6 pounds 
at length of 9.5 ft. As prescribed by weight restrictions, this design was replaced by the 
use of support cables capable of withstanding the lateral forces created at maximum 
deflection. The support tubes are also only required to resist compressive loads, thus 
great! y reducing their size and weight. Included in the design selection was the 
shortening of the tube lengths from 9.5ft to 8 feet to aesthetically match the changes done 
to distance the canard is from the wing. With the thinning and the shortening of the 
support tubes, each tubes final predicted weight is now 1.66 lbs. A symmetric, seven 
layer stacking sequence of [0/±20/0/±20/0] was used in the calculation of loads with the 
primary concern of buckling. Later it was changed to a wavy composite. 
Elaborate attach fittings that earlier served as cantilever beam-ends were reduced 
in size because there was no longer a need to withstand bending moment. The aluminum 
inserts, which were tapered to prevent a stress riser, were changed to thin steel tubing. 
The tubes bond to the inside of the support beams require holes to increasing the 
mechanical bond strength. Slits are milled in the side to allow attach plates to be welded 
in the tubing, see Figure 4.6. Where the support tubes attach on the wing spar, a single 
tab is welded to a collar that is glued and lashed to the spar. This provides ample strength 
and rigidity for mounting (see Figure 4.7). 
Final Design 
The final design consisted of a C-beam channel spar along the quarter chord that 
allowed one inch notched ribs to be glued to the inside of it. The ribs were made of foam 
covered in fiberglass or Kevlar to make them as light as possible. The C-beam consisted 
of two layers of bi-directional weave carbon fiber laid up inside two pieces of aluminum 
channel and pressed together during the curing process. The rudder endplates are made 
from half-inch aluminum covered honeycomb, and the pivot inserts were changed to 
lightweight Delrin plastic. The trailing edge could be purchased from the Spruce Aircraft 
catalog. Other components remain the same (see Figure 4.8). 
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Figure 4.6: Attach fittings that bolt to the rudder cross plates. 
Figure 4.7: Attach fittings that mount to the rear wing spar. 
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Figure 4.8: Final rudder panel assembly. 
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Introduction 
To fly the 1905 Wright Flyer, the pilot lay prone with his head forward as shown 
in Figure 5.1, his left hand operating the elevator control, and his right hand operating the 
rudder control. Lateral control was achieved by warping the wing tips in opposite 
directions via wires attached to a hip cradle mounted on the lower wing. The pilot shifted 
his hips from side to side to operate the mechanism (Smithsonian 2002). In 1907, the 
Wright brothers hastily adapted their 1905 Flyer with two seats and a more powerful 
engine as shown in Figure 5.2, as per request of the U.S. Army and the French. 
Figure 5.1: 1903, Orville Wright flying prone. 
Figure 5.1: 1907, Orville Wright flying upright. 
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Concept 
The USU Wright Flyer was in need of a cockpit design, since the 1905 edition did 
not incorporate a literal cockpit. The customers set up guidelines for a cockpit design. 
The specified guidelines to design towards included: 
I. Consider pilot ergonomics 
2. Implement modem control mechanisms 
3. Incorporate flight instrumentation 
4. Modular mounting 
5. Simple maintenance 
6. Accommodate two people 
7. Maintain overall aesthetics 
The cockpit integration into the flyer needed to be accomplished without 
distracting from the original aesthetics of the 1905 Flyer. Early aerodynamic analysis 
illustrated a prone pilot impractical for the stability of the flyer. The seats needed to be 
placed on the center of gravity. This allows the location of the CG to remain unchanged 
even with weight differences in passengers. 
Preliminary Design 
To begin the cockpit design initial decisions were made to direct the design of the 
project. One decision was an open cockpit. Another was to use mechanical control 
mechanisms as opposed to radio signals or electrically driven controls. These decisions 
were the dominating factors in the design of the cockpit. 
Cockpit Frame 
The frame was the first component of the cockpit to be designed. The frame was 
first intended for an average man of about 6'0" in height. The layout and position of the 
pilot was similar to a small one-seat aircraft. Initially the frame was to be manufactured 
from carbon fiber tubing, but the resultant frame looked like a PVC structure (as shown 
in Figures 5.3 and 5.4.) 
Figure 5.2: Line drawing of first frame design. 
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Figure 5.3: First frame design including control mechanisms. 
Considering ergonomic issues, the arrangement of the pilot was changed to a 
more comfortable sitting position, as shown in Figure 5.5. The position change allows for 
a more pleasant flight for extended periods. In addition, it creates a place for the 
passenger to place his/her feet so interference with the rudder pedals does not occur. 
Figure 5.4: Cockpit frame with modified sitting position. 
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The next major design modification was the frame material. Aesthetically the 
frame looked like it was constructed out of PVC pipe. Structurally the cockpit would be 
subject to tensile, compressive, and bending stresses. Carbon Fiber exhibits high tensile 
strength, however the bending strength of tubular composites is very difficult to predict 
and model. In consideration of the manufacturability of the structure, the material type of 
the frame was changed to aluminum (6061). tubing stock, and high strength steel (AISI 
4130), as shown in Figure 5.6. Changing the frame to isotropic, readily available 
materials, allowed for simpler design calculations and considerable simplification of the 
manufacturing plan. 
Considering the stability of the USU Wright Flyer, the frame suspends between 
two aluminum chassis bars making the position of the travelers adjustable. Aerodynamic 
analysis positioned the location of the CG in front of the leading edge of the wing. To 
aid in moving the CG forward, the engine was proposed to mount on the cockpit 
structure. A practical place to mount the engine was between the pilot and passenger on 
the footrest plate as shown in Figure 5.7. 
Figure 5.5: Frame designed towards manufacturability. 
Figure 5.6: Frame including the engine position 
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Pitch/Roll Control System 
The control stick, pitch, and roll mechanisms were the next components designed. 
Initial mechanism sketches were drawn as shown in Figure 5.8. The simple pitch and roll 
reactions were coupled, meaning that when the pitch mechanism was initiated a roll 
reaction occurred too. To solve the problem, the cable for the roll mechanism was placed 
along the center of rotation of the pitch mechanism as shown in Figure 5.9. 
{I q 
Figure 5.7: Control mechanism sketch. 
Figure 5.8: Simple representation of mechanisms needed. 
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Modifications were made to the original control system. Shown in Figure 5.1 0, 
the straight stick was replaced with a curved stick to eliminate seat contact when pulled 
inward. Placing both control differentials outside the main rotation tube further 
simplified the design. Shown in Figure 5 .11, the bell crank for the pitch mechanism was 
placed in line with its connecting device on the canard. The throw differential was 
moved to an external position due to size restraints. 
Figure 5.9: Control system. 
Figure 5.10: Final control system 
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Rudder Control System 
The next component for design consideration was the rudder or yaw mechanism. 
An initial sketch shown in Figure 5.12 represents a possible mechanism. To bring the 
rotation in-house, a modular pedal set was considered. A floating bar connects the 
primary set to the trainees' pedal set. The pilot's pedal set incorporates the rudder control 
differential as shown in Figure 5.13. 
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Figure 5.11: Initial mdder mechanism drawing. 
Figure 5.12: Modular mdder pedal set. 
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To reduce the number of parts included in the rudder pedal assembly, the system 
was revamped. Shown in Figure 5.14, the new configuration performs the same task as 
the modular set, but with simple movements and a design similar to many systems 
currently used in industry. The bell tabs allow for adjustable pedal movement versus 
rudder rotation. 
Testing and Mockups 
Cockpit Frame 
The selection of the span bars, footrest bars, and chassis bar was based on a 
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, which represents different shapes of possible stock bars and 
calculates maximum deflection and bar weight. To check the chosen bar geometry, a 
model of each worst-case scenario was performed using I-DEAS finite element method. 
Refer to plots in Appendix D. 
The Control Systems 
Throughout the cockpit design process, physical and 3-D computer models were 
useful design and visualization tools. Physical models brought attention to problems with 
actual movements. Shown in Figure 5.15 is a simple cotton swab and pin mockup of an 
initial design concept. The mockup illustrated coupling movements in the pitch and roll 
mechanism. Shown in Figure 5.16 is a balsa wood mockup of the cockpit system. The 
quarter scale model showed concerns with mounting the pitch and roll control assembly. 
The model brought attention to concerns with mounting the modular cockpit onto the 
chassis, and the effect of a solid footplate when flying at an angle. The computer models 
also illustrated physical problems such as control stick interference with the seat, size and 
mounting concerns. 
Figure 5.13: Rudder pedals. 
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Pitch/Roll Control System 
The final design of the pitch and roll control system, sl;10wn in Figure 5.18 is easy 
to integrate into the main cockpit frame. To mount the system, two pillow blocks bolt 
onto the chassis bars. The thin walled steel rotation tube has bell crank tabs welded on 
one end to control the canard movement, which also couples the primary and trainee 
sticks. Sideways control stick movement initiates the wing warp mechanism. The 
trainee control stick is coupled to the primary with a push-pull rod. The control stick is 
fabricated from tubular steel stock. All systems use pull-pull cable response, excluding 
coupling devices. 
Rudder Control System 
The final design of the rudder control system, shown in Figure 5.19 is simple and 
common to industry. A steel tube connects the right pedals together and another steel 
tube connects the left pedals together. The right and left pedals are coupled through a 
bell crank. The bell crank tabs use a push-pull rod to move the bell crank that in turn 
pulls the cable to rotate the rudder. The bell crank is located about one foot back from 
the pedal assembly. The pedal assembly is mounted using pillow block type mounts with 
dual holes to restrain the bars. 
Figure 5.17: Final pitch/roll control system. 
Figure 5.18: Final rudder control assembly. 
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Conclusion 
The final cockpit design meets the criteria set by the customers. The cockpit is 
designed for two occupants, sitting upright. The pilot can easily reach the rudder pedals, 
and the footrest plate provides an area for the passenger's feet. The coupled control 
mechanisms are purely mechanical, and are similar to systems currently used in industry. 
The necessary flight instrumentation is mounted on the control panel to meet Federal 
Aviation Regulations for ultra-light aircraft. The cockpit frame is mounted modularly 
using standard bolts and materials. The incorporation of high strength steel minimizes 
the amount of materials used and causes less distraction from the overall flyer aesthetics. 
The evolution of the design produced a more efficient, manufacturable cockpit. 
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Propellers 
Requirements 
Propeller selection was based on several requirements including aesthetics and 
thrust production. As much as possible, the propellers needed to look just like the 
propellers designed by the Wright Brothers. The propellers also needed to produce 
enough thrust to make the plane safe under all predictable conditions. The 1905 Wright 
Flyer incorporated two counter-rotating propellers, with eight-foot diameters. From a 
photo copy of Wilbur and Orville Wright's 1908 Notebook, pg.13, the results of testing 
the original propellers show a static thrust between 132 and 136 pounds (for two 
propellers) when the propellers were turning at a speed of 350 rpm (Ash 2001). 
Much has been accomplished in the development of propellers since the Wright 
brothers flew nearly 100 years ago, but the trends they observed are still valid today. A 
large diameter propeller, accelerating a large mass of air across a small velocity 
increment is most efficient. The Wright Brothers used the largest propeller possible 
considering their airframe structure. At low airspeeds, a small pitch to diameter ratio 
produces the most thrust per unit power: during low forward speed conditions, the 
rotational velocity of the blades is much larger than the forward velocity. The free stream 
velocity seen by the propeller blade sections is basically in the plane of propeller rotation. 
To keep the blades from stalling, the angle of attack of the blades must be measured 
relative to the direction of rotation and designed to be less than the stall angle. Since the 
velocity of the blade sections in the plane of rotation increases with the distance from the 
hub, the angle of attack of the blade sections must decrease with the distance from the 
hub. Stalled blade sections create large amount of drag and very little, if any, lift. 
Selecting propellers for the USU Wright Flyer meant choosing propellers as close 
to the original eight-foot diameter as possible in order to maintain aesthetics. Minimizing 
forces such as P-factor and torque would require the use of counter-rotating propellers. 
Materials used for construction would need to be made of wood or at least finished to 
have the appearance of maple or mahogany. In accordance with the design goal of a 
lighter, stronger, more modern plane, the most modern and lightweight materials would 
have to be used. 
Preliminary 
The foremost concern with the propellers was finding a manufacturer that would 
build an eight-foot propeller, and do so with lightweight composite materials. Most 
propellers used for modern lightweight aircraft have a diameter between four and six feet 
and are made of heavy metals. Reducing the diameter from eight feet to six or less was 
strongly considered for purposes of availability. 
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Testing 
Computer software that incorporates Propeller Blade theory and Goldstein Vortex 
theory was developed to further the understanding of each variable involved in propeller 
design. The main variables considered were diameter, pitch-to-diameter ratio, rotational 
speed, and desired cruise speeds. The main results considered were the power required to 
turn the propeller at take-off and cruise, and the thrust produced at take-off and cruise. 
The advance ratio, J, is a variable that combines the forward airspeed of the plane, 
the rotational speed of the propeller and the propeller diameter, as shown in eq. 6.1. 
(eq. 6.1) 
After experimenting with the effects of each variable, and noting how each one 
affected the important results, several trends were found. Figure 6.1 shows the generic 
trends that power and thrust coefficients follow as functions of the advance ratio. Actual 
values of thrust and power are directly proportional to the coefficients. Conclusions 
drawn from the graphs include the fact that thrust produced drops off as velocity 
increases, which would indicate that for a given amount of power, a propeller driven 
plane would have a limiting maximum velocity. 
Selection 
The majority of the design of the final propellers was done in conjunction with 
CAITO PROPELLERS, a propeller manufacturing and design company located in San 
Andreas, California. Calculations showed that the thrust produced at cruise speeds was 
-Thrust Coefficient I 
-Power Coefficient 
0 2 4 6 8 10 
J, Advance Ratio 
Figure 6.1: Generic curves for Tluust and Power Coefficients. 
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nearly independent of propeller diameter. On the other hand, for static thrust, or take off 
thrust, more thrust was available with larger diameters. With this information, the 
selection of the propeller diameter was simple. Propellers with the same eight-foot 
diameter that the Wright brothers used would meet constraints for both aesthetics and 
thrust. 
With the general size of the propeller selected other specific parameters such as 
the pitch-to-diameter ratio, airfoil sections, and lift distribution depended mainly on the 
weight of the plane, the engine to be used and the desired performance of the plane. The 
weight of the plane was assumed to be the maximum allowable under the FAR 
regulations described earlier. The selection of the Rotax 277 for the engine is discussed 
later on. The desired performance of the plane required the propellers to produce high 
thrust at takeoff and sufficient thrust to overcome drag at cruising speed. 
In order to match the propellers and the engine, performance curves for the Rotax 
277 were generated. Figure 6.2 shows the torque and power curves for the selected 
engine. Additional propeller software was developed to estimate the RPM at which the 
engine would run, the power that it would produce and the thrust that would be available 
to the plane under a variety of conditions. The interaction between the engine RPM and 
the propellers is quite complicated. The thrust required for steady level or climbing flight 
depends on the airspeed, and climb angle. The power available from the engine depends 
on throttle setting. If the power required by the propellers is less than what the engine is 
able to supply at a given throttle setting, the propeller RPM will increase, accelerating the 
plane until the drag forces on the plane and the brake power required to turn the 
propellers match the engine power. The propellers and transmission would need to be 
designed so that the propellers could turn at the RPM necessary while the engine was 
turning at the RPM that could provide sufficient braking power. After a brief evaluation 
of the engine- propeller combinations using the software developed at USU, Catto 
Propellers determined the actual blade section coefficients, using a program that they had 
developed which incorporated years of empirical data. 
A 94-inch diameter propeller with a 70-inch pitch was selected. The design 
rotational speed is 800 RPM. Thrust data supplied by CATTO ranges from 280 pounds at 
static to 70 pounds at 60 mph. A curve fit to the data points provided is shown in Figure 
6.3. A quick comparison of the thrust produced by the propellers and the expected drug 
forces of the aircraft evidently show that the 2003 Wright Flyer will have a top speed 
some where around 50 mph. 
The propellers will be mounted using an SAE- I bolt pattern that is comprised of 
six 3/8-inch bolts. Catto Props found that space-age materials are not always the most 
appropriate. Sometimes Mother Nature does a pretty good job herself. Materials used for 
construction of the propellers include maple and mahogany, so the appearance will be 
similar to the propellers used on the 1905 version. Each propeller will weigh only eight 
pounds: quite impressive for such a large diameter. 
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Figure 6.2: Torque and Power curves for the Rotax 277 two-stroke engine. 
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Figure 6.3: Propeller thrust produced as a function of Airspeed. 
Final 
Catto Propellers was selected to manufacture the propellers to be used on the 
USU Wright Flyer. Craig Catto's extensive experience in the design and manufacture of 
light aircraft propellers was the main factor in their selection as propeller supplier. He 
demonstrated great proficiency in adapting a propeller to the engine that had been 
selected and the purposes of the plane. As a wonderful benefit, Craig Catto offered to 
donate everything needed to design and build the propellers. 
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Transmission 
Concept 
The two main requirements of the transmission assembly were speed reduction 
and the ability to counter rotate the propellers. In order for the propellers to rotate at 800 
rpm, a seven to one speed reduction was necessary. The 1905 Wright Flyer used bicycle 
chains to transmit power from the engine to the prop shafts. One chain was twisted to 
achieve counter-rotation of one prop. The transmission needed to accomplish the same 
objective, without use of the twisted bicycle chain. The maximum weight of the 
transmission was limited to 30 pounds. 
Preliminary 
Drive belts were first considered as an alternative to chains. By using belts, 
efficiency could be increased while reducing noise and overall weight. Both toothed 
timing belts and grooved V -belts were taken into consideration. Other ideas for 
transmitting power from the transmission to the prop shafts included drive shafts with 
bevel gears on each end, cogged V-belts and serpentine belts. 
Counter-rotation of props using belts of any kind left only two options. The first 
was to twist one of the belts over itself between the transmission and the prop shaft. The 
other was incorporate the use of an idler gear built into the transmission assembly as 
shown in Figure 6.4. The use of belts to transmit power would allow the use different 
sheave diameters to obtain the necessary gear reduction for the system. 
Testing 
Testing and analysis were conducted using belt design software provided by 
Gates Rubber Company. This design program provided several belt options, and 
illustrated their respective advantages and disadvantages. The program accounted for the 
design horsepower, maximum rpm of the smallest sheave, center-to-center distance 
between shafts and the type of leading. After reading these inputs, the program 
recommends a belt type, length, width and appropriate tension. 
Selection 
Poly-Chain toothed belts were selected to transmit power to the propeller shafts. 
Poly-Chain belts, shown in Figure 6.5, are timing type belts manufactured by Gates 
Rubber Company. While they require approximately 30 percent more tensioning force 
than standard V- belts, tensioned properly they can provide the safest power transmission 
possible. 
After determining the horsepower that would be transmitted through the 
transnnss10n, Rush Gears proved to be the best vendor for the gears needed to 
accommodate the necessary counter-rotation of the props. 
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Figure 6.4: Transmission assembly with toothed sheaves and gear assembly. 
Figure 6.5: Poly-Chain used for power transmission to prop shafts. 
Engine 
Concept 
The power plant selected would need to generate enough thrust to fly the plane at 
least 50 mph. The motor needed to have a high power to weight ratio and excellent 
reliability. The Wright Brothers flew the 1905 version on a 12 horsepower engine that 
weighed over 100 pounds. The USU Wright Flyer required an engine that could provide 
at least 25 horsepower and weigh half as much as the original. 
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Preliminary 
Simple lightweight two-stroke engines power most aircraft in the ultralight 
category today. Because of this, first consideration was given to use of a Rotax two-
cycle engine. The Rotax 277 provided 28 horsepower while weighing only 74 pounds, 
making it a viable option (see Figure 6.6). A fuel consumption rate of 1.8 gallons per 
hour would allow for a one-hour flight on less than two-gallons of fuel, as shown in 
Table 6.1. The availability and relatively low cost of this engine seemed to make it a 
practical choice. 
Powering the USU Wright Flyer via electric motors was also strongly considered. 
The high efficiency, lightweight motors available today could provide the needed power 
to fly the airplane but weigh less than two-stroke engines in the same power range. By 
using electric motors, the transmission could be eliminated by attaching a motor directly 
to the prop shaft. This would also eliminate the need for belts and pulleys. Other 
advantages included increased reliability and noise reduction. The disadvantages of 
using electric motors were the high cost of the new technology and the reduction of flight 
duration. Even with the best available batteries, flight times would be reduced to around 
25 minutes. 
Rotax 914 
Rotax 912 
Rotax 618 
Rotax 582 
Rotax 532 
Rotax 503 Dtc 
.. 
Rotax 503 SIC 
III Weight/ 
Rotax 447 
0 20 40 60 80 1 DO 120 140 160 180 
Figure 6.6: Horsepower and weight comparisons of various Rotax engines. 
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Final 
After weighing the options, the Rotax 277 was selected as the best choice for the 
USU Wright Flyer. The Rotax 277 has been proven reliable in the ultralight industry. 
The high availability of this engine and its parts was also taken into consideration during 
the selection process. The analysis and modeling of the USU Wright Flyer showed that 
the Rotax 277 could provide sufficient power to propel the aircraft. 
Support Structure 
Concept 
The support structure would need to provide support to the propeller drive shafts, 
transmission, and engine. The Wright Brothers used a system of four rods and eight 
cables to support each propeller drive shaft. Due to the high drag caused by cables, 
eliminating as much cabling as possible was an immediate consideration for the USU 
Wright Flyer. The main force the propeller support structure would have to withstand 
would be the axial force along the shaft. Other minor forces included drive belts turning 
the shaft producing lateral forces and vibrations. Any eccentricity in the propellers would 
also induce lateral forces. Due to the size of the propellers, excessive lateral motion 
could result in the propellers colliding with the main wing. Transmission and engine 
support systems would not only support their respective components, but also add rigidity 
to the wing and cockpit assemblies. 
Preliminary 
From the thrust curves of the propellers, the maximum expected thrust each 
would produce would be around 175 lb. The tension in the drive belts would be less than 
150 lb. In order to support these loads, the system shown in Figure 6.7 was developed. 
Four rods support the thrust from the propellers while four other rods support the end of 
the shaft where the drive belts will be pulling and vibrating. In order to reduce the drag 
on the entire structure, a streamlined cross-section would be needed for the support 
shafts. The use of carbon fiber would allow for a larger streamlined cross-section while 
still keeping the weight low. 
Transmission support could be provided by the strengthened wing ribs or by 
adding structural tubing between the front and rear spar. Early consideration was given 
to using tubing because of the high tension in the belts. 
Engine support and placement varied throughout the design in order to 
accommodate proper placement of the center of gravity of the aircraft. Originally, the 
idea was to place the engine on the quarter chord of the main wing and suppmt it and the 
transmission with the same structure. This location was gradually moved forward onto 
the floor of the cockpit to move the center of gravity forward. 
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Parts List 
ITEM OTY PARTNUM8ER DESCRIPTION 
1 1 Spar Assm 
2 2 WF-40-002-507 A Mounting Assembly 
3 2 WF-40-002-5078 Mounting Assembly 
4 WF-40-002-503 Shaft Support Assm 
5 2 WF-40-002-505A Rear Support Assm- A 
6 2 WF-40-002-5058 Rear Support Assm - 8 
7 2 WF-40-002-506A Front Support Assm- A 
8 2 WF-40-002-5068 Front Support Assm- B 
9 1 WF-40-003 Propeller Designed by GATT 
OPROPS 
Figure 6.7: Drawing of the Propeller support and drive system 
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Introduction 
The 1905 Flyer incorporated a chassis made up of spruce struts and skids 
assembled with bolts, screws and sheet metal fittings. The skids provided a large contact 
area, stabilizing the 1905 Flyer while on the ground. The chassis was interfaced with a 
track system that guided the plane during takeoff. When the Wright Brothers relocated 
their proving grounds away from the ceaseless winds of Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, the 
chassis-track takeoff system was reintegrated with a catapult system to obtain the needed 
airspeed required for lift off. The challenge of the USU Wright Flyer redesign was to 
incorporate space age materials in order to avoid, undoubtedly, the strut repairs made by 
the Wright Brothers in between flights. Also, the chassis needed to aesthetically look like 
the 1905 Flyer, but allow the USU Wright Flyer to take off and land like a conventional 
aircraft. 
Concept 
Aesthetics 
In keeping with the aesthetics requirement for the overall look of the plane, the 
chassis design needed to keep the skids as part of the design. However, the geometry of 
the structural tubing attaching the skids to the rest of the USU Wright Flyer was largely 
unspecified. It was requested that the USU Wright Flyer incorporate composite tubing as 
the main component of construction. 
Landing Gear 
It was also determined in the early conceptual phase of the project that wheels 
would also need to be incorporated into the design of the new Flyer. Originally, the 1905 
Flyer used the heavy winds at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina to create the needed lift as a 
man on each wing guided the Flyer down its track with the skids sliding across the sand. 
Later, when the Wright Brothers relocated their experimental proving grounds to a 
remote field near Dayton, Ohio, the Wright Brothers constructed a catapult system to 
give the Flyer the needed velocity to create the necessary lift for take off. Heavy winds 
and a catapult would not be available in takeoff of the USU Wright Flyer. The USU 
Wright Flyer would need to be able to take off on asphalt or cement and possibly a 
manicured grassy lawn. This would not be possible if the plane had to overcome the 
sliding friction of skids on any of the proposed take off surfaces. It was determined that 
the appearance of the USU Wright Flyer would need to suffer the addition of wheels. 
Early flights of the 1905 Flyer undoubtedly saw the failure of many struts upon 
landing. The experiments at Kitty Hawk especially saw many broken components when 
the Flyer would execute improper landings, as well as perfect landings. This was due 
largely to the lack of any suspension system absorbing the impact forces during landings. 
It was also decided early in the conceptual phase that some sort of landing gear 
suspension system would be critical in extending the life of the USU Wright Flyer, as 
1 
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well as avoiding embarrassing and timely repairs during the tour of the aircraft on its way 
to Dayton, Ohio for the 2003 festivities. 
Disassembly 
As part of a USU Outreach Program, the USU Wright Flyer needed to be 
disassembled for transport in semi-truck trailer. Using nylon locking bolts to attach the 
skids to the canard and wing would quite easily accommodate this requirement. The 
USU Wright Flyer would most likely be broken down into five pieces consisting of 
wings, rudder, canard and two skids. 
Preliminary Design 
From the beginning, emphasis was placed on interchangeability of parts. This 
was a lesson learned by Henry Ford and adopted since by all of manufacturing. 
Interchangeability would ease in the manufacturing of the parts as well as the assembly of 
the components during construction. Emphasis was also placed on adjustability, 
understanding that the scope of a systems integration project such as this one would, 
undoubtedly, lead to tolerances quickly stacking up and leading to inevitable conflicts. 
However, the built in adjustabilities of the design created their own unique complexities 
that further created problems for manufacturability and cost of construction. Early 
possibilities of solving the suspension problem included using a lightweight mountain 
bike shock in conjunction with a composite leaf spring. This was an impressive solution 
that included sliding linkages and hinged joints that would allow the rear part of the skid 
to compress upward independent of the wings and canard. Figure 7 .l below shows a 
conceptualization of the shocks and spring and the two-piece nature of the skid. A 
diagram of the sliding mechanism of the composite spring is also included. 
Developing an accurate model of the mechanics of such a large composite spring 
proved inconsistent with the intuition of the team. Curved beam theory was the model 
equation used. This was found in Mechanical Engineering Design, Shigley, Mischke, 
pages 138, 140-142,200-202. 
o ~ nFR' = 382.8 in 
2EI 
F= landing force, 1000 lb 
R= centerline radius of spring, 90.47 in. 
E= smeared modulus of elasticity for fiber lay-up, 12.2 E6 psi 
1= moment of inertia, 0.25 in4 
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Figure 7.1: Spring/shock conceptualization. 
The smeared modulus of elasticity was taken from a program that calculated the 
value for different fiber orientations. A [0/90], gave the highest value that most closely 
resembled an isotropic material. The characteristics of an isotropic material would be 
desirable, given the possible angles at which the Flyer might land. The spring should 
behave the same regardless of the angle of impact. This value was used in the 
calculation. As demonstrated, the value of 382.8 in of deflection was quite inconsistent 
with design requirements. A finite element analysis of the design gave a deflection of 
1040 in. Either the science was demonstrating the complete lack of feasibility of the 
design, or the science could not accurate! y model the unique characteristics of the 
composite design. It was determined that a mock up would need to be made to determine 
"hands-on" the true mechanics of the design. 
Preliminary design showed that, unlike the Wright Brothers who flew their 1905 
Flyer with the pilot lying prone on the wing, the USU Wright Flyer would require the 
pilots to be situated in a "cockpit" forward of the main wing. This arrangement would 
allow for correct placement of the center of gravity. Due to this new design requirement, 
some of the chassis stmts would require being direct! y attached to the cockpit 
components. Struts that had previously been subjected to only "historical" loading, 
would now need to be reexamined for the additional loading of the weight of the cockpit 
itself, as well as a possible loading of 500 lb of pilot and passenger. 
I 
I 
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The preliminary design phase involved drawing early concepts in the Inventor 
CAD program. This allowed for a visual of conceptual designs in a real-life scale. Many 
early designs were plagued with complexity as might be expected, and later refined into 
simpler ideas as the team made suggestions. A good example of a part evolution in the 
chassis design involves the skid hard-point. This was a fitting to be attached to the skid 
on which to attach the struts. Figures 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 show how the part went from a 
heavily machined design, to a lightweight cut and welded design. 
I I I I I o I r 
-t--1-t-
I ! ' 
Figure 7.2: Early hard-point design, note intense machining requirements. 
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Figure 7.3: Progressed hard-point design, note intense welding requirements. 
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Figure 7.4: Final hard-point design, note little welding, mostly drilling and milling. 
During the preliminary design phase, much thought was given to the construction 
of the skids. Initially it was thought that the skids could be made out of space-age 
composites like the struts of the USU Wright Flyer. It was also considered that the hard-
points might be "splices" for different sections of the skid. Thought was given to 
covering the bottom of the skids with P-Tex, a material used to repair the bottom of skis 
and snowboards. The desire for a straight, stiff skid began to weed out the ideas of a 
multi-piece design. It was determined that each skid would at the most be made up of 
two pieces in order to facilitate the leaf spring linkage concept for the USU Wright Flyer 
suspension. However, before a final decision could be reached, a proof of concept mock-
up of the composite spring would need to be made. 
Testing and Mockups 
Composite Spring 
A mock up of the composite spring was constructed out of less expensive glass 
fibers. The spring was laid up in excess of 20 layers in a [0,90], configuration. During 
the curing of the spring the vacuum pump failed to work proper] y and the spring cured 
with serious spaces and voids. However, the mock up did demonstrate that the springs 
would be too heavy to be considered for the final design, and the mathematical models 
were showing serious problems in the rigidity of the structure subjected to our anticipated 
maximum landing loads. Figure 7.5 is a picture of the mock up leaf spring with a span 
near 100 in. 
. I 
. I 
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Figure 7.5: Mock up composite spring made of glass fibers. 
Composite Structural Tubing 
The application of composite materials is generally for tension and torsion. The 
USU Wright Flyer would require most of the composite structural tubing to undergo 
compressive loading, magnified greatly during landing. Traditionally composite 
materials are not used in compressive loading applications because of the inaccurate 
predictability of the behavior of a composite member in compression. Analysis of such 
compressive loading was beyond the scope of a student engineer, and doctoral assistance 
was not readily available. Intuitively the ITE professors felt that their experience with 
composite materials warranted their use in the USU Wright Flyer. In order to back up a 
decision to use composite tubing in the strut structures of the USU Wright Flyer, three 
composite tubes of different geometries where tested in compression. 
It was determined that the worst case scenario for the loading on one of the tube 
struts would be a fully loaded plane at 1000 pounds landing at two times the acceleration 
of gravity. This would cause the landing load of 2000 pounds to be distributed at 1000 
pounds per skid assembly. If the entire load were taken by one strut, then it would need 
to be able to withstand 1000 pounds. The composite tubes to be used in the project are 
constructed of a "wavy" fiber made by Wavy Composites, Provo, Utah. Due to the 
nature of the even more unpredictable wavy composite construction, tests were 
invaluable. The three test specimens were fitted with steel pipe plugs that where glued in 
place with epoxy in order to be placed in the compression test cell. The three specimens 
were each loaded at a displacement rate of 0.0816 in /min. The tests were only limited by 
the failure of the epoxy bonds on the fittings. None of the tubes failed in the tests. Table 
7.1 and Figure 7.6 give the specifications of each tube and the loading at which the epoxy 
bonds of the fittings failed. 
Tube Description I. D. O.D. 
Thin-walled .882 in .928 in 
Thicker-walled .875 in .945 in 
Damped .875 in .980 in 
Table 7.1: The three tubes placed m compressiVe testmg. 
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Figure 7.6: Compressive loads in three dissimilar wavy composite tubes. 
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Although tests were only conducted on three dissimilar specimens, the results 
were very encouraging. As stated earlier, none of the tubes failed at the loads indicated, 
and each tube appeared quite intact upon later inspection. Later inspection also showed 
that the epoxy had only adhered to only l/4 in of the fitting at the end of the tube and that 
the "swiss-cheese" feature of the fitting had not been properly "gooped" with epoxy. 
Steel Structural Tubing 
Using the AISC specifications for allowable loads in structural columns 
referenced in Mechanics of Materials, Timoshenko, pages 775-782, analysis was 
performed on the longest steel tube to be used in the chassis stmts. Below are the 
equations used to calculate the allowable loads on a 46 in steel tube with a l/16 in wall 
thickness. 
Across~sectianal = 1l(r02 -lj2 ) = 0.}841 in2 
E=29,000 ksi 
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12n:2E 
a = 17,643psi 
allow 23(KL/ r)2 
Fallow = (J allow * Acmss-sectimwl = 3, 248 lb 
With an allowable load of 3,248 pound, the steel struts are well suited for the 
design. As discussed earlier, it was assumed that in a worst case scenario a single strut 
might be subjected to a 1000 pound loading. The allowable load on the steel struts gives 
added security in the cockpit support areas where the struts will be applied. 
Weldaments 
No physical tests of weldaments were performed, however theoretical calculations 
were made. The smallest, simplest weld on the skid hard point was analyzed under a 
worst-case scenario to determine the overall integrity of the USU Wright Flyer's 
structural welds. A worst-case scenario would again involve a possible 2.0g landing. At 
1000 pounds per skid assembly, it is assumed that the most a single weldament would 
have to take would be 500 pounds in bending. Below is a string of calculations to 
determine the nominal throat shear stress in bending, with a rectangular weld 1/8 in x I 
in. The equations were taken from Mechanical Engineering Design, Shigley, Mischke, 
pages 540-544. 
b = 0.125 in 
d = 1 in 
h = 0.0625 in 
c = d = 0.5 in 
2 
F = 500 lb 
X= 0.75 in 
M = FX = 375 lb*in 
I., = ~ (3b +d) = .229 in3 
6 
I= 0.707hl, = .010 in3 
r= Me= 18.52 kpsi 
I 
Using fillet welds, the permissible stress in the AISC Code for weld metal using 
an AWS electrode number E60XX in shear loading is 18.6 kpsi. Compared to the shear 
stress value of 18.52 kpsi found in the above equations, this gives a safety factor of 0.996 
in a worst-case scenario. This is an acceptable design, and despite theoretical 
calculations that sometimes don't correctly model real-life situations, welding a 118 in 
steel plate to a 1116 in steel plate is intuitively strong enough for this lightweight aircraft. 
i; 
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Selection 
It was determined that the structural tubing of the project would be a mix of wavy 
composite tubes, steel tubes and rectangular aluminum tubes. The selection was due to 
several factors. 
First, using steel tubing in areas that would directly support the weight of the 
cockpit during landing was preferred because of the strength of steel needed in these 
critical areas. Next, the steel and aluminum tubes allowed for conventional drilling and 
mounting with nuts and bolts. This allowed for secure placement of cockpit elements. 
Composite tubes do not lend themselves to be drilled through and bolted without placing 
a wood core inside the tube in areas to be mounted in order to take the compressive hoop 
stresses. Such fabrication details did not mesh well with overall ease in manufacturing. 
Finally, the use of wavy composite tubing in the remaining struts of the chassis was 
preferred for weight savings as well as their demonstrated compressive strength. 
The tubes that were tested had an approximate outside diameter of 7/8 in. The 
final tubes to be used in construction of the plane would be 1 40/1000 I.D. with 
approximately 4011000 in gluing tolerance. The wall thickness on the final tubes was 
specified at 1/16 in. This diameter will still allow for streamlining later if the need to cut 
wind resistance is great enough. This decision is in stark contrast to an original proposal 
to have the tubes 2 I.D. 
It was decided that all hardware and fittings, except for the cockpit aluminum 
tube, would be made out of steel. In general, steel is easier to weld than aluminum. The 
strength of steel in the heat -affected zone of the welds is not as affected as it is in the case 
of aluminum. Aluminum was chosen for the cockpit mounting tubes because of the 
weight savings over steel due to the size of the tube. 
The desire to use composites for the skids, allowing the USU Wright Flyer to 
leave the wooden legacy of 1905 Flyer behind, was outweighed by the inability of 
composites to resist impact and abrasion well. The Wright Brothers had it "right" in 
selecting spruce for the skid material. Wood has great strength to weight ratio as well as 
good impact and abrasion resistance. The USU Wright Flyer skids, however, would be 
beefed up just a touch by adding in layers of Kevlar during the spruce laminating process. 
This will indeed add a touch of space-age design desired in the project as a whole. 
All joints of the chassis were designed to incorporate a double-shear property 
allowing the maximum shear in the bolts to be doubled. The bolts specified have a 
125,000 psi tensile rating. Generally, the maximum shear in metals is half the tensile 
strength. With the double shear property of the joints the shearing force in the bolts 
becomes approximately 125,000 psi, well over-designed for the application. 
1!,;;11 ... ~==~=-====~~~~~~~------··~---·· 
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Conclusion 
The final design (see Figures 7.6 and 7.7) is indeed somewhat along the lines of 
the New VW Beetle. It successfully pays homage to its predecessor, yet it exhibits the 
vast improvements that years of technological innovation have spawned. Indeed, the 
final chassis design most closely resembles the geometry and look of the original 1905 
Flyer chassis better than any other component of the USU Wright Flyer. This is due 
largely in part to the lack of a need to improve its function. The chassis of the 1905 Flyer 
functioned well for its intended purpose, to hold the canard and wing together in flight 
and provide an aircraft to ground interface when taking off or landing. The wing, canard, 
and rudder design of the 1905 Flyer did not function well. The cockpit was poorly 
designed from a practical standpoint, and the motor was primitive to say the least. Hence 
these components saw a more serious overhaul in the USU Wright Flyer design than that 
of the chassis. 
Figure 7.6: Final chassis design. 
Figure 7 7· . 
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Utah State University 
2003 USU Wright Flyer 
Drawing Package 
Copyright © 2002 by USU Research Foundation. All rights reserved. 
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NOTES 
1. GENERAL STRUT/SPAR INTERFACE ASSEMBLY 
REPRESENTED IN DETAIL A AND B. USE ON ALL SUCH ASSEMBLIES 
2. ADHERE SPAR/STRUT INTERFACE PLATES TO SPAR WITH EPOXY AND ONE LAYYER 
OF EPOXIED GRAPHITE AROUND THE FLANGES Parts List 
I ITEM QTY PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION B 
3. REFERENCE AREAS TO ATTACH INTERFACE PLATES ACCORDING TO 5 14 WF-1 0-204A ' SUB-ASSY, FRONT MID STRUT INTERFACE NAME. (EX. "FRONT MID STRUT INTERFACE SUB-ASSY" (ITEM 5) 6 26 WF-10-221A STRUT CAP WOULD BE ADHERED ill THE "MID" SPAR/STRUT REGION ON THE FRONT SPAR) 
7 16 WF-10-206A STRUT 
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15 2 WF-10-217A TRAILING EDGE, OUTER LEFT 
16 2 WF-10-216A TRAILING EDGE, OUTER RIGHT 
"' 17 2 WF-10-213A LEADING EDGE, INNER 16 2 WF-10-215A LEADING EDGE, OUTER RIGHT 
19 2 WF-10-214A LEADING EDGE, OUTER LEFT 
20 32 AN392-21 CLEVIS PIN 
21 1 05-04300 CONTROL CABLE 
22 1 05-03500 STRUCTURAL CABLE 
1 1 WF-10-200A SUB-ASSY, LOWER WING PLANFORM 
2 1 WF-10-201A SUB-ASSY, UPPER WING PLANFORM 
3 6 WF-10-220A ASSY,PULLEY 
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NOTES 
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Parts List 
ITEM QTY PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 
3 2 WF-10-309A CAP, WINGTIP-FRONT SPAR 
4 2 WF-10-310A CAP, WINGTIP-BACK SPAR 
-£:; 5 2 WF-10-308A WINGTIP «! 
6 18 WF-10-312A RIB, MAIN, STRUCTURAL 
7 2 WF-10-313A RIB, A 
8 1 WF-10-314A RIB,B 
9 1 WF-10-318A RIB,D 
10 1 WF-10-317A RIB,C 
11 44 NONE RIB RETAINING BLOCK 
12 4 WF-10-315A RIB, MAIN 
1 1 WF-10-300A SUB-ASSY, FRONT SPAR 
2 1 WF-10-301A SUB-ASSY, BACK SPAR 
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END ALONG LINE 
TANGENT TO OUTER CIRCLES 
¢0.50 
R0.44 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X=±.1 
.XX=±.03 
.XX=±.010 
ANGLES±f 
DRAWN BY: 
CKESPLIN 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REiV 
A 
B 
c·=-~ .. ~,_.,.,~.,.,·"'"'..,'"~~,. ... ~ .. ""_,..~,.~-~~- '"""_ __" ---~- ~.,..-... ,.- ,"8F=--- _ ==------.. -_e,~,,.."'··- ._ ... ;..~ ... ,.~~-~ ~- -.. :o:.:;.,. __ .... -=;q __ "':e .. ~-'"::~:~:~~~~i:'f'~,~?~'fi~.~~~1f.~W~~~~:tff:~~SQ~_:ttrrs~~~r~,_~:~ 
B 
• • • 
4 
1. USE MADREL AND BUILDING METHOD THAT CHUCK LARSEN WILL PROVIDE 
2. LAYUP:4/WAVY 
3. NOMINAL SIZE SHOWIN. CUT TO BEST FIT. 
r------------------------------------------84--------------------------------------------------~ 
--
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X=±.1 
.XX= ±.03 
.XXX= ±.010 
ANGLES± 1" 
DRAWN BY: 
ERIC PETERSON 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
A 
-
1. USE LEAOING EDGE OF RIBS AND SPAR AS A TEMPLATE FOR PIECE 
2. USE WOVEN GRAPHITE AT A 45" LAYUP 
VIEW A-A 
SCALE 1: 1 
·1 LAYERS 
.._, w 
d •m-
A I 
All DIMS ARE 11'11 IPivnt:,::, ~ 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE~ 
.X=±.1 
.XX= ±.03 
XXX=± .010 
ANGLES±1" 
DRAWN BY: 
ERIC PETERSON 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
-~~=~~~~~~~,=~~ <;;·, 
• • • 
1. USE OUTER 54 INCHES OF WING RIBS AND SPAR TO CREATE A TEMPLATE FOR PART 
2. USE WOVEN GRAPHITE AT A 45' LAYUP 
2LAYERS 
f---------54.00-----------j 
SCALE 1: 1 
ALLOIMSAREINuw••L..v -'lllJ~t;•a 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE !ILI·t 
.X • ±.1 
.XX • ± .03 
.XXX• ±.010 
ANGLES± 1" 
DRAWN BY: 
ERIC PETERSON 
J 
SLIGHTLY TAPERED 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
B 
• • • 
1. USE OUTER 54 INCHES OF WING RIBS AND SPAR TO CREATE A TEMPlATE FOR PART 
2. USE WOVEN GRAPHITE ON A 45· LAYUP 
2 LAYERS 
1---------54,00---------~ 
SCALE 1: 1 
"':.~:-,-.:·- . 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X =±.1 
.XX=± .03 
.XXX =±.010 
ANGLES±r 
DRAWN BY: 
ERIC PETERSON 
SLIGHTLY TAPERED 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
,_m?":;':::'-~·gzso-:W:';l,"~7-~.~~-r~~~~~~~~~~;~~t~ 
• • • 
4 
1. CUT FROM AIRCRAFT SPRUCE & SPECIALTY CO. PN 03-48900 
2. BEND AND CUT TO FIT TRAILING EDGE 
r--------------------343.13---------------------1 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES ~' \t'~iltn 
UNLESS NO_TED OTHERWISE!VC i 
.X-± .1 
.XX=± .03 
.XX=±.010 
ANGLES± 1" 
DRAWN BY: 
ERIC PETERSON 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
r'£2i;;:'c'&co""""'"~'fZECC""'''·'' --' • 
1. CUT FROM AIRCRAFT SPRUCE & SPECIALTY CO. PN 03-48900 
2. BEND AND CUT TO FIT TRAILING EDGE 
B 
A 
1101 1--(1--
56.99 
1:::-r_ 
~)16° 
• 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES ~' l!'ij!j!f,\ 
UNLESS NO_TED OTHERWISEnn • 
.X-±.1 
.XX=± .03 
.XX=± .010 
ANGLES± 1" 
DRAWN BY: 
ERIC PETERSON 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
:1.903-2003 
REV 
A 
".ll";c;ll""'''E'!""s;c;'Cl'""!""'!;!!"";!!'!""'!;!~~""~""!!"!~li"""~'~""~m~~· ·~r.r!!fl,l::;.~~~~t~.cl!~-~!X.~T;:o.;.Lo'"=:;'::'EE:?-:.::-:-~::.--::;:;"~:;':1 
• •• [.:'_.~~~ -..0 "•:0''~-'-'~"•'.'• .C:07",.< -~:-.•:C-'-'-' ""'C;:' '<>:::.•·•·•'":-:, ,-,._-".>";~· ···:"'· • ~"Y;;: ~ .'~'!«•C·~·''':"i.':;;··h"?>:;·p,~C::;;_:;c;:,•:!"·'_\~C ,-:O,? ,:;·:'f-·;~~ ;•;S-"?:to';>0:;C·o ;_:;~·.,:.':,;:'.'i:iW.'~_; -:.:..·._.,-.,,_,·"';'-7"';.,I~'"',C'.:~,o:.·~ :;o;;:· iO: di:c"~ :';;.;~:::• ::o·'.r 2-..,._:-o: :H,..:· .c~,~':" ----.. ·":,:_;-:::~-;:._:;, •-:~•:_~.::-.~;,;: ... _~:::c:~·=::-;;:::;:" :-;_;~ --- --------- ' ' - ·::::--;:--.------- ----- ·--· 
8 
• 
1, CUT FROM AIRCRAFT SPRUCE & SPECIALTY CO, PN 03-48900 
2, BEND AND CUT TO FIT TRAILING EDGE 
r10\ 
I~ 
~ 110~ 
57,00 
• 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
X=±.1 
,)()( = ± .03 
,)()( = ± .010 
ANGLES± 1' 
DRAWN BY: 
ERIC PETERSON 
MATERIAL: 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
8 
REV 
A 
• • 
¢0.19 
B 
0.37 
\ 
I --
.625 
1.00 
2.00 
¢0.25 
~ 
'T 
T 
ALLc·· S ARE IN INCHES ~· 'l"J!rj 
NOTED OTHERWISE J'f5' f UN LEE 
X=±.1 
XX=±.03 
XXX=±.010 
p GLES ± 1" 
I L Y: 
CKESPLIN 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
:1.903-2003 
REV 
A 
-n 
:1 
• • 
4 6 6 3 
_.,.-
0/ 
3 6 2 
A 
/'0 
4 
6 
diG 
DRAWN BY: 
CKESPLIN 
MATERIAL: 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
• • • 
1. ADHERE WITH STUCTURAL EPOXY 
4 6 6 3 
5 
8 
4 
3 6 2 
... ,.,~----- .... ~ -- -·"- =..,.~-- ·------ ------·-----· 
• • 
1. CUT PART FROM 5"x1.5" PlATE AIRCRAFT SPRUCE & SPECIALTY CO. PN 03-31150 
2. BEND PLATE TO RADIUS 
B 
1---------5.00-----------1 
I ---·---·--1 R1.54 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES ~~~~~j~~" 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE JIQ( n 3 
.X=±.1 
.XX= ±.03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES± 1' 
DRAWN BY: 
CKESPLIN 
MATERIAL: 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
B 
A 
• • 
1. CUT PART FROM 5"x1.5" PLATE AIRCRAFT SPRUCE & SPECIALTY CO. PN 03-31150 
2. BEND PLATE TO RADIUS 
8 
1---5.00---1 
[ 1 
k. 
'"')-
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES ~' '\"l!j!I,J'j~" 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWJSEI(.j[ ~;t i 
.X =±.1 
.XX=±.03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES± 1" 
DRAWN BY: 
CKESPLIN 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
B 
A 
l"'"=· 'c .. 
,-,c;.-,,,,~~".C·~·--.~ ... =...,.··-··•·~-<'"~~-::::i>>"'':.·:~::-::::::~~.,- ~r.;,;,.~~~"Sf§e~ --·-:~·· -~~ ~-~-- ~~;:~~-:.:-~~-'{!i::tft~~~~~~~~~~~~'£0~~~~~::?~~~ 
• • 
1. CUT PART FROM 5"x1.5" PLATE AIRCRAFT SPRUCE & SPECIALTY CO. PN 03-31150 
2. BEND PLATE TO RADIUS 
l-----5.00------j 
[ J "")--
ALL DIMS ARE 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE~ 
.X•±.1 
.XX•±.03 
.XXX•±.010 
ANGLES±1" 
DRAWN BY: 
CKESPLIN 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
:1.903-2003 
REV 
A 
• • 
1. CUT PART FROM 5"x1.5" PLATE AIRCRAFT SPRUCE & SPECIALTY CO. PN 03-31150 
2. BEND PLATE TO RADIUS 
B 
r------5.00--------J 
[ 1 
R1.09y 
ALL DIMS ARE IN ,,v .. ~v ~"l"l!rt/'j~ 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISEII{fi ct 
.X=±.1 
.XX=± .03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES± 1' 
DRAWN BY: 
CKESPLIN 
--· -- --• _ ____, 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
• 
1. CUT FROM TUBE STOCK (AIRCRAFT SPRUCE & CO. P.N. 03-36400) 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-
/ 
R1.60 
• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
(O.n 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES ~' \i' 'j~ 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISEfl i' 
.X= ±.1 
.XX=±.03 
.XX= ±.010 
ANGLES±1' 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
• • 
3 
1. CUT FROM TUBE STOCK (AIRCRAFT SPRUCE & CO. P.N. 03-36400) 
B I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
!!!:.'-·- ---··· --·· 
(1.13 
DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X= ±.1 
.XX=± .03 
.XX=± .010 
ANGLES ±1" 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
1 
B 
A 
_ __:__-:==:::-----"-~--..--_--_ --~-=~:"".-:".~~---,_"-_""''~--:-"'~--=-,,~~ ....... ~"'-'=·····"'--='~"~"'---'-'"""-=--·----=--=-="-"="'-··-----==-~~---- , __ ---=~~~--"''"!'--. '!!"~.'-:0-~'!.:".!~""::::'!::."'.~~0::~~-
• • • 
1. USE 1" TUBE AIRCRAFT SPRUCE & SPECIALTY CO. PN 03-36600 
2. BUSHING, AIRCRAFT SPRUCE & SPECIALTY CO. PN: FB1620-06 
f---------------46.73--------------; 
~ ~'""" ffil 
R2.00 
TUBE· 
R2.00 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES lli'-'-lljllil'"lll"it'!'iiJo: UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE rol!! !~;!!!"!! 
.X=±.1 
.XX=± .03 
.XX=± .010 
ANGLES±1' 
DRAWN BY: 
CKESPLIN 
MATERIAL: 
11.25 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
• 
B 
A 
¢1.300 +0.005 
-0.000 
¢2.05 
1.29 
2.00 
.,..-~--~-·------· 
L +0.00 0.28 -0.01 
~ ~ ~ 
SECTION A-A 
• 
C) 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X=±.1 
.XX=±.03 
.)()(=±.010 
ANGLES± 1' 
DRAWN BY: 
CKESPLIN 
--.--- --- --- --- ------
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REiV 
A 
B 
• 
B A 
2.0 
1.29 
~---~·-~~"'-''~-=· '"" _,_~;- ..... ~~~~~-9\~.;'1,:;'t~.j;,~~-'= . ;~:<-:f-J!<?io<>"~-~~-''"""·'·fi-~"~"-·-~'·~-.- \.C:~~~~!~~~~!{:_~~~2f!~ft~;-~~t~ 
V' /1 
'/I 
l/1 
~ 
/I 
I/ 
SECTION A-A 
• 
!Zi1.42 
¢1.300 +0.005 
·0.000 
ALL DIMS ARE IN "'v""v r!Jifl:.1'f 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE U'··t I 
.X=±.1 
.XX=±.03 
.XX=±.010 
ANGLES± 1' 
DRAWN BY: 
CKESPLIN 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
:1.903-2003 
REV 
A 
B 
• • • 
1. CUT PATTERN FROM 1'' FOAM USING TEMPLATE WF-10-311-T1 
2. COVER FOAM WITH 1 LAYER KEVLAR 
3. FINAL WEIGHT MUST NOT EXCEED 0.45 LB 
£ -~- ~ 
A 
"""'' • ., ... -._:J;, .,_., . ....,., ---=o8S-,, .. if=·c-'4!$• _e!'fbi!il!fE£.....,..~4i..__--\Ji;'l!£GJ&¥3 - 0'--.:a..Z:::::::::: :J=,XSJL C:.Ol 
46.45·-----
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES ~"'"l!f!l'll 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWlSEif'll• J' 
.X=±.1 
.XX=±.03 
.XXX= ±.010 
ANGLES± 1" 
DRAWN BY: 
CKESPLIN 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
A 
,_,.,_ _,.__ "·'''"" _ ,., "'!. • :z:r~~-n Pl!il!il'lllf?'"'fM!!F'VZ7SW1Jl'5TT'F''?~"!,W:~~~,I\!ilt.t;;;;;~~~~W~.£t&i~--r~~;fr;-;'::=:r-,0~1 ;-:: -:~;'-o= ••-• ,•, ,,_• •• -• ', .. ,_,;,:~. ••- ,,_ '---·-• '.,-,_,'l".o;~-:.,., ""''O c•·• ------ - ..:,_._ • .,_- .... .:;,: __ ~"""' ', ~,., ••' •• ---·---- -~' "' •• ••·~-·-· -·-----·· 
• • 
1. CUT PATTERN FROM 1" FOAM USING TEMPLATE WF-10-312-T1 
2. COVER FOAM WITH 1 LAYER KEVLAR 
3. FINAL WEIGHT MUST NOT EXCEED 0.45 LB 
¢3.20 
+ 
1----------46.45--------------j 
DRAWN BY: 
CKESPLIN 
¢2.63 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1.903-2003 
REV 
A 
• • 
. 1. CUT PATIERN FROM 1" FOAM USING TEMPLATE WF-10-313-T1 
2. COVER FOAM WITH 1 LAYER KEVLAR 
3. FINAL WEIGHT MUST NOT EXCEED 0.45 LB 
- -
1------------46.45-----------j 
~~~-,..-"':'==.'~~~=-_,;::,~=·· 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X=±.1 
.XX= ±.03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES± 1· 
DRAWN BY: 
ERIC PETERSON 
¢1.52 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
-------
REV 
A 
' 
• • 
1. CUT PATTERN FROM 1" FOAM USING TEMPLATES WF-10-314-T1 
2. COVER FOAM WITH 1 LAYER KEVLAR 
3. FINAL WEIGHT MUST NOT EXCEED 0.4 LB 
¢2.25 ¢1.52 
1------------46.45-------------1 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES r\f'jfi'\Nj 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISEILCC · 
.X=±.1 
.XX=±.03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES± 1" 
DRAWN BY: 
CKESPLIN 
• 
• usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
B 
r 
8 
F.;:,~--·----'--0 
• • 
1. CUT PATTERN FROM 1" FOAM USING TEMPLATES WF-10-316-T1 
2. COVER FOAM WITH 1 LAYER KEVLAR 
3. FINAL WEIGHT MUST NOT EXCEED 0.35 LB 
¢2.25 
¢1.52 
r-----------46.45------------1 
-=~"-""~"~·•·=· ""·'-~···•·-•·--· -~-- "·-.-.o' •""'"''"'--··-··-· •'• " ··---· ----- ""·"' ""'-" .·-- •oo '-•-~---
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES ~"!"jji!!l'l 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISEm £ £ 0 
.X=±.1 
.XX=± .03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES± 1" 
DRAWN BY: 
ERIC PETERSON 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
l 
• • 
1. CUT PATTERN FROM 1" FOAM USING TEMPLATES WF-10-318-T1 
2. COVER FOAM WITH 1 LAYER KEVLAR 
3. FINAL WEIGHT MUST NOT EXCEED 0.3 LB 
~,,., _l''"' 
- $ :::::::-
1,,,,~ .. "~''-" ""' ~'1''Sl,l'i""'~l!!\t~~~!{-3 ... ,;:~·~, ·--·- " ,_., ... , ··~~-~ 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES r~~frj£1 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISEIIUt(t' 
.X =±.1 
.XX=± .03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES± 1' 
DRAWN BY: 
ERIC PETERSON 
... - ----. ___ .,.,.-~~'-'·'~'··~·c'-' '· -·--~ 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
B 
:. ",., ' ~ ·, :··' 
LAYUP: 4fNAVY, 2/0', 4fNAVY 
,-,------.-
8 
AU_l_jA 72.00 
A 
,~··. 
"" "'"~""'''"~·-~---····-~·-"'"''~ ··-·~···· ''"''"''~'J '''"''"''"""''""'"""""·""' •'""""'""' ,,, ·-··--····' ",,,,, '" """"' -·~""""'~"""" ''''%"-=~·''"'"'*'J 
,. .• •.. ·"" 
10 LAYERS 
¢3.00 
ALL DIMS ARE 
UNLESS NOTED 
.X=±.1 
.XX=±.03 
.XX=± .010 
ANGLES ±1' 
DRAWN BY: 
ERIC PETERSON 
. SECTION A-A 
SCALE 1: 1 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
:1.903-2003 
REV 
• 
lAYUP: 4/WAVY, 2/0', 4/WAVY 
A till A 51.00 
L-J ------''-
~':"· 
~'-"'·=·------.-. ---~'-"',.....,."'""""''"'':..,!;"":;::::c'::~-~ 
• • 
10 lAYERS 
¢3.00 
SECTION A-A 
SCALE 1: 1 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWJSE 
.X• ±.1 
XX=±.03 
.XX=± .010 
ANGLES± 1' 
DRAWN BY: 
ERIC PETERSON 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
PART DESCRIPTION: I PART NUMBER: 
SPAR, FRONT, FIRST OUTER WF-10-401A 
REV 
A 
• 
1. LAYUP: 4M/AVY, 210·, 4M/AVY 
r-1------r 
An-r•A 
68.00 
A 
4 
• 
10 LAYERS 
¢3.00 
SECTION A-A 
SCALE 1: 1 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES ."l"l!r ~~~­
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWfSE 1(01 j i 
.X=±.1 
.XX= ±.03 
.XX =±.010 
ANGLES± 1' 
DRAWN BY: 
ERIC PETERSON 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
A 
REV 
A 
¥~~.'~-~=Ec:".;~"_;-::·.,'"~=-~·;'::~~.o~· .. ,,~--"--,~~~~,--~ --,.-.~~~~:-··· .. _ ~-~ ·--~~-L~~~~:;;~~~~=~~~~~~:'.~~:?~~~¥:!~~~E~SE.~~~~g~ 
• • 
LAYUP: 12MIAVY 
ALll_jA 86.00 
LJ --------''-
4 
ll..,~ ... 
12 LAYERS 
¢2.08 
DRAWN BY: 
ERIC PETERSON 
SECTION A-A 
SCALE 1: 1 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
• 
LAYUP: 8/WAVY 
.. ------------~-
B 
ALlLJA 
72.00 
~------------~ 
• 
8 LAYERS 
¢2.50 
SECTION A-A 
SCALE 1: 1 
ALL DIMS ARE,., ,.,~n~o ~' '!"l!r~ 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE'V \1 Q 
.X =±.1 
.XX= ±.03 
.XX=±.010 
ANGLES±1" 
DRAWN BY: 
ERIC PETERSON 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
~903-2003 
REV 
A 
-.,., 
4 
LAYUP: 8/WAVY 
8 
~-----------------------.-
A r-r-rl A 24.00 
8 LAYERS 
¢2.50 
ALL DIMS ARE IN 
SECTION A-A 
SCALE 1: 1 
• 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X=± .1 
.XX=± .03 
.XX=± .010 
ANGLES± 1' 
DRAWN BY: 
ERIC PETERSON 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
8 
. -- " X. ""' -···- -~ ..• . .... ...... :;c=""""'''"' .... .. .. _ """""'.'!'Ji!ii!l!l':$1\!§lk'E~":'~ -.,..-.,:-·~-····--·"··-~~ ...... ,.-·--~.,,.,~-·========""'"'""'"""""""""""'"'"""'"""""'"".,; ........... ,., ... ,.,..,""'""'""'"";;;;;;;;;;;;;:;es:s::;e;;;:;'ij~;'ij~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!'l!~~~! ll~~;r;::~~ffi::'l 
• • 
4 
A'-UJA 13o.oo 
1'.-· 
B LAYERS 
¢1.42 
SECTION A-A 
SCALE 1: 1 
• 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES ~~~~ij!r,j!i'j~' 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWJSEilfii w I 
.X=±.1 
.XX= ±.03 
.XX=± .010 
ANGLES± 1' 
DRAWN BY: 
ERIC PETERSON 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
PART DESCRIPTION: I PART NUMBER: 
SPAR, BACK, THIRD OUTER WF-10-407A. 
REV 
A 
8 
-LAYUP: 12/WAVY 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
B I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
A 
I -----------
I A 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
' ' 
8.00 
.., 
12 LAYERS 
¢2.83 
SECTION A-A 
SCALE 1: 1 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X•±.1 
.XX•±.03 
.XX •±.010 
ANGLES± 1' 
DRAWN BY: 
ERIC PETERSON 
• 
OAMCORE 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
:1.903-2003 
B 
REV 
A 
• • 
LAYUP: 12NVAVY 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
A u __________ J_j A 
7.00 
• 
12lAYERS 
¢2.36 OAM CORE 
SECTION A-A 
SCALE 1: 1 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES ~· 1\"!!il:\'c 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISEIIL£ # 
.X= ±.1 
.XX= ±.03 
.XX=± .010 
ANGLES± 1' 
DRAWN BY: 
ERIC PETERSON 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
B 
• 
1. MATERIAL: PER DRAWING 
2. ADHERE JOINTS WITH STRUCTURAL WOOD ADHESIVE 
¢2.97 
¢2.16 
II 
• • 
~SPRUCE l BALSA SPRUCEl 
------+-----------------------+-------
1--1.5 5.0 1.5--1 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES ~"l"l!fl!'j 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 1Q (%1 
.X=±.1 
.XX=± .03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES± 1' 
DRAWN BY: 
CKESPLIN 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
:1903-2003 
REV 
A 
B 
-~•"*""'- -.-., ---- .... •,cc.&¥."id#cecS·,\,,,,,_, - -· "'"'o.~~h=\ ,-~J4Jiiil'!"1c!tf))W{(it':'tf;;;c§g:o;~c"£~;g~~]'&#tt!"id'Jr~f'~'\'t:~c~'Si~-~¥~l";·~ 
• 
1. MATERIAL AS SHOWN 
2. ADHERE JOINTS WITH GENERAL STUCTURAL WOOD ADHESIVE 
B 
¢2.47 
+-+-1-
¢1.47 
A 
• • 
~SPRUCE BALSA SPRUCE I 
------+-----------------------~------
-+---- - ---+- - --- - --- - --- - --- - -+--- - ---+-
------+------------------------~------
~1.5 5.0 1.5~ 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES ~· '\"l!fili~ 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE'¢£ i 
J( =± .1 
.XX= ±.03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES± 1' 
DRAWN BY: 
CKESPLIN 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
A 
REV 
A 
• 
Canard Assembly 
• 
• 
Materials List for Canard 
ck spc= check drawing specifications 
Parts List for Canard 
Part Number I Description I Oty I Type 
-----.---.-·.·.-.-.·.·.·.·.·-·.·-·.·.·.·.·-·.·-·-·-- ·-·-·-·.·.·-·-·.·.-.-.. -.-.-.-.------·-···-··-··-·---------.···· ----.--·.-.-.·.·.·.·.·.-.·.-.-.-.·.-.---------.-.-.·.·.·.·.·-·.-· ·.·.·.·-·.--·.-.. -.-.-.-... -.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.---.·.·-·.·-·-·-·.·.···· 
WF-20-050 Control Adjust 1 cut & drilled 
WF-20-033 Linka!'le Mount 1 cut & drilled 
WF-20-030 Chassis Connect 2 cut & drilled 
WF-20-028 Control Mount 1 cut & drilled 
WF-20-025 Canard Supports 2 cut & drilled 
WF-20-022 Hinge Pin Shaft 12 cut & drilled 
WF-20-021 Spar Hin!'le Shaft 4 cut & drilled 
WF-20-020 Strut Hinge Plate 4 cut 
WF-20-018 Hinge Bracket 6 cut & drilled 
WF-20-017 LinkaQe Bracket 2 cut & drilled 
WF-20-016 Canard Surface Right 2 hot wired,glued,shaped,layed up 
WF-20-015 Canard Surface Left 2 hot wired,Qiued,shaped,layed up 
WF-20-014 Canard Surface Center 2 hot wired,glued,shaped,layed up 
WF-20-013 Canard Rib 8 cut, drilled, & sanded 
WF-20-007 Spar Hin!'le Assembly 4 weldament 
WF-20-006 Strut Hinge Assembly 4 weldament 
WF-20-005 Hinge Assembly Right 2 weldament 
WF-20-004 Hin!'Je Assembly Bottom 1 weldament 
WF-20-003 Hinge Assembly Top 1 weldament 
WF-20-027 Control Sub-Assembly 1 weld and bolt 
WF-20-040 Canard Sub-Assembly 1 weld and bolt 
WF-20-001 Top Surface Assembly 1 bolt 
WF-20-002 Bottom Surface Assembly 1 bolt 
WF-20-000 Canard Assembly 1 weld and bolt 
B 
A 
• 
4 
Note: Weld Hinge Plates tangent to leading edge of supports 
and flush with top of supports. 
BOTH SIDES ) 1/8"1) 
TWO PLACES 1/8" '-
4 
·-----~ 
--......_:iff: 
~ (3 
~ 
DETAIL 8 
SCALE 0.12: 1 
• • 
OAM CAN BE CUTOUT TO CREATE A COMPARTMENT 
FOR ADDING WEIGHT TO BALANCE PLANE. PLACE 
WEIGHT AS CLOSE TO THE 1/4 CHORD AS POSSIBLE. 
Parts List 
ITEM QTY PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 
3 8 AN665-21(R/L) Terminal Assembly 
4 4 AN673AC-1475 Control Rod 
5 1 WF-20-040 Canard Sub-Assembly 
6 1 WF-20-001 Canard Surface Assembl 
y_Top 
• 
9 
B 
I L 
A 
6 
~Y~·,;)~\i'c•:'·'O''"-'--····--· ·•• 
4 
LUE4 PLACES 
4 
~~/// 
DETAIL A 
SCALE 0.16: 1 
• 
"' 
I I 
' \ 
I 
lllilh_ I I 
ITEM QTY 
1 1 
2 1 
3 16 
4 1 
5 4 
6 1 
7 1 
9 I 1 
• 
OVER WITH DACRON 
AFTER FULLY ASSEMBLED 
Parts List 
PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 
WF-20-003 Hinge Assembly Top 
WF-20-005 Hinge Assembly Right 
AN526-1032R16/ AN36 1 0·32 Screws and Nuts 
5-1032A 
WF-20-014 Canard Center Surface 
WF-20-013 Canard Rib 
03-Q9100 Main Spar 
03-02300 Rear Spar 
Canard Surface Left 
IWF-20-016 I canard Surface Rigt 
I lf!ilj@i\!WMtfii anical & Aeros ace En ineerin 
B 
• 
., 
4 
6 
3 
LUE 4 PLACES 
2 
DETAIL B 
SCALE 0.16: 1 
• 
B~ 
\ 
\ ~ \_, // 
....... .....__ __ 
ITEM 
1 
2 
5 3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
···---·---.... ___ _ 
OVER WITH DACRON AFTER 
FULLY ASSEMBLED 
o .. ..J.. 
, ..... ,,;List 
QTY PART NUMBER 
1 INF-20-005 
1 INF-20-004 
16 AN526-1 032R 16 I AN36 
5-1032A 
1 INF-20-014 
4 INF-20-013 
1 03-09100 
1 03-02300 
1 WF-20-015 
• 
DESCRIPTION 
Hinge Assembly Right 
Hinge Assembly Bottom 
10-32 Screws and Nuts 
Canard Center Surface 
Canard Rib 
Main Spar 
Rear Spar 
Canard Surface Left 
• • • 
2 5 
B 
4 
-
?I '-
Parts List 
ITEM QTY PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 
1 1 WF-20-007 Spar Hinge Assembt 
2 1 WF-20-Q06 Strut Hinge Assembl 
3 1 WF-20-018 Hinge Bracket 
4 1 WF-20-017 Linkage Bracket 
5 1 AN396-81 Hinge Clevis Pin 
(1/8") 
REV 
lllk%· ,,, •... "-'" '; ~ ...... 
r 
-·- ~· 
• • • 
B 
Parts List 
ITEM QTY PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 
1 1 WF-20-006 Strut Hinge Assembl 
2 1 WF-20-007 Spar Hinge Asseinbly 
3 1 WF-20-017 linkage Bracket 
4 1 WF-20-018 Hinge Bracket 
5 1 AN396-81 Hinge Clevis Pin 
A 
(1/8") 
~- ·~ .. "-·' F., 2!l!l!!!l * = J&d£;ag;;:;g; 1~mr • •;;&'i;J'~<fl'~:~~-@~~~ 
• • • 
2 
3 
8 
• (1/8") 
3 4 
Parts list 
ITEM QTY PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 
1 1 WF-20-007 Spar Hinge Assembly 
2 1 WF-20-006 Strut Hinge Assembly 
3 2 WF-20-018 Hinge Bracket 
4 1 AN396-81 Hinge Clevis Pin 
(118") 
• • 
B 
2 
1.500 
o.soo ----1--j' 
000l 
CUd 
ITEM QTY 
1 2 
2 1 
~iili§k¥ ".uf.emrn·-== 
• 
5116" 
Parts List 
PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 
WF-20-022 H~PinShaft 
WF-20-020 Strut Hinge Plate 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
_J j, 
B 
-~~.,----~-~-----------
• • • 
]1 l 2-25 1.375 
B B 
oys 
2 
5/16" 
Parts List 
ITEM I QTY PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 
WF-20-021 
ll""""~· 
8 
• • 
+===========30.0=~-=-=-=-=-=-=-=~ 1 
¢0.38 USU 993009-3040.13 30" CHORD ¢1.50 
¢0.50 
12.50 I 
~---~~-22.501-------1 
USE LINKAGE BRACKETS TO LOCATE 
4 SMALL HOLES & MAIN SPAR HOLE 
~ 
ALL DIMS 1-\r<.:t= 11'1 11'11\...oMt:O ~~~~II&!~; 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE'V f' ( , 
.X =±.1 
.XX=±.03 
.XXX= ±.010 
ANGLES± 1' 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
8 
REV 
• 
B 
6 4.75 
A 
I I II 
I I II 
I I II 
I I II 
I I II 
I I II 
I I II 
I I II 
I I II 
I I II 
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I I II 
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I I II i 
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I I II 
I I II 
I I II 
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I I II 
I I II 
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/ ...... ~"/ ....... 
// /"'// ..... 
/ /.// "'v?-.... 
// ,/'// /..9'-
------ __.-::;,--" /"" __.>-, 
------ __.-::;--" ,;-Y ------ ~ 
// __.-::;,--" h_yV // 
/ /..-;:.,/ /..9?" // 
//// ?-r .,. 
------ __.-::;,--" h.,:;. ------
------ __.-::;,--" __,.Yv __..--
.---" __.-::;--" ___,.,:;."" ------
/ _.,.,...-;.../ /...:::::-'/"' // 
/ /..-::::-'/"' // 
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NOTE: FOAM CAN BE CUT INTO CONVIENIENT PIECES IN ORDER TO CREATE 
HOLES FOR SPARS. REASSEMBLE PIECES WITH APPROPRIATE GLUE. 
COVER FOAM WITH FIE ERG LASS FOR ADDED STRENGTH. 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE ~!W(ot 
.X=±.1 
.XX=± .03 USU 
.XXX=±.010 
• 
c:o' 0 ~ ~REFER TO CANARD RIB WF-20-013 
FOR SECTION DIMENSIONS 
ANGLES±1' WRIGHT FLYER 
DRAWNBY: 1903-2003 
N. Holman 
PART DESCRIPTION: REV 
lr 
A 
• • 
4 
f-----30.0----~ 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
DRILL HOLE DEPTH 17" 
FROM RIGHT SIDE 
39.4 11-----26.0 I 
\ 17.0----1 
NOTE: TEMPLATE WILL BE PROVIDED FOR CHORDS OF 30", 26", & 17" TO 
CHECK AIRFOIL SHAPE. SAND A SMOOTH TRANSITION BETWEEN SECTIONS. 
COVER FOAM IMTH FIBERGLASS FOR ADDED STRENGTH. 
~·- i=+-+ 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES , , , 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE ~opjldfi4 
.X=±.1 
.XX=±.03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES±1" 
DRAWN BY: 
N. Holman 
• 
EFER TO CANARD RIB WF-20-013 
FOR SECTION DIMENSIONS 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1.903-2003 
\'· 
B 
REV 
39.4 
• • 
27.4 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
REFER TO CANARD RIB WF-20-01 
FOR SECTION DIMENSIONS 
1------30.0------1 
~---~?-:~.., 
NOTE: TEMPLATE WILL BE PROVIDED FOR CHORDS OF 30", 26", & 17" TO 
CHECK AIRFOIL SHAPE. SAND A SMOOTH TRANSITION BETWEEN SECTIONS. 
COVER FOAM WITH FIBERGLASS FOR ADDED STRENGTH. 
• 
~RILL HOLE DEPTH 17" ROM LEFT SIDE 
-
i:~==.:._=:::i6:::::;;;J<b~~===---
DIMS ARE IN INCHES ··l~'jfi:l 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE!ILf t 
.X=± .1 
.XX=±.D3 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES± 1" 
DRAWN BY: 
N. Holman 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
:1.903-2003 
REV 
• 
!__:=====~=== 
--r 6.63------
3.00 
2.50 
6X¢0.20 
0.50 
0.31 
0.56 
R0.31 
¢1.750 
¢0.375 
R0.25 
r---3.313----1 
1-----4.500------1 
f-------6.06-------1 
1--------6.31--------1 
• 
r 
l 
~ 
~ 
ALL DIMS ARE 11" u'll..ont::o ~~~~~~~ ~ 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISEilt fJ 
.X=±.1 
.XX=± .03 
.XXX=±.010 
ANGLES± 1' 
DRAWN BY: 
N. Holman 
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usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
• 
8 
+==================== 
0.06 
¢ 
2.50 1 
¢0.375 
2.25 2 
.00 
0.50 
0.56 
2.125 
3.313 
6.06 
A 6.63 
ll,,~: ... ,"' .. __ ~ . -
• 
4X¢0.20 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X= ±.1 
.XX=±.03 
.XXX=±.010 
ANGLES±1' 
DRAWN BY: 
N. Holman 
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usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
8 
REV 
• 
B 
A 
I 
L 
L1.50~ 
0.13 ) 
• 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES -~~~"!i\iW~ 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 1K( t..l~ 
.X =±.1 
.XX=± .03 
.XXX=±.010 
ANGLES±1" 
DRAWN BY: 
N. Holman 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
• 
r 
2.25 
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I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
¢1.750 
• 
¢1.500 
2 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X=±.1 
.XX= ±.03 
.XXX=±.010 
ANGLES± 1· 
. ..,,.~ .. ==~-.-.~---
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
• • 
obD1 J I I I j__ I I 
¢0.625 
¢0.375 
ARE 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X= ±.1 
.XX=±.03 
.XXX =±.010 
ANGLES ±1" 
DRAWN BY: 
N. Holman 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
., 
REV 
• • 
-,---.-
62.0 
USE MATERIAL ALL READY AVAILABLE. 
-'---L-
:c.--···· 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES ."~"j~ll!' 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISEi(Uf t 
.X=± .1 
.XX=± .03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES±1· 
DRAWN BY: 
N. Holman 
MATERIAL: 
Gold 
-·. -· . 2@&:;8§\~ 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
:1.903-2003 
REV 
• • • 
2 
0 0 
0 0 
I : II 
/Drill 0.875" dia 0 :Y: hole after assembled. 1011 0 0 ,_ 0 lo\ lo\ 0 lo\ 
:J ~ 
0 0 0 I • 0 • 0 0 • 1/8" 1/8" • 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 I L__PRESS BEARING INTO WELDED PARTS 
AFTER PARTS ARE DRILLED OUT TO 0.875" DIA 
Parts List 
ITEM I QTY I PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 
1 I 1 I WF-20-033 Linkage Mount 
2 I 1 IWF-20-050 Control Adjust 
3 I 1 I KS6A-AN200 Canard Controls Bearing 
• 
B 
4 
0.13l r-
-
3.13 
INNER WIDTH JUST lARGE ENOUGH TO 
FIT OVER STREAMLINE SUPPORTS. 
D 
~1.00~ 
• 
¢0.38 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES r l"l/iH,"I 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE!IL'( qt., 
.X=±.1 
.XX=±.03 
.XXX= ±.010 
ANGLES±r 
-l$d@ltj£ibi€@~~~~ 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
B 
REV 
• 
RO.SD 
L 
l;---,J 
¢0.31 
• 
3.25 
_i__ __ L 
~ ~0.19 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X•±.1 
.XX•±.03 
.XXX •±.010 
ANGLES±1" 
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usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
_j , 
REV 
• • 
~cr==========z=======n r 
~13 
Drill 0.125" dia hole first to I J(.;Cilt:-
75" dia 
I 
'il F 
Q .DOD 2.75 2.50 1 
1r j 
0.25 ~J ) ! I'-v 0.50 0.313-0.63 
3 
3.313 
5.75 
6.00 
6.313 
6.63 ~ 
~~,;.'''~''' 
4X¢0.2D 
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ALL LJUVIV .... ~ .... "" ""'"'' ,._.... ~I !~'11~ t 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 1ij g; 
.X=±.1 
.XX=± .03 
.XXX=±.010 
ANGLES± 1· 
DRAWN BY: 
N. Holman 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
• 
Bl 
23.1 
I I II I 
34.7 I II I 
DETAIL F 
SCALE 0.12: 1 
23.0 
5 
\ 
17.9 
• 
~~~' 
,' '\ ~ \ 
I lt \ I I I \ \ 
--- ~-- - J 
pacer 1 - Positon controls appropriately 
with steel washers. 
~ 
2 
DETAIL E 
SCALE 0.16: 1 
• 
...,...E~ 
/ \ 
/ \ 
IB 
I f : I : \ e.- ;. ... _ / 
\ . / 
: / 
_y 
3 
B 
• 
tlJ 
DETAIL C 
SCALE 1 I 4 
({o) 
• • 
(f~-\, 
I I 
\71 ;?"""--::>,..:.__\ - - ) 
~ 
" ~'.~.! ) ((Note: 1) BOTH SIDES 
Notes: 1. Control Mount - Position for best alignment with controls and weld tangent to 1/4 chord 
of supports. 
2. Support Mounts- Position for best alignment and weld tangent to 1/4 chord of supports . 
........._ ~~.~..1 ') ((Note: 2) TWO PLACES 3. Hinge Mount Plates- Weld tangent to leading edge of supports.' 
1/8" 
1/8" 
(Note: 3) BOTH SIDES 
TWO PLACES 
• 
14.00 13.50 ~ 12.50 
11.50 
10.50 
9.50 
8.50 
7.00 
5.50 J 
4.50 't T 2r .t ~ 1.f0 
0.50 ltl6.7i 
A 
• 
2X¢0.25 
Drill 0.125" dia hole first to locate ~ with other part then drill 0.875" dia hole after assembled. 
1.50 
-11-o.13 
DIMS ARE IN INCHES r l~lj!i\j ~J 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 1Q}!f 
X=±.1 
.XX=±.03 
.XXX =±.010 
ANGLES±1· 
DRAWN BY: 
N. Holman 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• II 
• 
• 
~ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1.903-2003 
IB 
REV 
• • 
B 
108.0 
~~: 
~~~-~~;;.'iio•••'*''w•- -·~-----·· 
ALLOIMSARE ........... ,,L..._. ,, 1 ~'J§1h\'f 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE tiLE· ~ 
.X=±.1 
.XX=±.03 
.XXX=±.010 
ANGLES±1" 
DRAWN BY: 
AIRCRAFT SPRUCE CO. 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
• 
8 
108.0 
~¢1.500 
~¢1.37 
"''=·~·-·-·:- ---- . ~-""''""-. ""'-'-. .o-·'-"·-:-:-..:.:..:..:::::.::=.,.-::::::..:..;._:::._--
• 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES r~ 'j/r~~' 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 1(1 f ( ' 
.X =±.1 
.XX=± .03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES±1· 
DRAWN BY: 
AIRCRAFT SPRUCE CO. 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
8 
REV 
• 
14.750 
©) 
• 
RDER TO LENGTH FROM SPRUCE 
PART# AN673AC-1475 
RDER RODS WITH TERMINAL "ASSEMBLIES" 
SPRUCE PART# AN665-21 (R & L) 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X=±.1 
.XX=±.03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES ±1· 
DRAWN BY: 
AIRCRAFT SPRUCE & CO. 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
• 
Rudder Assembly 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
• 
• 
Materials List for Rudder 
ck spc= check drawing specifications 
Parts List for Rudder 
Part Number Description I Qty Type 
WF-20-100 Rudder Assembly 1 assembly 
WF-20-101 Rudder Surface Assembly 2 assembly 
WF-20-103 Bottom Plate Assembli'_ 1 assembly_ 
WF-20-104 Top Plate Assembly 1 assembly 
WF-20-105 Control Linkage Assembly 1 assembly 
WF-20-130 Push/Pull Rod(round)_ 1 fit 
WF-20-131 Control Plate 2 cut & drilled 
WF-20-141 Rudder Spacer Plate (bottom) 2 cut & drilled 
Hardware attach 
WF-20-111 Rudder D Tube 2 foam lay-up 
WF-20-112 Rudder C Beam 2 bi-dir weave lay-up 
WF-20-113 Rudder Hard Plate 4 cut, mill & finish 
WF-20-114 Rudder Ribs 10 foam lay-up 
WF-20-115 Rudder TrailiJ1g Edge 2 cut & attach 
WF-20-116 Rudder Pivot Block Insert 2 mill & bond 
WF-20-140 Rudder Pivot Block Insert Pins 4 cut & bond 
Hardware 
Glue 
Covering Material attach 
WF-20-117 Cross Support 2 honeycomb lay-up 
WF-20-118 Bearing Assy 4 press-fit & bond 
WF-20-130 Steel Shaft 4 cut & drilled 
WF-20-131 Wood Circle 4 cut & drilled 
WF-20-119 Mount Point 2 cut 
WF-20-120 Support Cables 4 attach fit 
NW 2061 Nylon Washers 6 drill 
WF-20-122 Bottom Beam Support 1 wavycom_p. l"l':U[l_ 
WF-20-126 Top Beam Support 1 wavy comp. lay-up 
WF-20-123 Wing Spar Mount Assy 2 weldment 
WF-20-142 Win(] Spar Mount Tube 2 rolled 
WF-20-145 Wing Spar Mount Brace 4 weldment 
WF-20-124a Beam Attach Insert 2 cut & milled 
WF-20-125 Bot Rud Attach Assy 1 weldment 
WF-20-135 Bot Rud Tube 1 milled 
WF-20-129 Top Rudattach Assv 1 weldment 
WF-20-136 Top Rud Tube 1 milled 
WF-20-137 Rud Attach Plate 4 milled 
. I 
,....-...,.-.... ·~-, ~ ---· 
• • 
B 
DRAWN BY: 
J. Holfelltz 
- -· ···- -----·-··-··· -- --~'-"'-'-""'=-··===""-~=-----=-~ 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
Assembl 
REV 
A 
B 
• • • 
6 
4 
B 
5 
11 
9 ~ (10 
• 
Q 
Q 
A 
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ALL 
UNLESS 
.X=±.1 
.XX=±.03 
.XXX = ± .01 0 
ANGLES± 1' 
DRAWN BY: 
J. Holfeltz 
MATERIAL: 
• 
usu 
lVRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
• 
B 11 I 3.oo 
I 
I 
I 
¢2.00 t 
6.6° 
l rob=- r-
0. 0 
Lb==J-+ 
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Parts List 
ITEM j_ QTY PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 
WF-20-130 Push/Pull Rod (round) 
2 i 2 WF-20-131 Control Plate 
3 I 2 WF-30-207 FORK END 
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Materials List for Cockpit 
ck spc= check drawing specifications 
Item/Material Description Oty Part# Supplier 
Washer 1/4" flat washer 186 0 
Nut 1/4" locknut 96 0 
Bolt 1 1/2" 1/4-20 grade 8 hex 78 0 
Bolt 2 1/2" 1/4-20 grade 8 hex 12 0 
Bolt 2" 1/4-20 grade 8 hex 2 0 
Screw 1 1/2" 1/4-20 flat screw 4 0 
Pillow Block UHMW Duo 3/4" bore dia 2 IPACO 
Pillow Block UHMW 2" bore dia. 2 IPACO 
Steel T ubinjJ_ 4130 -- (3/4" OD X .063" wall) 122.5 in 0 
Steel Tubing 4130-- (2" OD X .049" wall) 69in 0 
Steel Tubing 4130-- (1/2" OD X .03" wall) 28in o-
Sheet Metal - Steel 4130 -- (.063" thick) 459.5 in2 0 
Sheet Metal -Aluminum .016" thick 54 in2 0 
Honeycomb - Aluminum (1/2" thick, 18"X12") 2 ? 
RectanQular Tube aluminum (2" X 1" X 1/8" wall) 247in 0 
Angle Stock aluminum 2u 20in 0 
Streamline Tube 4130steel1" 138in 03-11300 0 
Steel Rod push rod 38in 0 
Linkages fork end (cable terminal) 4 MS20667-4 0 
Linkages fork end (rod terminal) 4 AN161-32S 0 
Linkages eye end (cable terminal) 2 MS20668-5 0 
Linkages fork end (rod terminal) 2 AN665-34R 0 
Tangs 1 prong 14" (see wing parts) 4 0 
Spacer nylon 5/16" inside diameter 2.5 in 0 
Bushing 1/4" inner diameter (1.5" long) 2 0 
Bushing 1/4" inner diameter{1. 75" long) 2 0 
Clevis Pin atleast 1" long 2 0 
Cotter Pin to fit clevis 2 0 
Cable Wire steel 1/8" diameter ? 0 
Carbon Fiber 18" X 12" lamina ? (4) ITE 
Chair pilot defined 2 ITE 
·.Ill ,, 
. I 
Parts List for Cockpit 
Part Number I Description Qty I Type 
WF-30-001 Span Bar Front 1 cut & drilled 
WF-30-002 Span Bar Back 1 cut & drilled 
WF-30-003 Foot Bar Front 1 cut & drilled 
WF-30-004 Foot Bar Back 1 cut & drilled 
WF-30-005 Span Bar Support 8 cut & drilled 
WF-30-007 Streamline Rear Strut 2 cut & weldament 
WF-30-008 Streamline Small Plate 2 cut & drilled 
WF-30-013 Streamline Large Plate 10 cut & drilled 
WF-30-014 Streamline Left Front 1 cut & weldament 
WF-30-015 Streamline Rir~ht Front 1 cut & weldament 
WF-30-016 Streamline Left Back 1 cut & weldament 
WF-30-017 Streamline Rir~ht Back 1 cut & weldament 
WF-30-019 1/16"Tab 4 cut & drilled 
WF-30-021 Control Panel 1 cut & drilled 
WF-30-022 Lonr~ Panel Ler~s 2 cut & drilled 
WF-30-023 Short Panel Legs 2 cut & drilled 
WF-30-031 Foot Plate Fiber Lamina 4 layed up 
WF-30-032 Hardpoint 8 drilled & placed 
WF-30-101 Control Case 1 cut & weldament 
WF-30-102 Control Stick Mount 2 cut, bent & drilled 
WF-30-104 Round Section of Stick 2 cut & bent 
WF-30-105 Straiqht Section of Stick 2 cut & drilled 
WF-30-106 Short Section 2 cut & threaded 
WF-30-110 Canard Bell Crank 2 cut, bent & drilled 
WF-30-112 Nylon Spacer 4 cut 
WF-30-115 Push Pull Rod 1 cut & threaded 
WF-30-119 Nylon Spacer 2 cut 
WF-30-121 Winq Warp Bell 1 cut, bent & drilled 
WF-30-201 Pedal Rod 2 cut & weldament 
WF-30-203 Pedal -Foot Interface 4 cut & weldament 
WF-30-204 Pedal Arm 4 cut, bored 
WF-30-205 Rudder Tab 2 cut, bent & drilled 
WF-30-209 Nylon Spacer 2 cut 
WF-30-210 Rudder Bell Crank 1 cut, bent & drilled 
WF-30-212 Push Pull Rod 2 cut & threaded 
I .l I 
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Parts List 
ITEM QTY PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION 
1 2 WF-30-023 PANEL LEGS 
2 1 WF-30-021 CONTROL PANEL 
3 4 GRANGER 5K177 1/4" 1n" 
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Materials List for Transmission 
ck spc= check drawing specifications 
Item/Material I Description I Oty Part# I Supplier 
Square Tubinq 4x4x72" 2 88875k44 McMaster 
Keyed Shaft 0.5X12" 2 1497k61 McMaster 
Hollow Rod 0.5x12", 1/8 wall 2 89965k65 McMaster 
Ball Bearin!l 0.5x1.5x0.5" 4 2329k37 McMaster 
Sheave 24 tooth 2 P24-8MGT-30 Gates 
Sheave 56 tooth 2 P56-8MGT-30 Gates 
Spacer 0.5x1.0x0.25" 6 3088A514 McMaster 
Shaft Collar 0.5x2.0x1.0" 2 6157k16 McMaster 
Gear 36 tooth, 1.5" face, steel 2 A636H Rush Gears 
Drive Belt 144 tooth, 30mm wide 2 B144-8MGT-30 Gates 
Bolt grade 8, 0.375 x 3.5 4 ? 
Nut wade 8, 0.375 4 ? 
Washer grade 8, 0.375 8 ? 
Bolt grade 8. 0.375 x 2.5 4 ? 
Parts List for Transmission 
Part Number I Description I Oty Type 
------------.-.---.--.--.-----·--.·.·.---- ... --.-.----··-·-·.·.·--· .·.-.-.-·.·.·w.-.--·· 
WF-40-002-602 Mounting Bracket 2 cut & drilled 
WF-40-002-603 Bearing_ Block 2 milled & drilled 
W F-40-002-604 Keyed Shaft 2 cut 
WF-40-002-605 Support Shaft 2 cut 
W F-40-002-606 Ball Bearinq 4 N/A 
W F-40-002-607 24 Tooth Sheave 2 N/A 
W F-40-002-608 56 Tooth Sheave 2 N/A 
W F-40-002-609 Shaft Spacer 6 N/A 
WF-40-002-61 0 Shaft Collar 5 N/A 
WF-40-002-611 Gear 2 Bored 
WF-40-002-612 Drive Belt 2 N/A 
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Materials List for Propeller Support Assembly 
ck spc; check drawing specifications 
Item/Material ~ Description Oty I Part# Supplier 
4130 Normalized Tubing 1" X 0.065" wall 8ft Aircraft Spruce 
Ball BearinQs # 6305 4 Motion Industries 
6061-T6 Aluminum 1.25 11 X 4 11 X 4 11 4 ITE 
4130 Steel Round Stock 1 1/2" dia. - normalized 1 ft MIL -S-6758A Aircraft Spruce 
4131 Steel Round TubinQ 1 7/8" OD - 0.25" wall - nrmlized 1 ft Aircraft Spruce 
6061-T6 Aluminum round stock- 6" diameter 1.5 ft ? 
4131 Steel Plate 0.125" thick X 6" wide 1.5 ft ITE 
4132 Steel Strap 0.125" X 3/4" 12ft ITE 
4133 Steel Strap 0.125" X 5/8" 12 It ITE 
Steamlined Carbon Tubes 16 ITE 
f 
I Parts List for Propeller Support Assembly 
Part Number Description Oty Type 
WF-40-009-03 Drive Shaft 2 cut and wound 
Bearing - 6305 Drive Shaft Bearings 4 _purchased 
W F-40-009-06 Front BearinQ Block 2 milled & drilled 
WF-40-009-04 Rear Bearing Block 2 milled & drilled 
W F-40-009-09A Shive Hub 2 cut, drilled, keyed 
WF-40-009-09B Shive Hub Outer Collar 2 cut & drilled 
W F-40-009-09C Shive Hub Inner Collar 2 cut & drilled 
W F-40-009-1 OA Propeller Hub 2 turned & drilled 
W F-40-009-1 OB Hub Backing Plate 2 water jet cut 
W F-40-009-05A Rear Support 8 layed up & cut 
W F-40-009-07 A Front Support 8 layed up & cut 
W F-40-009-05B Rear Support Mounting Tab 8 cut, formed & drilled 
W F-40-009-07B Front Support MountingTab 8 cut, formed & drilled 
W F-40-009-0BA Spar Mount Bar- Rear 4 cut, formed & drilled 
W F-40-009-08B Spar Mount Bar - Front 4 cut, formed & drilled 
Flat sheet to wrap around Sheet Steel 0.065" 4 cut & formed spar to glue and lash ( anv type) 
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Revisions: 
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NOTE: This part can be constructed two ways. Build a round 
tube of composite material, and then cover it with a thin airfoil. 
Or use the steel tubing as the mandrel to lay up the part as drawn. 
ATIENTION: Wall thicknesses and layup methods will be 
determined after testing of parts. 
• 
--------- ------- - --
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Note: Dimensions are flexible, depending on the 
availability of streamlined steel tubing for mandrels. 
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DETAIL C 
SCALE 1: 1 
• 
Composite tube has a hard point here. 
A threaded insert is also included in the 
hard point for the clevis fork to screw into. 
ATTENTION: 
Assembly WF-40~002-5068 is assembled just 
like this assembly, except the airfoil must 
be turned the opposite direction. 
~omposite tube has a hard point at this end. 
The tab stem is attached by being inserted 
into the hard point resin before it hardens. 
Inner bolt is drilled through 
the head for safety wire. 
Outer bolt will go aU the way 
through the bearing block for 
a nut on the other side. 
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NOTE: This part can be constructed two ways. Build a round 
tube of composite material, and then cover it with a thin airfoil. 
Or use the steel tubing as the mandrel to lay up the part as drawn. 
A TTENTJON: Wall thicknesses and layup methods will be 
determined after testing of parts. 
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Note: Dimensions are flexible, depending on the 
availability of streamlined steel tubing for mandrels. 
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Spar Mounting Cup is made of 4130 steel, Normalized. 
It is cutout flat 0.063" X 4.5" X 6". It is then rolled as 
shown. The mounting plates are welded at the angles 
shown all the way around. 
For mounting, the cup is glued and lashed in place on 
the rear spar. 
A vertical line runs through the center of the top and bottom 
rear spars. The center line of the mounting cup must be 
parellel to that line in order for the tabs to line up properly. 
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Spar Mounting Cup is made of 4130 steel, Normalized. 
·rt is cutout flat 0 .063" X 4.5" X 6". It is then rolled as 
shown. The mounting plates are welded at the angles 
shown all the way around. 
For mounting, the cup is glued and lashed in place on 
the rear spar. 
A vertical line runs through the center of the top and bottom 
rear spars. The center line of the mounting cup must be 
parellel to that line in order for the tabs to line up properly. 
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Note: Revisions 
REV A- April11, 2002 
-Changed from 0.25" bar stock to 0.125" 
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Chassis Assembly 
• 
• 
Materials List for Chassis 
ck spc~ check drawing specifications 
Item/Material Description Oty I Part# I Supplier 
Spruce Strips 1.75" wide ck spc Aircraft Spruce 
Kevlar (lay up with spruce 1.75" wide ck spc ? 
Carbon Tubes 1 40/1 000" I .D. x 1/16" wall ck spc ITE Dept. 
Steel Tubinq 1" O.D. x 1/16" wall 18 ft ITEIIPACO 
Steel Tubing 7/8" 0.0. x 1/8" wall 10 in ITEIIPACO 
Plate Steel_(stn1pping 1.75" X 1/16" 9ft ITEIIPACO 
Plate Steel (strappinq "'1 11 X 1/8" 3ft ITEIIPACO 
Plate Steel (strapping 4" X 1/16" 8 ft ITEIIPACO 
Plate Steel (strappinq) 3 3/8" X 1/8" 2ft ITEIIPACO 
Plate Steel (strapping) 2 3/4" X 1/8" Sin ITEIIPACO 
Plate Steel 2 1/2" X 3/8" 18 in ITEIIPACO 
Bolt 2 AN4-24 !TEl Aircraft Spruce 
Bolt 4 AN5-13 !TEl Aircraft Spruce 
Bolt 28 AN4-14 !TEl Aircraft Spruce 
Bolt 2 AN4-23 !TEl Aircraft Spruce 
Bolt 2 AN4-25 !TEl Aircraft Spruce 
Bolt (machine screw) 60 MS24694 !TEl Aircraft Spruce 
Nut 60 AN365-(match MS) !TEl Aircraft Spruce 
Nut 4 AN365-524A ITEI Aircraft Spruce 
Nut 34 AN365-428A !TEl Aircraft Spruce 
Washer 5/16" hole 8 !TEl Aircraft Spruce 
Washer 1/4" hole 72 !TEl Aircraft Spruce 
Nylon Bushing 1/4" hole x 1/2" (shaped to size) 70 ? 
Aluminum Tubinq (reel) 1" x 2" outside x 1/8" wall 97 in ITEIIPACO 
Aluminum Plate 1"x1/8" 18in ITEIIPACO 
Aluminum Disks 1.25" O.D. x 1/8" wall 2 ITEIIPACO 
Aluminum Tubinq (eire) 1' O.D. x 1/8" wall 6in ITEIIPACO 
Mateo Wheel castered, solid rubber 4 P/N 06-01615 Aircraft Spruce 
Azusalite Nylon Wheel 4" wheel 2 P/N 06-02600 Aircraft Spruce 
Tire & Tube Assembly 2 PIN 06-02800 Aircraft Spruce 
Cannondale Shock Lefty model 2 Cannondale Corp. 
' ,I 
J 
' 
Parts List for Chassis 
Part Number I Description 
WF-50-099-01 Skid Hardpoint 
W F-50-099-01 A Plate 
WF-50-099-01 B Tab 
WF-50-099-01 C Plate 
WF-50-099-02 Fittinq 
W F-50-099-028 Disk 
WF-50-099-02C Fittina 
W F-50-099-03 Canard/Skid Hardpoint 
W F-50-099-03A Plate 
WF-50-099-038 Fittina 
W F-50-099-03C Plate 
W F-50-099-04-01 spar Hardooint 
WF-50-099-04-02 Soar Hardpoint 
W F-50-099-04A FittirliJ 
W F-50-099-05-01 S~oar Hardooint 
WF-50-099-05-02 Soar Hardpoint 
W F-50-099-05A Fittina 
WF-50-099-06 Soar Hardooint 
W F-50-099-06A Tab 
WF-50-099-07 spar Hardooint 
W F-50-099-08 Soar Hardpoint 
W F-50-099-0BA Tab 
WF-50-099-1 o Skid Hardpoint 
WF-50-099-1 OA Plate 
W F-50-099-1 OS Plate 
W F-50-099-11 Cockpit Mountina Strut 
W F-50-099-11 A Strut 
WF-50-099-11 B Plate 
WF-50-099-11C Tab 
WF-50-099-13 Fittina 
W F-50-099-14A 1 Strut 
WF-50-099-14A2 Strut 
W F-50-099-148 Strut 
WF-50-099-14C1 Strut 
W F-50-099-14C2 Strut 
W F-50-099-14D Strut 
WF-50-099-14E Strut 
W F-50-099-14F Strut 
W F-50-099-148 Strut 
W F-50-099-14H Strut 
W F-50-099-141 Strut 
W F-50-099-14J Strut 
W F-50-099-18 Fittina 
W F-50-099-19 Strut/Shock Mount 
W F-50-099-19A Mount 
Qty Type 
2 weldament 
2 cut & drilled 
20 cut,shaped & drilled 
2 cut & drilled 
26 cut, milled & drilled 
2 cut or stamped 
2 cut & drilled 
2 weldament 
2 cut & drilled 
2 cut & drilled 
2 cut & drilled 
1 weldament 
1 weldament 
6 cut & rolled 
1 weldament 
1 weldament 
4 cut & rolled 
2 weldament 
8 cut, milled & drilled 
2 weldament 
2 weldamcnt 
2 cut, milled & drilled 
10 weldament 
10 cut & drilled 
14 cut & drilled 
2 weldament 
2 cut 
4 cut 
4 cut, shaped & drilled 
2 cut, milled & drilled 
2 laved up & cut 
2 laved up & cut 
2 laved uo & cut 
2 laved uo & cut 
2 laved up & cut 
2 laved up & cut 
2 cut, milled & drilled 
2 laved up & cut 
2 laved up & cut 
2 laved up & cut 
2 laved up & cut 
2 cut, milled & drilled 
4 cut, milled & drilled 
2 weldament 
4 cut, milled & drilled 
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Right side assembly is mirror image of the left 4 
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The skid is to be laid up as one piece, using layers of spruce and 
kevlar. 
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Skid to be layered spruce and kevlar, with spruce being the layer 
that comes in contact with the ground. Skid to be one continuous 
"structure and made from a full size pattern. Dimensions here are only 
to give a rough size of the skid. 
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Carbon leaf spring to be bonded to 
skid hard point and "sandwiched" 
with another steel backing plate 
not shown. 
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ounting instructions applicable to all skkl hardpoints 
.ardpoint to be bonded and bolted to skid 
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.)()(=±.03 
.XXX =±.010 
ANGLES ±1" 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
•.-.::,_ __ ,.,._~-=·.~~~=o:-:5;.' 
• 
B ()) 
()) 
()) 
()) 
A 
• 
()) 
2 
3 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
• 
B 
A 
f----il--0.50 TYP 1.00--j 
0.13 -""=-"'""-----~ _L I I I 
------~ 
5X¢0.25 _J 
1------3.88 
_..- ,_.,~~-"~~:.;;;;, - ~-'-' ·-· 0 '"-""""'' ••• ~- • "&·~-.. ~ .. ~·-·- . --' """""""""'""""~-----· ------------·----
• • 
Fitting is to be "swiss cheesed" on all four sides as dimensioned 
below 
¢1.00 
0.06 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES ~~ 1~1 ~~~~ 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISEm '' 
.X•±.1 
.XX • ±.03 
.XXX•± .010 
ANGLES± 1' 
0 
0 
0 I l 
0 1 I l 
0 1 I l 
I 
R0.13~ f 
I 
1 
II~ 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
-, 
• • 
B 
1/16x 
0 0 
1116x 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INl;Ho~ -~~~lji;Q~ 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE!( tf 1 
.X=±.1 
.XX= ±.03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES± 1· 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
MATERIAL: 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
:1.903-2003 
2 
REV 
A 
• 
8 
/ 
R1.63 
• • 
1116" X 4" X 10 1/4" 4130 rolled 180 deg. 
0.06 
4.00,------1 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
X=±.1 
.XX=±.03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES±1" 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
-···- "'*'-'"--~~~"-·---~-·--~--~,,~,-· 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1.903-2003 
REV 
A 
8 
• 
4 
B 
r 
2.69 
L 
R0.50 TYP 
Ql 
adius to match outside radius ofWF-50-099-04A 
- EB -+--.-
2 X ¢0.25 0.50 TYP 
1-------3.36------j 
0.50 TYP 
__L 
• 
Ql 
11013 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES •• ll"lfj:l!lj 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISEII((f ' 
.X= ±.1 
.XX= ±.03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES± 1' 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1.903-2003 
REV 
A 
B 
• • 
~ 
Bi /@6 
(fj)@ 
EiJ ~ ()) 
~ ' 
~ . 
~ ' 
4 
~~"'-~~ c m~. m z 7 ·;n 
4 
'--
5 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X=±.1 
.XX=±.03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES± 1' 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
MATERIAL: 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
~..:..•::t~.=·-p:ti·~'o::ll,-~m;~~-~""''~··,w~·.,::,_., 
• 
4 
B 
~-.J-- 0.50 TYP 
I I 
025l~----
A 
"" ~::~~~·!1:-::;!·~,,"""t@#.#l1h·•J¥.~'-JRk!H"~'!4?lc::h·}4.%¥·A13di0 ->··-,;:~: -~ 1;~'tf'.'1t:VA":"" ;d '*:~R.-f3f."'"!'!'$!\' .. ·.F"f.9!!:3f'!':#}:'f.N¥J.·t"~1 ···:f?"th"'f':::f::'Jt¥:~r;:1,~~:'.-ti·3'!~~~-':7~?~;:;-,;~"''"-q 
• 
~~ 
1.50 
• 
Fitting to be "swisS·cheesed" on four sides as dimensioned 
below. 
¢1.00 
0.06 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X=± .1 
.XX= ±.03 
.XXX=±.010 
ANGLES±1" 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
R0.13 
1\ 
i 
I 
I j 
I 
II j 
I 
I j 
I 
I 
Q) 
cb 
9 
Q 
cp 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
) 
I' 
t' 
) 
II ) 
) 
" t' 
) 
I 
) 
I 
f 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I q oso 
I I I ___L 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
B 
• 
B 
3 
• 
Carbon Spring to be designed and constructed after the wheel arrives. 
heck Chassis Assembly drawing to get an idea of how the carbon 
fiber spring is suppose to function. 
Mateo Wheel Assembly (castered) 
2 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES ~· 'j"j!j:j 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE]'{ 5' f 
.X =±.1 
XX=± .03 
.XXX =±.010 
ANGLES ±1" 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
MATERIAL: 
- z rr_ ;;m • .. --~~.;;.;.;,"--~~~'% -=-rz -2 ' 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
B 
• 
This spring will need to be fashioned after the arrival of the Mateo wheels. 
It will need to be constructed much like the carbon fiber landing gear munt 
that Dave Wldauf showed to David Christensen. It will need to have holes 
'drilled to match WF-50-099-1 OB. It will be mounted by being ''sandwiched" 
at the indicated locations, in between the skid and the mounting plate. Longer 
machine screws will also need to be used. 
• 
·Approximately 3 inches of travel required. 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X=±.1 
.XX= ±.03 
.XXX=±.D10 
ANGLES± 1· 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
• • • 
/arbon fiber tube, 1" t.D. X 1116" wall 
I I 
f----------------------71.31----------"-----------------l 
~-+~.:::~:;~1;~::;=!i.":-=~~i'"'"'"(' -_ .. -, .. 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE ,,'(.,pijfitl:iJ~: 
.X=±.1 
.XX=±.03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES± 1' 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
:1.903-2003 
B 
REV 
~·;tt 
• 
Fitting to be "swiss-cheesed" on four sides on both ends as 
dimensioned below 
• 
R0.13 
I Ell Ell Ell Ell Ell --EB--- m m Ell m m I 
I 
1--0.25 
f----------7.00------1 
~~ 6 
¢1.00 
-- fEEEfr=-~~_:-~----!iEE!l--
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES ~· '~"j!f Ia'.' 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISEfl () 1 
.X= ±.1 
.XX= ±.03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES±1" 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
• 
e·. ®. 
®, ~~ ®"®' ~~~ ) 
. ~ 
~ 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
• • • 
8 
:arbon fiber tube, 1" /.0. X 1/16'' wall 
~----------------------------------------------46.52--------------------------------------------------~ 
A 
~oi:~~,~~~~..,= ,..,...~~~---~--- ---
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE J•',\FJltji1fj 
X=±.1 
.XX=± .03 
.XXX =±.010 
ANGLES± 1' 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1.903-2003 
REV 
1-F_ 4 A 1!4-§W.&i\&J!Hf J, -~;'. .J:f? 1Zi1J§_ --· ·-· ~- __ -~&&!Q!¥1£2&&llll48>4i."J:zz&t_uc. Wi!!f.!U:r.U.t"L)Jii#!ii\Lh¥ "a . ~~: Jift ,_ """!'··¥!:-.. ~P.t::'.-J~, ~ 'f·'·- , =· -. ----------- ··--c·--;--:--::·: -_.,-,_-::::._"'---'--~-- ----·---
• 
B 
• • 
Lebon fibectube, 1" I. D. X 1/16" wall 
I I 
r------------------------87.31------------------------l 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES r~'j!r;j~ 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE'((( f 
.X= ±.1 
.XX= ±.03 
.XXX=±.010 
ANGLES± 1' 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
:1.903-2003 
B 
A 
REV 
r 
8 
;_;;;_::;-;""0-'"""""':'.':':."'t:':;-~ 
• • • 
rbon fiber tube, 1" 1.0. X 1/16" wall 
,( F = = == 
l------------------------27.13----------------------l 
,.;_~;;;;,.'".' ... ,: ---'' -~· 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X•±.1 
.XX •±.03 
.XXX•±.010 
ANGLES± 1" 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1.903-2003 
REV 
• 
A 
• • 
4 
rbon fiber tube, 1" 1.0. X 1/16" wall 
r-------------------42.77-----------------_j 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES J II~ lj~ £li 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 11(+' if . 
.X= ±.1 
.XX= ±.03 
.XXX= ±.010 
ANGLES± 1· 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
DESCRIPTION: REV 
• • 
110.04 
¢0.50 
¢0.88 
A 
ALL 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X=±.1 
.XX=± .03 
.XXX=±.010 
ANGLES± 1" 
DRAWN BY: 
CKESPLIN 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
,;..!':s?"-"' ·""""'.;;,": _ _:_,. ~..:~"-f:O"-""'--'c',;-;,;;~;;~'--'~---- "'""~'~ -77""=l ~""' ~~=""'-'~=-=..-~4---· ~\:02. - - L:::;::~-"'"·'§o-o. "§=<=================="""""'"'~======~. 
i=" ,..,.,...;;:::;;;;;;p 
REV 
.25hole 
B 
~-1 
' 
• • 
4 
5 
1----\11 
A 3 
~C-"'S'-~~=*"""'!lfO':t~~~~- _,,- "'!)'....:· ~~""'"""""'~'~~------
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X=±.1 
.XX= ±.03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES± 1· 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
• • 
6 
9 
1--------i 6 
ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X=±.1 
.XX=± .03 
.XXX=±.010 
ANGLES±1. 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
MATERIAL: 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
:1.903-2003 
B 
• • 
8 
~ 1-
8 
.,-~~~&W~i:>:> '·h::P?:~~·~,£:~~?~~:~-::?f'"'~<)~T:!!;~'[!'~t, 
• 
16.13 I 5.25 I 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWJSE 
.X= ±.1 
.XX=± .03 
.XXX= ±.010 
ANGLES±l" 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
MATERIAL: 
I 
t, 9 
~ 
v1nsxv -<._ 4 X 
lo, 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
• 
R1.00 
¢1.75 
2.00 
4.25 
1.38 
A 
_L__ '--~I F====~_l 
L2~0_j 
• 
hj-0.38 
T 
1 
I 
I 
1 
I 
l 
i 
¢0.19 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X=±.1 
.XX=±.03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES±1' 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
~ 
• 
0 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1.903-2003 
REV 
A 
A 
• • • 
{~"""m •0<-------------1 
j 1- o•Ne ------------ ------------ ----- --t} 
¢1.00~ 
0060 
E-= 
~ 
-""~_r· 
-- ----==- =-==- --- -- ------r-
- = 
ALL DIMS ARE IN "'~nc~ ., '\lij/r~i~ 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISEi(L f 
.X • ±.1 
.XX= ±.03 
.XXX.± .010 
ANGLES± 1· 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
B 
• 
8 
A 
_-. •• ~- • .,..-.- ~--~ ---_..," --.,__.,.._.,.._---~ _ _,........ ___ _,_ __ -·--· • ~---,-.----; -:"'-·'"-"'--- "'OC7 . ....,. ~-=-'""'"-"""'= 
• 
5 
• 
Right side part is the same, except bolts and thin bushing 
'are reversed 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES ~' 'I"J£~'1 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE)'{ (J 
.X=±.1 
.XX= ±.03 
.XXX=±.010 
ANGLES± 1' 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
MATEiRIAL: 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1.903-2003 
-~:~:- .. :.~-- •. :...~·: • . :·:,;_,~_-;.: . -:;:·;.:...-~!'?-':: -- • .:.,:;:::~. :. ;_:-.:.;.,~ . .:.;-·"; ~c<S--~-~'"""""" 
REiV 
A 
• • 
1/16x 
0 0 
1.34 019~ ~ 
A 
• 
.J 2 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES ., \¥J'j)rt£j~' 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISEILI£J 1 
.X= ±.1 
.XX=±.03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES± 1" 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
MATERIAL: 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
PART DESCRIPTION: I PART NUMBER: 
Hardpoint, Spar, Lead, Bottom WF-50-099-06 
2 
REV 
A 
B 
8 
• 
I 
I 
' I -----~-----
1 
' I I 
' ~ 
• 
2 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES ."j"j~'· 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE )!(f " ' 
.X•±.1 
.X)(.± .03 
.)()()(. ± .010 
ANGLES±1' 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
MATERIAL: 
_ ..... ---~~=·-=·~-;:;,;;;-· . ;;;,;;-.. ·-,;;;;,;;····--;;,;;;;~· .. ·;;;;.;;.· ...  ~;;:;;;;;·· ".0'·=·"'· ·===· ::::::::··· =--=-·· -""-=· ~-.. -~.·--~-·~. , •• ; ·-·-······ --~-··· fu:'t"_,. --=r:e * \IW 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
B 
~· ·- !. ;;;a;::te::k-..- - UZL.t-~""'"'"' ,$Ah~~#£¥~ ... },-,/-:-::1~.'i~:'?'J!:2i?::~'t$:~ .. c!$·.> . .-..;:c.·~·:..5~}"!-,iif:!.fkj .,qz '~·.·:.t~tf'h:!",}£\::.f!.~~:~S,5·:;Pf.~:}i!\~1 .':,::!i·· .. ~'f-:F7~f:;c::'~.r· ;.:·',1: *·";;7·"1·'~-'!"t\':."f-'':'~~-~~ 
• 
I 
I 
' I ---~---
1 
i 
4 
• 
45" 
~ 
I 
~ 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X= ±.1 
XX= ±.03 
.XXX= ±.010 
ANGLES±1' 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Chr"lstensen 
MATERIAL: 
• 
2 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
• 
8 
0 
2X) .. 1o .. l ) 
A 
• 
hole to be drilled during final assembly to match cross member-
3 
2 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X=±.1 
.XX=± .03 
.XXX =±.010 
ANGLES± 1" 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
MATERIAL: 
• 
rl.-d , (2X 
I 
-~-
1 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1.903-2003 
.,_.,_., •... ~_.,_-,=,~· ··=--.,..-~"'~"-· .-.. -,.-,-=='".,._--~...,-.=,,...,-,-.,.,"~ • "'-""' --",_..,...,,_,.==-=-=· ·-- ., .. :,,.,._.;, ·. ~.i;:o'., .:,;:;.-:..:.;,..,.- G ~-1>.~~· ~===~~-~.=~-~~--
REV 
• 
0 
• • 
Hole to be drilled during final assembly in order to match with cross member 
¢0.25 
Reel. Tubing 1" x 2" Outside x 0.125 wall 
f---------------------48.00---------------------l 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES -~~~lj!;';j~ 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 1((( f 
.X= ±.1 
.XX= ±.03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES± 1· 
DRAWN BY; 
David Beck Christensen 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
• 
«=~ d' "'-""··""''-'"·•~..,.-w ......,,~ ,...,...,,...,,""""'-'•~~ -··~-·-
....... , 
• • 
r-0881 110.13 
r 
1'-----' 
ALL DIMS ARE IU "~'-'' ,._.... liiiEI!iii 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE I" 
.X.± .1 
.XX • ± .03 USU 
.XXX•±.010 
ANGLESH WRIGHT FLYER 
DRAWNBY: :1.903-2003 
David Beck Christensen 
REV 
• 
B 
¢0.31 
r 
lUI 
~100~ 
• 
R0.50 0.19 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES ., l~lj!;g~ 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISEitU• tf 
.X=±.1 
.XX= ±.03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES± 1" 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
B 
REV 
• • • 
8 CJ 
''"--1 I %.., 
,.,._,.,._ ~ • • .,_.- -•• 0 -.,.._~··_'-",o-,~·.~., ·=~="'"'''-=L·-· .. OO>'~ ____ _,_,,=-"--~-==--=·== ., -- ; -···-=:!== ______ :...:. :.'"""'"·-··""""---"""'"""----: 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE ~~Ia 
.X= ±.1 
.XX= ±.03 usu 
.XXX=±.010 
ANGLES±1" WRIGHT FLYER 
DRAWNBY: :1.903-2003 
David Beck Christensen 
8 
REV 
• 
A 
4 
5 X ¢0.25 THRU 
"t-f --'t-'- --'-]-'----'l-'- --'t-" 
---EEH:&--B)- EB-
025~ ~ I 
I-+4X0.50 
5 X ¢0.25 THRU 
-'-t/t .... ~t .... ~t-'-~t.L 
--ED-C±t---EB -@-"-
0.25~ 
1--l-0.50 
• 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X=±.1 
.XX= ±.03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES± 1" 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
• 
·Tubing 1" 0.0. x .125 wall 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
r • 
·---------------------------------------~----~ 
2 
• • 
·VVheel will need to be machined to fit the unique shock spindle 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X=±.1 
.XX= ±.03 
.XXX=±.010 
ANGLES± 1' 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
MATERIAL: 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1.903-2003 
PART DESCRIPTION: REV 
A 
~~~t.·,~~~o~:'~~:~:r~r5~TI~~~~§~~~;_~~~f!ff02;~~~.::.'1-1tk~~1i~'&k~~~:;~~~~~4~~~~4~~~2~~~~7!~\'??;TI;f~W'!i:~;~~}.:2!L~:~;i~if::.~:!:~i;l:~~:~.;::~~-;~y:;::;:';~:?~''::'t.~·:!~~£1 
B 
• • • 
arbon fiber tube, 1" !.D. X 1116" wall 
l--------------------------39.81--------------------------1 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES ., !~"jfr~ 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISEm)t J • 
.X= ±.1 
.XX=± .03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES± 1" 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
:1.903-2003 
REV 
• • • 
B 
:arbon fiber tube, 1" I.D. X 1/16" wall 
~----------------------------------------------37.51--------------------------------------------~ 
-· .. -· --'"-5- ·= 
1'"<~,_,.,,-:'0 ,~"!'.:c;''l'""'·*"" ---.'t~--CI •• _'{J.iSL - :U ._nz:.s. 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES .ll~ij~~~ 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWJSEi(U, 
.X=±.1 
.XX=±.OJ 
XXX= ±.010 
ANGLES± 1' 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
-- ~-. =--....-: -"··- __ ,_ ---
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
=-==:=~.,= 
• 
B 
A 
·==---~~ .-':~~~~~_§~~':"'%--_;_~,!~~·:&iff.·:;cci.·:··,.,ri,~~f?;:::~~:~~E~~t~~f;~)-,:~;rs::?:~Y-:7:':·::<::~,:z;::, 
• • 
Carbon leaf spring to be bonded to skid hard point and "sandwiched'' 
with another steel backing plate not shown. 
ALL DIMS ARE IN 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X=±.1 
.XX= ±.03 
.XXX= ±.010 
ANGLES± 1· 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
P_N06-01615 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
~903-2003 
REV 
A 
B 
• • 
B 
-·-.. -·-----· 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X=±.1 
.XX=± .03 
.XXX=±.010 
ANGLES±1' 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
MATERIAL: 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
• 
8 
0 / ""' I 0.51 TYP I ~0 I 0 I 
0.88 TYP 
" 
• 
2X 
' 
l 
45" TYP 
( 8 
ALL DIMS ARE IN uw""~ ~· lj"jji:!!'l;l:il 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE!U k J") 
.X= ±.1 
.XX=± .03 
.XXX=±.010 
ANGLES± 1" 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903-2003 
REV 
A 
8 
• • 
8 
4X¢0.19 0.38-H 
I 
Lt+- -+4 
-$- -1-+ 
0.38 
f-----4.00-------j 
-- -- ----- "'<: 
\\) 
\\) 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
.X=±.1 
.XX =±.03 
.XXX=±.010 
ANGLES±1" 
DRAWN BY: 
David Beck Christensen 
-n·---0.06 
• 
usu 
WRIGHT FLYER 
1903·2003 
J 
'~ 
REV 
A 
• 
4 
R0.50 
1/ 1 \..----¢0.25 
1.25 
Ll: IT 
~1,00~ 
• 
~ 
013-J r-
~ 
ALL DIMS ARE IN INCHES 
UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE 
X=± .1 
.XX= ±.03 
.XXX=± .010 
ANGLES± 1' 
DRAWN BY' 
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Original1905 Wright Flyer Drag Calculations 
Reference: White, Frank. Fluid Mechanics. Fourth Edition. Pages 458-460. 
Important Notes: 
1.) All aerodynamic areas are frontal unless otherwise specified. 
2.) Any diagonal member is modeled using a vertical projection of the area. 
3.) A YELLOW cell contains a changeable property. 
Air Properties(@ 1 atm, and 68 F): 
velocity, V - 28 mj)h or 41 .076 ftls 
density, p = 0.002377 slugs/ft3 
viscosity, ).l = 0.000000376 lb.s/ft2 
kinematic viscosity, v = 0.000158183 ft2/s 
qo = 1/ 2p v' = 2.0053 slugs/ftls" 
Characteristic Length Reynolds • 
0.25 in or 0.020833 ft 541 
1 in or 0.083333 ft 216L 
2 in or 0.166667 ft 432/ 
18 in or 1.5 ft 38951 
Main WinQ: 
Part Description Modeled as a ... Co Area (in2) Area (ft2) Quantity Drag (lb) Drag(% 
Top Wing Generic Wing 0.047 --- 251.50 1 23.703 20.8% 
Bottom Winq Generic Wing 0.047 --- 251.50 1 23.703 20.8% 
Propeller Supports Cylinder 1.2 32.81 0.23 8 4.386 3.9% 
Struts Rounded Nose Secti 0.8 70 0.49 18 14.037 12.3% 
Wires (collective) Cylinder 1.2 175.2 1.22 1 2.928 2.6% 
Subtotal= 68.758 60.5 
Front Rudder (Canard): 
Part Description Modeled as a ... Co Area (in2) Area (ft2) Quantity Drag (lb) Drag ( 'l\ 
Top Wing Generic Wing 0.03 --- 41.50 1 2.497 2.2% 
Bottom Winq Generic Winq 0.03 --- 41.50 1 2.497 2.2% 
Control Shaft Cylinder 1.2 76.5 0.53 1 1.278 1.1% 
Blinkers Rounded Nose Secti 0.8 22.3 0.15 2 0.497 0.4% 
Struts Rounded Nose Secti 0.8 33.75 0.23 9 3.384 3.0% 
Wires (collective) Cylinder 1.2 15.68 0.11 1 0.262 0.2% 
Subtotal= 10.414 9.L 
1905 Flyer Drag Calculations Continued ... 
Rear Rudder: 
Part Description Modeled as a ... CD i'trea (in2) krea (ft2) Quantity Drag (lb) Drag (%) 
Left Wing Generic Wing 0.0017 ... 17.40 1 0.059 0.1% 
Ri9ht Wing Generic Wing 0.0017 ... 17.40 1 0.059 0.1% 
Struts Rounded Nose Secti 0.8 22.5 0.16 6 1.504 1.3% 
Wires (collective) Cylinder 1.2 15.68 0.11 1 0.262 0.2% 
Subtotal= 1.885 1.7% 
Enoine and Drive Train: 
Part Description Modeled as a ... CD 1-lrea (in2) l4rea (ft2) Quantity Drag (lb) Drag(%) 
Engine ... . .. ... ... ... . .. 
Block Rectangular Plate 1.2 250 1.74 1 4.178 3.7% 
Radiator Flat Nose Section 0.8 101.6 0.71 1 1.132 1.0% 
Fue/Tank Qylinder 0.8 76.56 0.53 1 0.853 0.8% 
Drive Train ... . .. ... ... ... ... 
Guide Tubes (collective) Qylinder 1.2 200 1.39 1 3.342 2.9% 
Sprockets Disk 1.17 99.4 0.69 2 3.239 2.8% 
Propellers (non-rotating) Flat Plate 0 ... 4.00 2 0.000 0.0% 
Subtotal- 12.744 11.<'"/o 
Pilot: 
Part Description Modeled as a ... CD ~rea (in2) Area (ft2) Quantity Drag (lb) Drag ( %) 
Orvi/le Human( sitting ) 1.2 ... 2 4.813 4.2% 
Airframe Structural Sup_pprts: 
Part Description Modeled as a ... CD i'trea (in2) 4rea (ft2) Quantity Drag (lb) Drag (%) 
Skids Flat Nose Section 1.6 38.75 0.27 2 1.727 1.5% 
Wires (collective) Cylinder 1.2 96.78 0.67 1 1.617 1.4% 
Control Wires (collective) Cylinder 1.2 80.36 0.56 1 1.343 1.2% 
Center Strut Rounded Nose Secti 0.8 14 0.10 1 0.156 0.1% 
Vertical Struts (collective Rounded Nose Secti 0.8 728.1 5.06 1 8.111 7.1% 
Horizontal Struts Rounded Nose Secti 0.8 63.75 0.44 3 2.131 1.9% 
Subtotal= 15.085 13.3% 
Total Drag Force = 113.70 lb 
Moment arms on the next sheet, sheet 2 
fl 
I' 
USU Wright Flyer Drag Calculations 
****Drag of wings counted on this sheet 
Reference: White, Frank. Fluid Mechanics. Fourth Edition. Pages 458-460. 
Important Notes: 
1.) All aerodynamic areas are frontal unless otherwise specified. 
2.) Any diagonal member is modeled using a vertical projection of the area. 
3.) A YELLOW cell contains a changeable property. 
Air Properties(@ 1 atm, and 68 F): 
velocity, V = 45 mph or 66.015 ft!s 
I! 
density, p = 0.002377 slugs/ft3 
viscosity, ~ = 0.000000376 lb•stft2 
1·.; ' 
lr ., 
kinematic viscosity, v = 0.000158183 ft% 
, v2 5.1795 slugs/ft!s" qo = /2p = 
Characteristic Length Reynolds#: 
0.25 in or 0.020833 It 8694 
1 in or 0.083333 It 34778 
2 in or 0.166667 It 69556 
18 in or 1.5 It 626001 
Main Wina: 
Part Description Modeled as a ... CD Area (in2) Area (If) Quantity Drag (lb) Drag (%) 
TopWinQ usu 402509-3040.13 0.0073 --- 230 1 8.6963125 5.7% 
Bottom Wing usu 402509-3040.13 0.0073 --- 230 1 8.6963125 5.7% 
Propeller Supports Stream Lined Body 0.12 50 0.347222 16 3.452973 2.3% 
Struts Stream Lined Body 0.12 100 0.694444 16 6.905946 4.6% 
Wires (collective) Round Cylinder 1.2 0 0 0.0% 
Subtotal= 27.751544 18.3% 
Front Rudder (Canard): 
Part Description Modeled as a ... CD Area (in2) Area (tf) Quantity Drag (lb) Drag(%) 
Top Wing usu 993009-3040.13 0.0451 --- 27.5 1 6.4174151 4.2% 
Bottom WinQ usu 993009-3040.13 0.0451 --- 27.5 1 6.4174151 4.2% 
Struts Stream Lined Body 0.12 24 0.166667 2 0.2071784 0.1% 
Subtotal- 13.042009 8.6% 
USU Flyer Drag Calculations Continued ... 
Rear Rudder: 
Part Description Modeled as a ... Cn Area (in2 ) Area (ft2 ) Quantity Drag (lb) Drag(% 
Left Wing NACA 0009 0.0017 --- 21 1 0.1849067 0.1% 
Right Wing NACA 0009 0.0017 --- 21 1 0.1849067 0.1% 
Struts Round Cylinder 1.2 20 0.138889 1 0.8632432 0.6% 
VV ires (collective) Round Cylinder 1.2 0 0 ·0.0% 
Subtotal- 1.2330567 0.8% 
Engine and Drive Train: 
Part Description Modeled as a ... CD Area (in2) Area (lt2) Quantity Drag (lb) Drag (%) 
Engine --- --- --- --- --- ---
Block Bluff Body 1 180 1.25 1 6.4743244 4.3% 
Fuel Tank Bluff Body. 1 100 0.694444 1 3.5968469 2.4% 
Drive Train --- --- --- --- --- ---
Transmission Bluff Body 0.5 216 1.5 1 3.8845946 2.6% 
Sprockets Round Cylinder 1.2 28.25 0.196181 2 2.4386622 1.6% 
Subtotal- 16.394428 l_\).8"lo 
Pilot: 
Part Description Modeled as a ... Cn Area (in") Area (It') Quantity Drag (lb) Drag(%) 
Orville Person 6 --- 2 62.153514 41.1% 
Airframe Structural Supports: 
Part Description Modeled as a ... CD Area (in2) Area (ft2) Quantity Drag (lb) Drag(%) 
Skids Square Cylinder 2.1 12 0.083333 2 1.8128108 1.2% 
Wires (collective) Round Cylinder 1.2 0 0 0.0% 
Control Wires (collective) Round Cylinder 1.2 0 0 0.0% 
Vertical Struts (collective) Round Cylinder 1.2 271 1.881944 2 23.393892 15.5% 
Diagonal Struts Round Cylinder 1.2 65 0.451389 2 5.6110811 3.7% 
Subtotal= 30.817784 20.4% 
Total Drag Force = 151.39 lb 
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AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 
Thrust Required 
5 
15 
25 
5 
15 
25 
p := .00237698lug 
ft3 
b := 40.5ft 
Cn0 := 0.0411 
35 
V:= mph VI:= 
35 
R ·- 40.5ft 
A.- 6ft 2 Sw := 46l.lft 
Note: Cdo was obtained from drag 
spreadsheet. The parasitic drag for 
steady level flight (SO mph) was 
then non-dimensionalized with 
respect to the main wings. 
40 
45 
50 
55 
40 
45 
50 
55 
W :=89Gbf 
WI :=890 
w 
5p·Y·Cn0 sw 
+ CDo.L + ---'---
w 
.5·1t·e·RA'p·Y 
Power Required 
w 
5p·Y·Cn0 sw 
----- + Cno.L V + -----
w 5n·e·RA'p·V 
e :=.82 
·W 
.w 
sw 
PRJ:=-"---------------<-
lhp 
1.547x 103 
182.649 
92.11 
TR = 
90.895 lbf 
101.67 
117.191 
136.579 
159.331 
20.626 
7.306 
6.141 
8.484 
10.845 
hp 
14.063 
18.21 
23.369 
20.626 
7.306 
6.141 
8.484 
PR1= !0.845 
14.063 
18.21 
23.369 
Power/Thrust Available 
lbf.sec Jbf.s 2 T5 :=282.034bf T1 :=5.025-- T2 :=-.144--ft f 2 2 t 
TA := 282.034+ 5.025V1 - .144VI 
Note: Thrust available (Ta) data was obtained from 
propeller manufacturer. 
2 3 282.034V1 + 5.025Vl -.144 VI 
550 
Rate of Climb 
Power failure and gliding flight 
Vs = Sink Rate 
Vc= 
303.559 
325.009 
3I7.659 
281.509 
252.634 
216.559 
I 73.284 
122.809 
-662.457 
57.766 
307.694 
349.677 
279.I51 
I35.541 
-91.117 
-411.118 
ft 
min 
Vs: Vs= 
The glide ratio for zero wind is equal to the lift to Drag ratio. Assuming that the wright 
flyer will not be flying in windy conditions, we say that R G = UD = C tiC0. Cl and Cd 
were obtained from WINGS2001 output after the plane was balanced. 
Cn := .050I8 
2.76 
8.864 
I4.439 
PA = 
I7.9If 
I 8.373 
17.718 
I5.753 
12.281 
764.78 
270.895 
227.686 
314.558 ft 
402.!09 min 
521.436 
675.22 
866.477 
Rc;= 4.803 
Steady Coordinated Turn 
CLmax'= 0·706 Added Cl of each surface when plane was balanced for 29 mph. 
v := 45mph Design flight speed. 
nmaxs is the stall limited, Maximum allowable load on the wings. 
rt is the stall limited Minimum turning radius 
This equation does not account for tip stall. 
? 
O.Sp·v 
0 maxS: w ·CLmax nmaxS = !.894 
sw 
't = 84.!99ft 't PercentWingSpan := -·100 
b 
PercentWingSpan = 207.898 
**** PercentWingSpan wing span is not very much, the inner wing could easily be stalling, 
so we have to try again using the equations that take tip stall into account!!!. 
The following equation finds the max load allowable on a wing, taking into account 
the bank angle and turning radius to avoid stalling the tip of the inside wing (See Eq. 3.9.46 
and the preceding paragragh, pg. 76. 
When 'f(f1nax)' equals zero, nmax is the correct value=> 
Over view graph: ZOOM view graph: 
I 
0.4 4·10-5 1- -
r( "m) r( n,J _ 
0.2 __ 2·10 5 -
0 0 0 2 3 2.324 2.3242 
nm 
"m 
This is to verify a guess taken from the graph above: 
Guess from graph: 
"max:= 2.32421 
't:=-r=== 
g·Jnma/ -I 't = 64.53ft 't PercentWingSEMISpan := -·I 00 
b 
2 
PercentWingSEM!Span = 318.665 
**The load on the wing structure is the weight of the plane times the load factor, n. 
WingLoad := nmax W WingLoad = 2.069x I0
31bf 
g forces on the wings: 
Take Off Performance 
ft g =32.174-
2 
s 
fir:= .I 
fibrakes :=.I 
Gs: 
WingLoad 
w 
trotate := lsec 
treact := 2sec 
Note: Rolling and brake friction are unknown at this time. 
Gs = 2.324 
ft 
Vhw:=O-
sec 
hw := 5ft 
ft 
vstall := 44-
sec 
VLO := 1.1· Vstall 
ft 
VLo=48.4-
s 
The values fisted are an estimate. If 1-1-brake = W then a 
Note: Uncertain what value is correct for the height of 
wings from ground for biplane configuration. An 
average of the two is being used here. zero brake analysis is being done. 
c 2 
L 
( 
hw)2 n·e·RA 
I+ 1&-
b 
CD= 0.096 
T, 
J<o:=- -~, 
w 
T1 
K1:=-
W 
f ·=L s . ""\! 
Landing Performance 
YTD := 1.15 vstall 
Ko = 0.217 
-3 s K1 = 5.646x 10 -ft 
2 
-4 s 
K2 = -1.535x 10 -
rl 
2 
-4 s 
KR = -1.65x 10 -
ft2 
f, =0.217 
fLo= 0.131 
-3 s 
f52 = 5.646x 10 -ft 
-3 s 
fLOZ = -9.211X 10 -
ft 
ft 
Kw = 213.757-
s 
3 ft2 
KT = 5.584x 10 -
2 
s 
sa= 173.543ft 
Take Off Distance 
'g = 221.943ft 
ft 
VTD= 50.6-
s 
sr= 101.2ft 
'b = 447.454ft 
Landing Distance 
s g2 = 548.654ft 
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% of Total Weight Carried (800 lbs) Assumptions 
*Canard : 1 5% 
*Front Spars : 30% 
*Cables/Skin : 50% 
*Back Spars : 20% 
Calculations for front spar thickness and weight 
800 Ibf..30 p := -'-'-'-'-'--- Assumed load on wingtip test (2.5 g load) [P(%)/number of spars] 
4 
L := 207-in Length of beam (assumed to be rigid at frame mount) 
a:= 207·in Distance down the beam that the deflection is measured 
o := 20 in Deflection 
lb p := .0643065798-'-- Density 
. 3 
In 
do:= 3.!09in Outer diameter (should be within 3.0 to 3.2 inches diameter) 
do Ro :=- Outer Radius 
2 
Ex:= 100 w9 Pa X-dir modulus of the graphite (in line with the fibers) 
(EI value required) 
2 P·a 
Stiffness:= ---·(3-L- a) 
68 
(Ri = inner radius according to smearing method) 
4 . 
-Stiffness A 4 
Ri:= +Ro 
nE,; 
3 4 kgm Stiffness = 2.545x I 0 --
2 
s 
~ = !.Sin 
(Thickness) 
t:=Ro-Ri 
(Volume) 
V:= n·( Ro 2 - Ri2 ).486in 
(Weight) 
Wr:=p·V 
(Diameter of Mandrel) 
d:=Rr2 
Back Spar Calculations 
800Ibf..20 P: 
4 
L:=207in 
a:= 207in 
o :=25·in 
(EI value required) 
2 P·a Stiffness := --· (3-L- a) 
6·8 
lb p := .0643065798---
. 3 
m 
d0 := 2.55in 
do 
R,:=-
2 
Ex:= 9(}Jif.pa 
(Ri = inner radius according to smearing method) 
4 . 4 
-Stiffness · 4 
Ri:= +R, 
n·Ex 
(Thickness) 
t :=R,- Ri 
t = 0.055in (About 10 
layers) 
V = 254.786in3 
-
d = 3in 
3 4kgm Stiffness = 1.358x 10 --
2 
s 
Ri = 1.215in 
t = 0.06in 
(About 
12 layers) 
Assume that one must add 3 more 'strength layers' on the center 72 inches of the spar ... 
ti := t + .015in Rocenter := Ro + t 
(Volume) 
V:=n·(Ro
2 
-R/}414in + n·(Rocenter2 -R/}n·in V = 262.328in 3 
:! 
(Weight) 
Wb:=p·V 
(Diameter of Mandrel) 
Total estimated spar weight 
TOTALspar :=2·Wb + 2·Wr 
gm 
Pfoam:=37165-
3 
m 
Nribs := 60 
"ribs := 69.576in 
Yribs := 2Sin 
Zfibs := .S·in 
Vribs := Xri.bs'Yribs·Zribs 
Rib Weight Calculations 
IIIfoam := Vribs·P foam· Nnbs 
gm 
P kevlar := .0072--
2 
em 
LA YEJ\evlar := 1 
2 
Anbs :=.!122m 
111kevlar := P kevlar LA YEJ\evlarAribs· Nribs 
TOTALflbs := ffi[oam + 111kevlar 
wb = 16.869lb 
d =2.431in 
IDfoam = 7 .006lb 
111kevlar = 1.069lb 
(adjust for epoxy) 
I 1 
' t 
I 
J 
I 
i 
i 
I 
t 
L 
I 
I 
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I-deas Beam Models 
Figure 1 refers to p/n WF-50-099-11A The chassis beam is loaded with 120-lbf 
at two points spanning ten inches. The 2- 120-lbf loads (240-lbf) is due to two men 
standing on the Footrest assembly, estimating 240-lbf per passenger noting there are two 
chassis bars supporting the reaction. 
Figure 2 refers to p/n WF-50-099-l!A. The chassis beam is loaded with 120-lbf 
at two points spanning ten inches. The 2- 120-lbf loads (240-lbt) is due to two men 
standing on the Footrest assembly, estimating 240-lbf per passenger noting there are two 
chassis bars supporting the reaction. 
1-C!OS VHo•>l<" 
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Figure 1: Chassis when both standing. 
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Figure 2: Footrest bar both standing. 
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Figure 3 refers to pin WF-50-099-11A. The beam is loaded with two horizontal 
forces of 120-lbf each, modeling two passengers sitting on the span bar. The distance 
between loads is about twelve inches. Assuming that the pilot and passenger are 240-lbf 
each and there are four mounting points, two on each chassis bar. 
Figure 4 refers to pin WF-30-003. The beam is loaded with 2 distributed loads of 
120-lbf across 18 inches each, along with two point loads 20 lbf each for the engine. The 
distributed loads are if both the pilot and passenger are standing on the footplates. 120-
lbf is approximately one half the weight of a large man (note: one half because there is a 
front and back beam supporting the foot plates.) The 20-lbf point loads are two engine 
mounts on the beam, estimated 80-lbf engine divided by four mounting points. 
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Control Throw vs. Surface Deflection 
Component: Canard (Control Side Tabs I 
Action: Elevation 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 
Need Canard rotation of +I· 15 degrees (Canard control radius I 
1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 
Control Stick 
Throw 
(degree) 
-30.0 
-25.0 -0.845 -1.057 -1.268 
-20.0 -0.684 -0.855 -1.026 
-15.0 -0.518 -0.647 -0.776 -0.906 -1.035 
-10.0 -0.347 -0.434 -0.521 -0.608 -0.695 
-5.0 -0.174 -0.218 -0.261 -0.305 -0.349 
0.0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
5.0 0.131 0.174 0.218 0.261 0.305 0.349 
10.0 0.260 0.347 0.434 0.521 0.608 0.695 
15.0 0.388 0.518 0.647 0.776 0.906 1.035 
20.0 0.513 0.684 0.855 1.026 1.197 1.368 
25.0 0.634 0.845 1.057 1.268 1.479 1.690 
30.0 0.750 1.000 1.250 1.500 1.750 2.000 
-10.44 -17.57 -21.24 -25.00 -28.88 
-8.43 -11.27 -14.14 -17.05 -20.00 -23.01 
-6.37 -8.51 -10.65 -12.82 -15.00 -17.21 
-4.27 -5.69 -7.12 -8.56 -10.00 -11.45 
·2.14 -2.85 -3.57 -4.28 -5.00 -5.72 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
2.14 2.85 3.57 4.28 5.00 5.72 
4.27 5.69 7.12 8.56 10.00 11.45 
6.37 8.51 10.65 12.82 15.00 17.21 
8.43 11.27 14.14 17.05 20.00 23.01 
10.44 13.97 17.57 21.24 25.00 28.88 
12.37 16.60 20.92 25.38 30.00 34.85 
Component: Wing Warp Wing War~ Differential 
Action: Rolf hole 1 1.75 in 
Properties: I Stick Dimensions hole 2 3 in 
Total Vertical Height 15 in hole 3 4.5 in 
Lg radius 12 in hole 4 6 in 
sm radius 3 in holeS 7.5 in 
hole 6 9 in 
Need: +1- 8 inches of cable travel. hole 7 10.5 in 
Cable Travel 
Control Side Wing Side 
(attach at hole 1) Bell Rotation hole 2 hole 3 hole 4 hole 5 hole 6 hole 7 
(degree) (inch) (degree) (inch) (inch) (inch) (inch) (inch) (inch) 
-30.0 1.50 59.00 2.57 3.86 5.14 6.43 7.71 9.00 
-25.0 1.27 46.43 2.17 3.26 4.35 5.43 6.52 7.61 
-20.0 1.03 35.90 1.76 2.64 3.52 4.40 5.28 6.16 
'I -15.0 0.78 26.34 1.33 2.00 2.66 3.33 3.99 4.66 
'I -10.0 0.52 17.32 0.89 1.34 1.79 2.23 2.68 3.13 
-5.0 0.26 8.59 0.45 0.67 0.90 1.12 1.34 1.57 
0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
5.0 -().26 -8.59 -0.45 -0.67 -0.90 -1.12 -1.34 -1.57 
10.0 -0.52 -17.32 -0.89 -1.34 -1.79 -2.23 -2.68 -3.13 
15.0 -0.78 -26.34 -1.33 -2.00 -2.66 -3.33 -3.99 -4.66 
20.0 -1.03 -35.90 -1.76 -2.64 ·3.52 -4.40 -5.28 -6.16 
25.0 -1.27 -46.43 -2.17 -3.26 -4.35 -5.43 -6.52 -7.61 
30.0 -1.50 -59.00 -2.57 -3.86 -5.14 -6.43 -7.71 -9.00 
Component: 
Action: 
Properties: 
(degree) hole 1 
-30.0 -0.50 
-25.0 -0.42 
-20.0 ·0.34 
-15.0 -0.26 
-10.0 -0.17 
-5.0 -0.09 
0.0 0.00 
5.0 0.09 
10.0 0.17 
15.0 0.26 
20.0 0.34 
25.0 0.42 
30.0 0.50 
Rudder 
Yaw 
Pull Cable Differential 
hole 1 1 in 
hole 2 1.5 in 
hole 3 2 in 
hole 4 2.5 in 
hole 5 3 in 
Cable Diso/acement in 
hole2 hole 3 hole 4 
·0.75 -1.00 -1.25 
-0.63 -0.85 -1.06 
-0.51 -0.68 -0.86 
-0.39 -0.52 -0.65 
-0.26 -0.35 -0.43 
-0.13 -0.17 -0.22 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.13 0.17 0.22 
0.26 0.35 0.43 
0.39 0.52 0.65 
0.51 0.68 0.86 
0.63 0.85 1.06 
0.75 1.00 1.25 
Rudder 
Coupler Radius 2.512 in 
Need Rudder rotation of +I· 15 degrees. 
Rudder Deflection 
hole 5 hole 1 hole 2 hole3 
-1.50 -11.48 -17.37 -23.46 
-1.27 -9.69 -14.62 -19.66 
-1.03 -7.83 -11.78 -15.80 
-0.78 -5.91 -8.89 -1'1.89 
-0.52 -3.96 -5.95 -7.95 
-0.26 -'1.99 -2.98 ·3.98 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.26 1.99 2.98 3.98 
0.52 3.96 5.95 7.95 
0.78 5.91 8.89 11.89 
1.03 7.83 11.78 15.80 
1.27 9.69 '14.62 19.66 
1.50 11.48 17.37 23.46 
dearee 
hole4 
-29.84 
-24.87 
-19.90 
-'14.93 
-9.95 
-4.98 
0.00 
4.98 
9.95 
14.93 
19.90 
24.87 
29.84 
holeS 
·36.66 
-30.31 
-24.'11 
-18.00 
-11.97 
-5.97 
0.00 
5.97 
11.97 
18.00 
24.11 
30.3'1 
36.66 
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Quality Assurance 
As with any manufacturing process there can be inconsistencies in the final 
product. In order to avoid these inconsistencies, quality assurance inspection forms were 
created for the purpose of tracking, documenting, and ensuring the quality of each and 
every part on the USU Flyer. A few examples of these forms are attached for reference. 
The purpose of each form explains why the quality assurance is needed for each part. The 
requirements list specific items that must be met in order for the part to continue in the 
manufacturing process. Four individuals (Technician, Design Engineer, Manufacturing 
Manager, and Project Manager) inspect and pass off these requirements to ensure that no 
faulty part continues in the process. If parts are do not conforming to these requirements, 
their quality assurance forms can aid in determining the root cause of the non-
conformance. 
QUALITY ASSURANCE 
Inspection and Certification Form 
Sheet Number: ___ _ Date: ____ _ 
Part Number: WF-20-015 
Description: Canard Surface Left 
Purpose: a) Certify that left canard surface is manufactured according to specifications. 
b) Verify dimensions. 
c) Certify that the surface has the correct aerodynamic shape and size. 
Requirements: Verify the correct material of the surface. Inspect the aerodynamic 
shape to verify that it is the correct shape and size and reduced 
accordingly. Verify that the spar holes are in the correct position as 
specified in the drawing. 
Part Number Item Number Weight Tech. Str. Eng. Man. Eng. Proj. Man. 
WF-20-015 #1 
WF-20-015 #2 
Signatures: 
Technician Date 
Structural Engineer Date 
Manufacturing Engineer Date 
Project Manager Date 
.-,' 
QUALITY ASSURANCE 
Inspection and Certification Form 
Sheet Number: ____ _ Date: _______ _ 
Part Number: VVF-30-101 Weight: ______ _ 
Description: 4130 Steel control system main housing. The case supports control 
mechanisms for roll and elevation. It is attached to the chassis with large pillow blocks. 
Purpose: a) Certify part has been anodized. 
b) Certify part is correct length. 
c) Certify all drilled holes are within tolerances of datum. 
Signatures: 
Technician Date 
Structural Engineer Date 
Manufacturing Engineer Date 
Project Manager Date 
! 
ll I 
l 
I r 
' 
' 
QUALITY ASSURANCE 
Inspection and Certification Form 
Sheet Number: ____ _ Date: _______ _ 
Part Number: WF-50-099-03 
Description: Skid to Canard hardpoint 
Purpose: a) Check that four sides on tab are welded 
b) Check integrity of welds 
c) Check dimensions with drawing specifications 
d) Check overall part with drawing specifications 
Requirements: This part is a weldament, consisting of three welded pieces and several 
drilled holes. It may or may not be painted at the time of this inspection. 
PartNnmber Item Number Weight Tech. Str. Eng. Man. Eng. Proj. Man. 
WF-50-099-03 #1 
WF-50-099-03 #2 
Signatures: 
Technician Date 
Structural Engineer Date 
Manufacturing Engineer Date 
Project Manager Date 
..... ______________ __ 
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The Wright I~lyer Design Team 
Front Row (LR): Nick Filimoehala, Jon Holfeltz, Carson Esplin, Ben Case, Wayne Goodrich, 
Eric Peterson, Nick Alley (project manager), Mark Karpowich (modeler), Adam Richards. 
Back Roll' ( LF): Amy Hintze, Nate Holman, David Christensen, Weston Allen (Draftsman). 
Poster on the Hill- Capital Rownda 
Poster on the Hill participants 
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Utah State University 
The Structural Design 
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A Model of the 1905 Wright Fl ver 
Gluing Model Building Model 
1\1odel being assembled. 
Complete Model (1 :4 scale) 
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Designing, and Testinz Ideas 
Adam and Nick discuss the power train with 
Randy Chesley. 
Fiberglass leaf spring 
!\:leasuring the rib weight 
Cockpit concept in pink 
Carson and Chuck Larsen converse about the 
wing ribs. 
Wing rib lay-up 
\Ving '\-Varp concept in cardboard 
Mockup of cockpit concept 
Prototyping I 
I 
Wings and Carbon Fiber Tubes 
I Sponsor of Wavy Composites 
\Vavy carbon fiber lamina 
.Eric and .Bill Pratt rolling fibers onto a spar. 
;-------
I , 
'>: 
!. 
~·---
-i 
\, 
' 
' 
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') 
)' 
1·. ·. ~\ 
I 
\Vrapping a cardboard mandrel A wrapped mandrel 
A streamline carbon fiber strut tuhe Completed carbon fiber spars 
v . . . 
Assembled wing section 
Carson holding light wing section. 
,. 
.~~ 
. j . 
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. 
. 
. 
~ 
,_.· .,, 
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Too Easy! 
Canard 
Nate and Jon hot n•iring a canard section out of foam. 
' 
' 
Nate making canard airfoil t:emplate. Nate sanding the canard 
A canard end section Canard mid~section 
Canard center section covered in fiberglass 
Nate is cutting out canard end plates. Finished canard section 
Jon and Nate designed and built the canard. 
t;·' 
Surfs up, DUDE! Canard on display 
r 
The Rudder 
Jon is cutting the rib profiles. 
Leading edge of a rudder section 
Assembled rudder section 
' ~-----------
Eric and Jon are gluing foam together. 
Jon is cutting Kevlar to cover each rib. 
Jl 
'!J·. ' . ,':..-, 
Finished rudder section 
'• 
1~-' 
' 
'r 
Random Shots 
~--
Jon at work 
.... 
Eric- CHEESE! 
Nick (the Boss) 
"Prophet, Citizen, and.4eronautica/ Pioneer!" 
News .Arricles 
The Salt Lake Tribune- April 23, 2002 
GElTING IT WRIGHT 
USU engineering student Wayne Goodrich tweaks a quarter-scale replica of the original Wri.ght Flyer, the 
Wright brothers' plane that flew the world's first powered flight. A full-size version wi!J be built by USU students 
Marking a Milestone 
USU students revamping historic plane for centennial fest 
IH GREG L.-\ \T\E 
LOGA_:.,; - Even a C!!nturv later. 
Lt<.th Statt> CnlYt'r~i[) grad 5tudent 
:\ick . ..\,.lley ma._n:p).o :l.t the piloting 
_,;;kill:i of OrvillP Jnd Wilbw- Wright. 
fhe 11 •J<1d and ;'annts biphme -which 
spmWn>:d inio hi5tun· at Kitt\· Hav;k, 
~I' t\iih the wnrld'~ first st;tct".s;;fu! 
pr~'-"''l td flight w~-' unstabl\> and 
hard to c:mtrni 
it';, n.::!!l_: Wld/lil~ tll•' \Vn_d!l 
Ur:>t:a:_·.: ;\er•.: 31;1~ ''' ri}- ir J>' ·.n•li :li 
<h••:c tl\oi ' _~J[>'\" ,:;; (~ 
l'S! b ;.:11 
·.~ ~c:i1· i-l•:<·r-
J·.-, - tL· bo •:v.r 
c~"r~r-un nr;!L-
··= P-''->-n:;.: 
,\ I'Sl J d '' 1: E'(.~ 
·, '~r :~ _,; ,_. ·' · · E·- _.._ u-.. 
r:ic:~:' '! -:-i ,r !o;· J; il:-. :_,-
. };;);, 
. 1 .... ,_.y: 
:;r ' ... -
original plans The l!Jlhl and !!?0-l 
Wright Npl<Jm·s crashed ur. landing. 
The 1905 model W<15 the first to ha\·e 
contmUed landings. 
At 5 p.m_ wday ln Roum LW of 
L'SU's Catier Scienre 8.!ld Trcimolog~ 
Libmn·. the stmh:.n[£ will pres.en\ 
their plans. P:trt <Jf the presentadon 
1\ ill include a flight-worthy, Qll<-trter-
scille morleloftht' l':"J5 Wl'ight Flyer. A 
.~imi!Er mod>.'! uf tht· liS{' 1·ersion \~·jjl 
~r;on be built r" romp.lre flight char-
~c!t>rbrks uf~tw phJt:~':· 
·w~ wer1• J_·:...:t·d '•-' n·d~;:;igr, u at>l'0 
;\~ q;un\,·alh :llld :Fl!cmr;;:Jly.'· ~aid 
_lJl;:::, v.-JJ,_, l!.:'d !ht ~''JJ~>Jrl design ef-
f,Jrr;. · Fl'•)l~J '}IJ!f.'<:·: ,,_,::~:.-. 0\'P I'.;J.nt ir t,: 
]::...:.!, ]j)\,• !he \frig)_; :.-ly;>l 
D;:.iJ \\'H!;E;! :t J.l~'·h; p!-.;ir3m-: 
1h:" ·.;!'t" i'h::d 
· :•, ··~:-:• 't·:H 1; ['i!_ 
::!<!ir;; . 
iD•·: . 
would they h<l'.~ htlilt the plar:e out (rf 
turbv~·· 
(';,l'Vn-flt;er COlll[XlSiff>S Jn1J 
/i:evl<lr-cDat;;oJl !bam repl;Jce rno<;t of 
the wooden parts of the origin~ bi-
pbne 
Amy Hint:ze,asenioron tl1e pro)cn. 
designed !he new cockpit !n 19C~>. the: 
pilot iaid down llat on !.hr: v;jng to 
con!rnl the pl;me. Thenewccckpit I> ill 
move for;nrt! and will indude 3 p,:).r 
of SP.'ll'> 
"Lyir.~ m~ the wing is noc g;;.J<i fu; 
lht: stabilitY of the plane.· J-lm12•: ~ .. J.j 
Tht· triffiHH·tl duw;, L:Sl- ,_·q-.;h.'!i i~ 
10\)'!0ded t'! ·;.-cig.h about 4L~; ~·,;-u::tlo 
··~- th, 'Sn,;ht brulhc>rs· 70fl t:·-r,:r.-.i~ 
L'Sl"s J1ver ·.nll cnJi:::-t: Jt l-5 n:p!c 
~·;)Jil1• til·_; nr!,jiLll i~:•:tldd 1]-•n . ; .1' :...> 
-11j.'h 
'.\'J-:iL· r/1 · .,r_:f•,;-!c.~ \'.;-;_~h :-c:~<-· 
;K·,,,J.,<:,:; :';J~-lpu;c ro ~;c:;;ndJ ,~,. •'-, 
l_'<;; ·Td: ,;h··n)!! ~a:·.•-' -;~· 1:_. 
.,c. usu "·'.- 8-J 
' I 
. i 
I 
I 
The Salt Lake Tribune- April 23, 2002 (continued) 
USU graduate student Nick Alley, left, and aviation program 
coordinator Dave Widauf show off a replica of the Wright Ryer. 
USU Project 
More Thana 
Flight of Fancy 
II Continued from B-1 
"It was too good an opportu-
nity to pass up," Alley said. 
''I've lost sleep over this. It's 
been really stressful." 
The student designers have 
collectively logged about 4,000 
work hours. Some of the soon-
to-be-graduating students will 
stick around this summer to 
build the plane. 
Widauf said USU has big 
plans for L'J.e souped-up bi-
plane. One!:! the plane is built, it 
will go on a barnstorming tour 
of Utah schools. 
"Maybe we can light the frre 
in some kid's eyes to be an en-
gineer," he said. 
If money can be found, 
Wid auf would like to show off 
the plane on the way to or from 
the Dayton flying festival. Just 
don't expel't to see the Wright 
Flyer soaring over Interstate 
80, as the plane will probably 
travel via truck. 
"We're going to have an air· 
plane flying, hopefully by the 
end of summer," Widaufsaid. 
The Deseret News- March 10, 2002 
USU students ready to fly into the past 
By leah L CuRer 
0!.·~-·wt ~·, 5L.1tl 'Wirtflf 
A f..'t"OUP of collegl' studcnl') is honoring the· world's first owiator:. 
by tuming back the clock nnrl re-creating Or\'ille and Wilbur 
Wnglll.':-; originaltlyingwonder. 
N enrly 100 ye<il':'i Htter the brothers made their first 12·~ccond 
!light [Jtah St<lte tini\'ersi(V stue1cnts are building 11 modern-day 
replica of their llyin~ machine, a feat believed never attempted. 
"Olhergroups are buUd1ng replicas using original maleriuls,'' 
smd Dnvid Wicl:mf, aT fSTi associate professor overse{~ing tilt 
proJe(-t. "We thou~hl ·Why not build a rcplka with materials I hal 
would be availablt;. 1ftht~ Wright brotl1ers \\'('ft' conslructin~ an air-
pt;mc loday?'" 
'l'lw team 1:-lusmg tlw latr>st Kcvlar and graphilt! mntt.:r[als 
inst(\arl ofthP. muslin and spmr.c used by the WrighLc; a eentnry :1!':0. 
PLANE 
(. "ml!mut~l/rr'fll Ill 
'fllc twiJ'-y<mr projcet go!: 
und~rway lust .!r(!mcster and 
will cu.l.mmate wbcn the plant> 
is 11own durin~ tiw Wright 
l'l.yr:;I'Ctmtennfal tr!ebrot.inn tn 
DllY(on, Ohio, in2f)(t~. 
'!1t<! students spent 1,900 
[t{")l.'rs lasl scmcst(!r g-ettinf.!; to 
know m.'l~cything about Uw orig-
ir~.l:ll Wri¢lt Dlam"l.accordtngto 
NkkA!Icy, i.J US.tJ groduale stu-
drmt and the design proJeef. 
muna~.er, t•'iw~ofUtc 10!>1:U· 
dl'.!nl~ ar~ !hcusmgon the stru<' 
turol asp.t>.-r.t ofUte. proj<~f, 
while tim other five nre wm·k 
mgon!lH~ pl<mt~·~ aeroclyttam 
it'.~. 'f'hif> seme.~tt·r. lilt' studenL-= 
lwvt': hut!t n quart.Cr !'.ral~C 
mOOr~l and sonn will sl<trt work 
on the <Jf.'tual full s<'al{' planc> 
'l11c qw1rtcr-sea!0 model was 
on disp!ny at "Dinotek2fX).2,'' n 
free high -tech t•xhibit at lht• 
Ogden Dinosaur P<1rk. throu~;.h 
Feb.22. 
When they finish th01t plane, 
fom1er Sen. JtJk~· Gan1 wtml"i lo 
bl• Um one in tlu: pilot seat on 
m least one ofit.'inight'>. Tiwv 
hope Uwt Oight will gn farthct 
than the 120 feet the- Wr1ght 
broUters managed. 
Gam, wh.o says aviation has 
always been n part of his life, 
saiclttwould complete> h[~; avia 
tion C<lreer to fly a rep! it-,. uf 
thco11gm.11 Wri~htplmH~ (;am 
hns "flown £ttl sorisoflhm~'i '' 
mclnding hangglid1•n; and 
f'Xp<'.rimcn!.id and lJ[HfH'-bU!lt 
<liremft. In IW!.5. he had IJH· 
opporttmitytohe tiw nr.;t putr 
!it··omewl ton:-- atl£mn1 Ow 
1-'/l'(m.' .\(,.PLANE on IC 
Sp;JceShutl!t•. 
And C:<1m l;tlld tw·s not wor 
ried about I he stlfcty ofUH• 
plant·. 
"AJlr>J' ;11/ the thin}.;.<; I'w 
nown. I"m not l.ht• least hit con 
e~mcd about it r·rashing, .. lw 
said. "T ft•cl much safer in an 
uirpl:wt~ tlmn a car'' 
(~am smd h~> does rf't'Ogo !'t.(' 
that Uw:w !>'!tulcn!:.; f<we a rha! 
len~~t' in designing a plane idcn 
ti('altu one bnt!t IOOyears <l{!.O 
wrllt'n"'S ~;Jot of cliffcrmw(·~ 
in the ~>~Hy•Uw Wrightbrot.hcrsl 
Jlpv :HHt l.hP :,vm!ion to.!chnul-
01'.V \\1. ;,.,~,~,. tn.;lly.·· ht- said. 
"S, •• ·.· :.~···;, · .~ ·"Jilll' (lbst:wlt'S to 
owreon~t·, but. I"m I'(J!J/idem 
!.ht.•v w1ll ovc.rconw Uwm" 
1'ht> stmlcml~ tiH,m:w!w··~ dt·f 
lllW~II' ret·nrtnirl· tJw c·halk'm't·~; 
the~· l:;tr(~. - ~ 
.·\lkv :aHf till' dt.:S!I;n f('Um !:> 
usu students are building a teplica of the Wrtgtrt Srothcrt' original biplane. 
n·:;lric·led mon~ !htUlCUJ,Vthing 
bv ;wstlwties. bct·nuse tlwv 
\\:unt Uw plant! to look Hln; Uu• 
Wn).1Il'>' original. Anotlwr eon 
t'C'/11 istlw t•entcrofgrnvity. 
"The Wrighl<; Jmd very little 
und• :n.1anding or aW'Odynam .. 
ks." Allev said. 
In lhet)riginalt}fanc, lb<~ 
r·,•ntc r of Wl!VIIY was belli nd 
I he ruain win~. Alley said the 
temn has hac! to d!'SI$1 nround 
Hml by makln~ tite tail end of 
tht· plant' a" lightm; pos.sJh!e 
f:nr.:wn K'iplin L<; in charge ol' 
t.lw sU·ucl .a11l desl[~n nfUJ.(: 
Wlllgs and h~l!> to deal with 
l'hangum !tw winP,·W<Jr'ping 
lll(·r·hanism o/'tlw anginal 
pl;me to aetomnm(lall• <.1 Jit'W 
;urtoi/ dt'S!Wt 
.<\ll1:y, Adam Hidwrds:tnd 
Ilt•n ( :uJW dt•vclopcd ,.;oJtwUl1' 
to d!Pek hnw tl~~·. IJrl~ina! Jl!:tnt· 
p1•rformed in ~>tcady tlir.ht 
'flwy used tltnt prw~ram to find 
trt•11ds in how ehanging tl•ing.~ 
about 01c ain:raft. would arfef~i 
il-; night pcrfomumce. On(• of 
Uw· biggest dum~es they're 
making is reducing U1e we1P.ht 
from its original 710 pound~ tu 
310pounds. 
"W<·'I1' l.rymgto nmkt>. tllt' 
plan(! i.l.'i li}:~ht a:> possible, •· 
Alley ~.aid. ''AnybmJy l'llll huild 
a pl:ute tlmt wci)!)ls 700 or ROll 
pounds.'' 
J>.Jiny said the dialll•n~~~· i~ 
desU:Ullrlt~Jm (lircrtilt tllllt hu . ; 14, 
c;trry a tuuuan brin~•, 
Quar't.f'I'·SI!td<! mod1JI!i oflht~ 
plww w1U lwi.ukl'fl on Jour 111 
f /t.1!J i'L<; St)fJfl ;:t<.,l.hi~; ( lelilhN 
'l'rina P:L~keu offhf~ srm~t· 
liymunics l.abomtory in I.Aw:m 
:>Hirt uu~ tour will reach unw;ti 
UUlll~d 2tJO,{;;)O st.WJ~Wf.-; who 
will tum! tlw OIIPtirtuuity ta 
lcttn! JJbuutlwiatiou U1r1)UI{f1 
specin!h:ecl lesson pl1HL\ ;md 
~~!>sny awl art conh•st-; 
Onil~ wuv bJ otno ii>r Uw 
eentcnniJJJ .. Um full !;lze pl;me 
will fullilw 11 hisfnncaJ path, 
slopf>inr,.ro slww nil at VHriOJiH 
spot'i on UJ<> wny. Vorf11a1 tour, 
Uu• Jll;.lfll'- wiiiiiiiVt' to fil.111 a 53 
foul van, wlueh 1111~uns If will 
hav1·lo lw diswi!it·mhlt·ti :md 
n!:Jssflmhlf'li. l'm~lw(t ),Uid i.ht: 
prujc<d's ot'g<lii!U!rs art! ~;till 
workrrmou au J:%1H'I. paiJi Uilri 
dn!~:.~ IOI'Ut•' Wurs ' 
Hul ft;r fJ0\1!, t/11• MUdt!ill.o; <ti"i.l 
i11:.1 f'OJWt•n;c!!l !ll,nul ll;•Jljlll~ 
Ill'' Jlli!lll' nil Uu' l~l"tHIIH/ 
·'Wiwll W4':-,f!j:!Ju· plmw t:p 
amlllyll!l". it wdln~;tlly tw 
worll1 ;ill Uw t·llill'!. W~!'vt~ f-Ill~ 
w," ('ant' swd. 
EMAs.:~;~ 
,, 
I 
The USU Statesman- April 26, 2002 
Wright plane getting ready to roll 
R·Ts.~ o.-2,{~ ---
~..,~~ 1\"P,!\~ 
Senior mechankal 
engiDoering ;md a<iiltion 
tcchnolog)· students are 
e.\perimenting 11ith "The 
Wright Stull to con-
struct a modem'lfar 
replica ofthf 1905 air-
plane llo"71 bv the 
Wright brothers. 
Ten students fmm 
Utah Slate llni.·cr.;ity 
were chosen to work on 
the project out of21, 
said NlckAlley,a first-
year masterS student in 
mechanical and aero-
space enginrering, and 
the J»l!iect's manager. 
At a presentation 
Thesda.y evening, Alley 
said the ~tudents have 
put in 4,000 hollG to 
produce the research 
required to build a 
working aircraft 
"I hope ev.,ryone rt"al-
iz.."S <dmt these stud,nt> 
have duneh•m~," Alley 
said 
·what thej· hare done 
is to redesig~t the migl-
nalllircmft using mod-
em materials to improH' 
the stability, stall suscep-
tibilil)-~ drag and to make 
it safEr an::! more user 
friendh~ \Y;wne 
A QUARTER-SCALE MOOH ol the USU flyer was 
a model for a I!JII-sile replica of the original Wright 
year./A11qeie Chri'>lensen pholo 
Guodrkh, a-studeiJt working on 
the projecL ;;:.'lid 
<\nd it'll still be good [ookin;· 
C700dril:h said. 
Using computer programs :UJd 
simulation; such as \Vmgs :WOO. 
sludJ.'nts omalncd the illeet.,; of 
their redesir;r;s. 
EricPeteP.;On, a senior in 
meclmniml engine~ring said tl1ry 
have great ronfideoce in tl1e relia-
bility of the l"Omputer models' pre-
dictiam; because tl1ev hav~ been 
tested against '~ind funnel e:..-peri-
enccllild compared to ather pro-
gratm;. 
Although tl1e plane v..ill actlmlly 
be- flown, Da\"C Widauf; a\'iation 
progriU1lS coordinator in the 
indll.'.irialli'chnology and educa-
tion departmeot, said the plane 
\\-ill not he making anycro.'<S-<::Oun-
hy flights bc~'ause the fuel tank 
c.apacity will only allm1' for flights 
of about an hour, and tl1e plane 
willuot be able to hanille c.ros.<: 
11ind.~ mare tl1an !h"l' miles per 
hour. 
"Jt5 to prove a concept aml to 
celebrate tl1e Wright brothers," 
Widauf suid. "!fit gets off the 
ground and flil'.'i aroond a football 
field, we'll be happ)'." 
Widanfsaid USU is the onil' 
Olplrization to do anrrJJing like 
th.is. 
"There are thme or four otlu~rn 
doi11g exact ll'plicas, but they't-e 
more for )J!storic ~"alue. \Ve're 
doing something unique," Wid auf 
said. 
TI1e group is ll5ing local mareri-
~ls such :t> Kedar and graphite 
hernase \Vidaufsaid rJ1cythought 
WRIGHT 
Frvm Pdge J 
t.:.Jked to the faculty.'' 
those would be what the Wright 
brothers woo!d usc if the\' we1e 
building the pLme toda}: · 
A quarter-scale rePlica model rf 
the 1905 plane 1\'3.'; d1spi~yed at 
the presentation, and students \\ill 
begin full-size ronstroction of the 
USU 1"Cr:sion this summer. 
Another student workiug on the 
proj!'Cl.Ben Ca~e, sa1d the group 
hopes to have tl1e pL1..111! btlill by 
the end of sllill.lncr, but it '~ill all 
depend on how the building: 
process goes. 
To this point, Case said many of 
the studeiJt.s Jmye b~-en putting in 
20 to .'10 hours each week, and 
many spent 60 hours owr the 
0i)1ll[lic Bll':J.k working (nl th'..' 
project. 
Aile\' said tl1e students worked 
on the ·project out of "personal 
Hintz.e said she enjoys seeing tl1e models and mock-ups 
acturtlly built. 
"TI!e best part is seeing your ideas and though!.<> in real 
life-,n Hintl.e said. 
Already the group has been featured at several Olympk 
~enues and. has received second place \lith their presenta-
tion at the Western Regional .. \merican Institute of 
Aeronautics and .o\strunautics S\ltdent Conference on April 
4 through 6. 
Eventually \Vid;~.uf s.1id he hopes to use the plane to pro-
vide l'ducat:ion and to get kids excited about technology, 
engineering and axiation. 
"ll:!y vision is to have an outrr.ach tour throughout Utah~ 
Widauf said. 
Widauf srud the project will al~o highlight USU and their 
mechanical engineering and aerodynamic.<> prugmn1s. 
""Wr've got a great pmJ:,'TI!Jll here_ I l11irlk w~:·re one oftl1e 
hr.st-kept secrets around." he said. 
1besday the r;roup presented their project to the uni\-er-
sity. 
·More infonJJation will be a\·ailah!e in a few w~ek~ on tlw 
groupS \Veh sit(' at \\'oi'II'.USll\ITi~Jtfl~'('r.org. 
~~~~:ers ~(~~':fk for 
their participation. 
A.my Hintze, the only female 
working on tl1e project, said tluT 
haw been required to spend 12 
hour:s eadt 1\"Cek since September. 
even during oehool breaks. 
"It's been a lot of work,- Ca.;e 
said. "Dot it's more tll.alljnst a sen-
ior project.. it's been really fun 
because ofrJ1e magnitude of the 
project. It's an actttal pl~ne tl1a1 
willbellSed.." 
Aller said he mlly knew two of 
the studentsw!m1 he put tog.:tl1er 
the te-.un. 
"I basically went on f.-rith and 
lucked out," Aller s..1.id. "But I also 
I j_ 
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